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ABSTRACT 

In response to a request from the Director of the Virginia 
Department of Transportation Sa£ety an evaluation of the state and 
federal regulations, inspection programs and enforcement activities 
regarding truck safety was carmied out.- 

The purpose of the study was to assess the nature and scope 
of current regulatory activities; to compare and contrast state 
and federal approaches; and to ascertain whether or not a problem 
exists with state regulations, inspections, and enforcement and, 
if so, to suggest remedial measures. 

The study was carried out with guidance provided by a project 
advisory group consisting of representatives of the Department of 
Highways and Transportation, Division of Motor Vehicles, Department 
of State Police, Department of Health, Office of Energy and Emer- 

gency Services, State Corporation Commission, Port Authority, Divi- 
sion of Legislative Services, Office of the Attorney General, U. S. 
Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety, National Transportation Safety 
Board, and the Virginia Highway Users Association. 

The evaluation included a review of relevant literature, a questionnaire survey of other states, site visits and observations 
of SCC •and BMCSon-road safety inspections, a review and comparison 
of state and federal laws and regulations, and an analysis of 
available data concerning truck accidents. 

Analysis of the information obtained led to the. conclusion 
that some revisions to the regulatory provisions governing the 
trucking industry and the transportation of hazardous materials 
are warranted. 

Recommendations for the revision of Virginia's regulations 
and administrative programs are offered. 
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l. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

National accident data reveal an increasing incidence of 
accidents and fatalities involving heavy trucks. These statistics 
are of concern to traffic safety officials not only because 
they reflect an increasing hazard to truck drivers, but also 
because truck accidents have a severe impact upon the safety 
of people using noncommercial vehicles on the highways. 
Legislators and administrators in the federal government are 
placing high priorities on measures to lessen the incidence 
and severity of truck accidents. In Virginia, transportation 
officials should give close consideration to similar measures. 

k•ile it cannot be fully documented that truck accidents are 

a serious problem at this time, there are indications that 
there is a problem in tex•ms of the number of accidents per 
vehicle, and there are indications that the problem is 
worsening at a rapid rate. 

Considerably more and better data on truck accidents are 
needed on both the state and national levels to enable an 
accurate definition of the problem created by truck accidents. 

The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations (FMCSR) require, 
among other things, that drivers subject to the Regulations 
be 21 years old and pass a road test administered by the 
motor carrier employing them or by a "competent" designated 
person. In Virginia, the minimum age for obtaining a 
chauffeur's license is 18, and an applicant who wishes to 
operate "any vehicle or combination of vehicles having three 
or more axles with an actual gross weight in excess of forty 
thousand pounds" must submit to and pass a road test using the 
type of vehicle for which he seeks a license. The road test 
is waived for any applicant who states that he has driven at 
least 500 miles in a vehicle of the type he intends to operate. 
Studies suggest that a significant relationship exists 
between truck driver inexperience and accident invclvement. 
Data indicate that there is a disproportionately great 
involvement in truck accidents of drivers with less than 1 
year's experience with their employers. A study not yet 
published has tentatively found that truck drivers in the 18- 
to-21-year-old age group have a subst•tially higher rate of 
accident involvement than 25 to 40 year-old drivers. The 
BMCS, in response to pressure to lower the minimum age of 
interstate drivers from 21 to 18, recently conducted a review 
of available literature on this issue. The review concluded 
that the 21 year-old minimum was justified, since persons 
under 21 lack the skill, judgement and maturity necessary to 
properly handle the demands of truck operation. 
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10. 

The FMCSR require that truck drivers use the seat belts 
installed in their vehicles. The Virginia Code does not, and 
further provides that "failure to use such safety lap belts 

shall not be deemed to be negligence." 

Those carriers subject to the FMCSR must file a comprehensive 
accident report form after an accident involving death, injury, 
or property damage amounting to at least 82,000. In Virginia, 
there are extensive requirements for the reporting of 
accidents by drivers to the State Police and to the DMV and 
by the State Police to the DMV. The report forms used by 
the State Police do not adequately provide for the inclusion 
of information relevant to truck safety. 

The FMCSR limit most truck drivers to a maximum of I0 hours 
of "driving time" after they have accumulated a minimum of 8 
hours "off-duty". To aid in the enforcement of this require- 
ment, the FMCSR require the driver to maintain a daily log. 
The Virginia Code prohibits the driving of any motor vehicle 
for more than 13 hours inany period of 24 hours. Data on 
traffic safety indicate that driver fatigue is a factor in 
many truck accidents. 

Unlike the FMCSR, the Virginia Code does not require a 
special written test for .truck drivers. Applicants for a 
chauffeur's license take •he same test. concerning the rules 
of the road in Virginia as do applicants for an operator's 
license• The Virginia Code does not require truck drivers 
to make a pro-trip inspection of the vehicle• as do the FMCSR. 
The Code does prohibit the operation of defective equipment 
on the highways. 

In t.heir specifications, on equipment there are several 
differencesbetween the FMCSR and the Virginia Code. The 
Virginia Code has less stringent braking distance standards 
and front tire tread requirements than do the FMCSR. In 
addition, Virginia has not established safety standards 
governing tire loads and pressures for the most common sizes 
of tires used by interstate motor carriers, while the federal 
rules include extensive provisions. 

A significant amount of hazardous material is transported by 
truck on Virginia highways• Because of the great potential 
for injury and destruction arising from accidents involving 
these substances, preventive safety measures are of the utmost 
importance. Regulations which might seem overly extensive if 
applied to the transportation of other commodities are prudent 
in the case of hazardous materials. Regulations on the trans- 
port of hazardous material must seek to prevent accidents and 
reduce the destruction resulting from accidents which do occur. 
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ii. There are detailed federal regulations governing the trans- 
portation of hazardous materials in interstate commerce, and 
they preempt any inconsistent and less rigorous Virginia 
requirements. However, it is possible that hazardous materials 
are being transported on Virginia highways by carriers or 
vehicles not subject to federal regulations. In general, 
the federal hazardous material cargo, vehicle and driver 
regulations are more thorough and safety-oriented than 
comparable Virginia regulations. The Commonwealth regulations 
exempt flammable liquids and do not cover certain dangerous 
substances regulated by the federal government. Virginia 
regulations on containers and placards lack the detail of 
and are in places inconsistent with their federal counterparts. 
Also the Commonwealth authorizes much lighter penalties for 
violations of regulations on the transport of hazardous 
materials than does the federal government. 

12. A number of states have programs for regulating.the transport 
of hazardous materials, and more may institute them in the 
immediate future as several states are studying the problems 
associated with the transportation of these materials. 

13. Both the Commonwealth of Virginia (SCC) and the federal 
government (BMCS) conduct individual and cooperativetruck 
safety inspection programs. 

14. Most states have a truck weighing program-,.but the effective- 
ness of these programs varies widely. Based on an analysis 
of the data presented in this report, Virginia-has one of 
the premier programs in the country. 

15. Data on truck types and weights indicate that: 

(a) Tractor trailers make up 8.5% of all vehicles on 
all highway systems and 10.5% of those on the 
interstate system. 

(b) For single-unit trucks, dump trucks carry the 
heaviest loads; for tractor trailer combinations, 
dump trucks and petroleum tankers carry the 
heaviest loads. 

(c) Regardless of truck classification, compliance 
with Virginia truck weight laws is greater on 
interstate roads than on the other road systems. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Safety in truck transportation is of much concern to 
individuals at numerous levels of govemnment and private industry. 
In Vimginia, available data indicate a need for close scrutiny 
of the involvement of trucks in traffic crashes. In addition, 
it has been determined that certain revisions to the regulations 
governing the trucking industry and the transportation of 
hazardous materials by truck are warranted. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

i. Coordination is necessary between the states and federal 
government, among the vamious state agencies, and within the 
several federal agencies in the collection, recording, and 
classification of data on truck accidents. 

2. Traffic safety officials need to cooperate with the State 
Police and the DMV to develop a supplementary truck accident 
report form to aid in gathering essential information. The 
BMCS, which is presently revising its standard truck accident 
form, can aid in the development of a comprehensive and 
detailed truck accident reporting system for the Commonwealth. 

3. Data indicate that driver inexperience is a causative factor 
in many truck accidents. Virginia should eliminate or qualify 
the "500 mile waiver" of the road test for applicants seeking 
licenses to operate vehicles or vehicle combinations with 
three or moz, e axles and a gross weight in excess of 
pounds. The state should consider raising the minimum age requirement for a chauffeur's license to 21. 

The state should repeal that portion of the Code which holds 
that failure to use seat belts is not to be deemed negligence. 
The provision implicitly condones the failure to use these 
safety devices and precludes any party from claiming and 
establishing negligent nonuse of seat belts. 

5. In light of the role that driver fatigue plays in causing 
accidents, it is recommended that the state enact an hours- 
of-service regulation applicable te truck drivers. The 
regulation sho.uld reduce the number of a].lowable consecutive 
hours.of driving, limit the number of allowable driving hours 
per week, and prescribe daily and weekly limits for "on-duty" 
time. Driver logs should also be required to permit enforce- 
ment of this provision and reduce, if possible, the incidences 
in which fatigue plays a role in truck accidents. 

8. In order to effectively enforce regulations affecting driver 
fatigue and those of equipment defects, the SCC• State Police 
and other authorized law enforcement personnel should be 
allowed to declare fatigued drivers and defective vehicles 
"out of service." 

7. The Commonwealth should revise and update the SCC regulations 
governing the transportation of hazardous materials by truck. 
The federal hazardous materials regulations should be care- 
fully reviewed and those which are most efficacious in ensuring 
safe transportation of dangerous articles and can be practi- 
cally enforced by state officials should be adopted, in the 



requirements on driving, handling and transporting cargo, 
the federal and Virginia regulations are s6 similar that 
little practical change would result from adoption of the 
federal provisions. In other areas the federal regulations 
are more comprehensive and safety- oriented. Among the 
most glaring deficiencies in Virginia regulations are the 
following. 

(a) The CoMmonwealth presently exempts flammable 
liquids. These substances are at least as hazardous 
as orher regulated materials, and for safety 
considerations cannot rationally be excluded. At 
the federal level, no such exemption exists. 

(b) Etiologic, or disease-producing, agents are not 
covered by Virginia regulations on hazardous 
materials, probably because they were not recognized 
to pose sufficient danger when the regulations were 
enacted in 1958. These substances are included in 
the federal regulations. 

(c) The Commonwealth presently requires only that 
containers for hazardous material be of "sufficient" 
size and strength for the commodity. Virginia 
should consider adopting more detailed standards 
for these containers, including cargo tanks• 
Effective containment of dangerous materials is of 
prime importance in limiting the severity of 
damage resulting from accidents. The federal 
regulations provide extensive specifications for 
containers. Virginia could merely require that 
all containers, whether transported interstate or 
intrastate, satisfy the federal specifications. 

(d) The Virginia placarding scheme offers less infor- 
mation than, and is in places inconsistent with, 
its federal counterpart. Placards are essential 
in helping to identify the contents of the involved 
vehicles at the scene of an accident. The federal 
regulations divide hazardous materials into 17 
categories while Virginia provides only 7; this 
more detailed federal description better aids 
emergency response personnel in taking measures to 
restrict accident damage. 

Certain other changes, commented upon below, may facilitate 
the implementation of whatever regulations on hazardous 
materials the Commonwealth ultimately decides will provide 
optimum safety. 
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(a) The Commonwealth might consider increasing the 
authorized penalties for violations of the regula- 
tions on hazardous materials. The present maximum 
civil ($i,000) and first-offense criminal ($i00) 
penalties may be so small that the risk of their 
imposition is an economically rational alternative. 
The mere availability, however, of sanctions as 
great as the federal civil ($i0,000) and criminal 
($25,000 and/or 5 years'-incarceration) penalties 
may produce a deterrent effect, and would certainly 
give the regulatory mandate greater force than it 
has at present. 

(b) Virginia should consider developing a list of 
hazardous materials. At present, with only broad 
definitions covering hazardous materials, an 
immediate answer is not always available on whether 
a substance in question is regulated. The list 
need not be as comprehensive, as that set forth in 
the federal regulations (specifying some 1,200 
substances); instead, it should detail those 
hazardous materials regularly transported in 
Virginia, and become a workable tool for inspection, 
enforcement and emergency personnel. 
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TRUCK SAFETY REGULATION, INSPECTION AND 
ENFORCEMENT IN VIRGINIA 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent months the federal government has paid great 
attention to the safety aspects of heavy truck transportation. 
This attention is the product of concern over statistics showing 
a significant involvement of heavy trucks in traffic accidents 
and fatalities. Efforts are being made both in Congress and the 
federal regulatory agencies to minimize the hazards of truck 
transportation. 

For example, a 1977 report to Congress by the Comptroller 
General of the United States General Accounting Office.(GAO) (i) 
concluded that the federal motor carrier safety program had not 
measureably improved in the ten years following transfer of 
responsibility to the Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety (BMCS) within 
the Department of Transportation (DOT). The report stated that 
despite a general improvement in traffic fatality rates, 45,000 
persons had died on the highway in 1975, with 20% of these deaths 
having resulted from truck and bus accidents. The GA0 study noted 
that BMCS manpower limitations allowed inspection of less than 1% 
of interstate drivers and vehicles. The GA0 recommended an increase 
in BMCS resources for safety activities, an improved system of 
identifying those motor carriers with the poorest safety records, 
increased effectiveness in actions against violators of safety 
regulations, and a program of financial incentives to encourage 
states to enforce state laws and regulations similar to the federal 
provisions for motor carrier safety. Undoubtedly, the GAO study 
helped to focus attention on heavy truck safety. 

In the spring of 1978 Senator Percy introduced S.2970, the 
Truck Safety Act of 1978, •2) designed "to promote and protect 
the American public from the hazards of unsafe commercial motor 
vehicle operations, to provide drivers of commercial motor vehicles 
with safe and healthy working conditions, and to insure prompt 
and continuous compliance by all persons subject to this Act 
(3) The bill seeks to greatly enhance the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the DOT in ensuring truck safety by expanding the 

scope of violations for which civil fines may be imposed, raising 



the maximum fines for serious violations, including those by 
drivers of light trucks within the scope of federal safety 
regulations, and authorizing the DOT to regulate working conditions 
and operating practices of motor carriers to ensure safe truck 
maintenance. •4) 

A second pending Senate bill, the "Trucking Competition and 
Safety Act of 1979" <5) (S.1400), introduced in June by Senator 
Kennedy, seeks to deregulate the trucking industry. Title II of 
the bill focuses on commercial truck safety. The bill is premised 
upon findings 

i. that the level of highway fatalities and injuries related 
to commercial motor vehicle operations is unnecessary, 
unacceptably high, and must be reduced; 

2. that the level of property damage (is also) 
unnecessary, unacceptably high, and must be reduced; 

3. that the present level of fatalities, injuries, and 
property damage related to commercial motor vehicle 
operations has a detrimental effect on .the economy, as 
well as on the public safety and welfare; and 

4. that more comprehensive regulation of commercial vehicle 
safety and strengthened enforcement wouldreduce the 
level of fatalities,, injuries and property damage.... (6) 

These findings were based upon statistics showing "significant 
noncompliance with present federal commercial motor vehicle 
safety rules and a steady, significant increase in accident rates 
for many regulated vehicles." Increases in motor carrier 
accidents and truck driver fatalities, a climb in truck accident 
fatalities at double the rate of increase of truck miles traveled, 
and heavy property losses were cited. (7) The bill seeks "to 
reverse this safety trend" (8) by stiffening penalties for safety 
violations and expanding the role of the DOT to decide a motor 
carrier's fitness to haul freight. 

Legislation has also been introduced in the House and Senate 
to set national truck weight and length limits. A GA0 study 
determined that "excessive truck weight is a major cause of high- 
way damage," (9) citing s-tatistics indicating that 22% of loaded 
tractor trailers exceed state weight limits. The GA0 study did 
not deal directly with the relationship between truck weights and 
accidents. However, the study did survey state enforcement efforts, 
and concluded that enforcement of weight laws is generally lacking 
because of inadequate penalties and insufficient resources.(10) 



Recent accidents have publicized the need to examine the 
transportation of hazardous materials. The February 1978 
disasters in Waverly, Tennessee (15 people killed and 48 injured 
when a tank car carrying liquefied petroleum gas exploded 
following a derailment), and Youngstown, Florida (8 killed and 
158 injured by toxic gas when a tank car carrying chlorine 
punctured during a derailment), led to • March 1979 Library of 
Congress study ([I) for the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science 
and Transportation on federal regulation of the transportation of 
hazardous materials. The study presented DOT statistics showing 
that the bulk of deaths, injuries and property damage caused by 
accidents involving hazardous materials in recent years have 
resulted from private and for-hire truck transportation.(!2) 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) 
of the DOT is placing special emphasis on heavy truck safety. 
The NHTSA is concerned over "the alarming increase in fatalities 
among occupants of heavy duty trucks since 1975" and has made 
truck safety one of its top priorities.(i3) In publicizing 
a September 1979 public meeting on truck safety, the NHTSA 
presented the following national statistics which suggest a significant problem worthy of attention. 

Traffic accidents involving heavy trucks claimed an 
estimated 4,624 lives nationwide in 1978, a 40% increase 
since 1975. 

In 1978, heavy-truck-related deaths accounted for I out 
of every I0 persons killed on the nation's highways. 

Almost 30% of the increase in deaths in automobile 
accidents between 1975 and 1978 was attributable to 
fatalities occurring in crashes with heavy trucks. 

Between 1975 and 1977, fatalities in heavy trucks rose 
more than twice as fast as the number of miles traveled 
by such vehicles.(14) 

This increased concern over accidents involving heavy trucks 
has been expressed not only by federal officials, but also by 
members of the Virginia General Assembly. In March 1979, after 
discussion with state and federal officials, John T. Hanna, 
Director of the Commonwealth's Department of Transportation Safety, 
requested that Virginia truck regulation, inspection, and enforce- 
ment be analyzed. 



PUR.PO ''•n 

Concern has been expressed at numerous levels of government 
over the involvement of trucks in highway traffic crashes. In 
the recent past, the UniTed States Congress and other concerned 
parties have posed questions concerning the effects of overweight 
and unsuitably equipped conumercJal carriers on the traffic safety 
environment and structural, engineering components of the nation's 
roadway network. 

In the Com•monwea!th of Virginia, a number of traffic safety 
officials have also expressed a desire to learn of the nature of 
truck accidents on the state's highway system. Consequently, this 
study was designed to determine if .• problem exists, if a 
problem was identified, then the study design called for a 
determination of its magnitude and the adequacy of existing 
statutes, policies, rules, regulations, programs and activities 
for dealing with the problem. Additionally, the study would seek 
to recommend countermeasures to be utilized to reduce the number 
and severity of truck accidents. 

METHODOLOGY 

Advisgry Gr..o.u• 

A study of heavy truck safety involves far more than the 
compilation of accident statistics. Included in the issues to be 
considered were economic factors such as time, taxation, availa- 
bility of transportation, •oad maintenance, vehicle manufacture, 
and driver livelihood;legal issues such as size and weight limits, 
interstate comm.erce, safety regulations, and driver licensing; and 
environmental issues such as noise and air pollution. Because of the 
complex nature of these issues, the research group sought the 
advice and guidance of numerous agencies. 

The following organizations were invited to appoint represen- 
tatives to an advisory group formed for the study:Office of the 
Secretary of Transportation, Department of Transportation Safety, 
Department of Highways and Transportation, Office of the Attorney 
General, the State Corporation Commission, Department of State 
Police, Division of Motor Vehicles, Health Department, Office of 
Energy and Emergency Services, Port Authority, Legislative Services, 
the Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety, the National Transportation 
Safety Board, and the Virginia Highway Users Association. Occasional 
meetings of the advisory group were held throughout the course of 
the study. 



Literature Review 

As a starting point, abstracts were obtained from the Highway 
Research Information Service (HRiS), and study team members iden- 
tified a number of papers concerned with safety problems in the 
heavy truck industry. The papers reported on numerous studies 
related to a broad range of safety factors including truck weight 
and size, safety equipment, driving time and driver experience, 
pavement condition, and the presence of hazardous materials. 
Literature sources included federal and state agencies, the trucking 
industry, the insurance industry, private and university research 
groups, and congressional and legislative hearings. 

•ompilation •nd Analysis of Accident data 

In compiling and analyzing the data, the primary goal was to 
obtain a workable summary of truck data for Virginia and to com- 
pare the experience in Virginia to that in other states and across 
the nation. Publications used included Virginia Truck Weight 
Studies, Virginia Average Daily Traffic Volumes, virginia Sta'te 
Pol'ice Cra'sh Facts, the National Truck Characte•i'stics Report, 
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association FacTs and Figures, the 
BMCS's Acci•'ents of Motor Carriers of Property, and the Fatal 
•'ide'nt Repgrt. S•stems (FARS') report on Heavy Trucks. 

In addition an analysis was made of statistics on accidents 
involving heavy trucks from the reports of the Virginia Department 
of Transportation Safety's Crash Investigation Team. Since 1971, 
the Crash Investigation Team has conducted in-depth investigations 
of selected accidents occurring in Virginia to identify human 
errors, vehicle defects, and highway safety defects that contri- 
bute to or cause crashes. 

Review of Regulations on the Truckin.g Industry 

The trucking industry is governed by numerous regulations 
covering both economic matters and safety. This study concerned 
itself solely with the latter, especially the regulations on weight and size limits, safety equipment, and the transport of 
hazardous materials. 

The review of the regulations was initiated by examining 
the provisions of the Virginia Code concerned with truck trans- 
portation. These pertained principally to truck weight and size 
and safety standards. 



Since most trucking companies operate across state lines, 
the federal government has a strong interest in regulating the 
trucking industry. Consequently, it was necessary to examine 
federal truck regulations and their interaction with state 
regulations. Examined as a pa:rt of this review were the inter- 
state Commerce Act and reguia•ions of the interstate Com•Lerce 
Commission, the Noise Control Act, •he Expi.•sives and other 
Dangerous Articles Act, the Transportation of Hazardous 
Materials Act, and the Feder•l Motor Carrier Safety Rules contained 
in Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations. 

Because of the special dangers posed by the transportation 
of hazardous materials, the study devoted special attention to 
this aspect of trucking activities. 

The initial step was to compose a generic definition of the 
term "hazardous material" through reference to the definitions 
contained in federal and state codes. 

Subsequently,the regulations contained in the Virginia Code 
were compared with the regulations in Title 49 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations. These regulations covered rules applicable 
to the vehicle transporting the materials, the loading of the 
cargo, and the driver. 

Sur-v.ey, of Exist,.J:n,$, Programs 

The study team examined programs aimed at enforcing the 
regulations on truck weights, safety and the transport of hazardous 
materials. Activities of Virginia agencies, the federal government, 
and other states were examined. Emphasis was placed upon operations 
in Virginia, with the researchers reviewing the roles of the Depart- 
ment of Highways and Transportation, State Corporation Commission, and 
State Police in enforcing state laws. As part of this review, 
visits were made to the permanent weigh stations at Troutville, 
Stephens City, and Dumfries to observe operations. 

Because BMCS is the federal agency responsible for enforcing 
truck safety standards, a visit was also made to observe its 
activities at the Troutvi!le weigh station. In addition to 
assessing the BMCS's role in Virginia, its nationwide operations 
were examined. 

To gather information on the activities of o-ther states a 
questionnaire was sent out to the other 49 states and the District 
of Columbia. This questionnaire requested information on truck 
weight limits, safety, and the transport of hazardous materials. 



In addition to providing data on the kinds of enforcement activi- 
ties conducted by other states, the questionnaire enabled the 
study team to determine the relative effectiveness of state truck 
weighing programs. This was done by developing indices which 
compared the number of trucks weighed in a state to a proxy value 
for the amount of truck traffic in a state. 

Recommendations 

With the information developed in the previously described 
activities in hand, the study team formulated recommendations for 
improving Virginia's truck safety program. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In 1976, over 4,000 people were killed in the U. S. in motor 
vehicle accidents that involved heavy trucks. This number repre- 
sents a 15.7% increase over the number killed in 1975, and accounted 
for 8.9% of all traffic fatalities.(15) Accidents involving trucks 
result in twice the number of fatalities per accident than 
accidents involving only passenger cars. Though the proportion 
of heavy trucks in the vehicle population is small, their exposure 
is disproportionately great and their increasing involvement in 
fatal traffic accidents is a safety concern of great importance. (16) 

The continuing concern of legislators and traffic safety 
officials over the safety record of large trucks has led to 
numerous federal and state laws and regulations governing nearly 
every aspect of truck travel, and additional measures are con- 
stantly being proposed. An example of the latter isa bill 
introduced in 1979 by Senator Edward M. Kennedy which would require 
tractor lengths of at least 15 feet. The bill was in part a 

response to a recommendation by researchers who believe that it 
would reduce the high casualty rate in frontal collisions. (17) 

Economic factors, however, militate against increased regula- 
tion of the industry. Large trucks are more efficient long-distance 
haulers than are small trucks. This has become increasingly signifi- 
cant in light of the recent energy crisis and rising fuel costs. 
The "Commercial Vehicle Post 1980 Goals Study" reviewed trucking 
industry economics in some detail and recommended that longer, 
wider and heavier trucks be not only permitted but encouraged.(18) 
Representatives of the industry have argued that regulations such 
as the 15-foot requirement for tractors would have an inflationary 
impact on the economy by reducing truck capacity and increasing 
fuel consumption. 



In order to determine the proper balance between the economic 
factors and the safety concerns, the scope of the truck safety 
problem must be ascertained. The purpose of this section is to 
briefly describe some of the literature examining the various 
aspects of truck safety. 

General Accident .•xperienq9 

The most frequent accident involving tractor trailers is a 
collision between such a unit and a passenger car; this is followed 
by single-vehicle accidents and collisions with other commercial 
vehicles.(19) Collisions of heavy trucks with passenger cars 
have been found to be especially dangerous for automobile occupants. 
Because of the relative size and weight of heavy trucks, multi- 
vehicle crashes involving them are significantly more likely to 
result in at least one fatality than are accidents involving only cars.(20) A 1975 study by the Highway Safety Research Center at 
the University of North Carolina concluded that the mortality 
rate in car-truck accidents was 14 times as great as that for car- 

car 
accidents.(21) One study found that in all car-truck accidents 

in the BMCS files for 1973 and 1974, only 4.7% of the fatalities 
were truck occupants.(22) Moreover, the BMCS classified accidents 
as having either no car occupant fatalities or at least one fatality 
and thus removed the effect of very severe accidents involving 
multiple fatalities. Overall, there was an average of 1.29 
fatalities among car occupants for each fatal accident. 

Only 20% of the le occupants.(p•gp23) killed from all heavy truck accidents 
are truck The remaining 80% are occupants of 
passenger cars, pedestrians, and bystanders. This characteristic 
of truck accidents their disproportionate impact on other users 
of our nation's roadways suggests the need for a special 
sensitivity to issues of trucking safety. 

One particular type of car-truck accident that has received 
much publicity is the underride accident that occurs when an 
automobile hits the rear or side of a truck or tractor trailer 
and slides under the trailer. In such accidents the trailer 
intrudes into the passenger compartment of the automobile, often 
causing death or serious injury to the occupants. These accidents 
have been found to result in significantly more high-severity 
injuries to the car occupants than have other kinds of accidents.< 24) 
The BMCS has a rear-end protection standard that applies to trucks 
and tractor trailers in interstate commerce. Essentially, the 
standard requires that the maximum distance between the ground and 
the bottom of the truck or a protective device attached to its 



rear be no more than 30 inches. (25) Many researchers, par- 
ticularly those at the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, 
feel that this standard does not provide adequateoProtection for 
car occupants because there are no crash protection performance criteria.(26) 

A study of the fatal car-truck accidents that occured in 
Michigan from 1972 through 1976 and in Texas for 1975 and 1976 
found that 18.1% of them involved underride. (27) The report 
stated that "perhaps the most interesting finding is that, 
given a rear-end car-into-truck fatal collision, underride was 
present in 87 of 94 cases, or 93%." It also stated that under- 
ride occurred in 75% of the side impact car-into-truck fatal 
accidents. The authors made a calculated estimate that there 
were 456 fatal underrides per year nationwide. The study 
concluded, as did a similar study of Maryland fatal truck accidents,(28) that improved underride devices could signifi- 
cantly reduce the problem of fatal car-into-truck accidents. 
Since such an extremely high percentage of car-into-truck fatal- 
ities are attributable to underride, adequate rear-end protection 
could greatly enhance truck safety. 

As described above, multi-vehicle crashes involving heavy 
trucks are particularly hazardous for occupants of the other 
vehicle. Single-vehicle truck crashes are particularly hazardous 
for the truck occupants. Approximately 800 occupants of heavy 
trucks were reported as sustaining serious or fatal injury in 1975. 
Nearly 50% of the fatalities occurred when a heavy truck hit a 
roadside object or ran off the road, and another 25% occurred when 
two heavy trucks collided. (29) Another study found that the 
tractor trailer driver was rarely killed in a multi-vehicle 
accident unless the other vehicle was also a tractor trailer or 
heavy truck.(30) Thus, the single-vehicle crash is generally the 
most dangerous crash for truck occupants. This is especially 
disturbing because it has been found that large trucks are more likely to be involved in single-vehicle crashes than are cars 
or small trucks.(31) 

One of the principal reasons for the increased likelihood 
and severity of injuries to truck occupants in single-vehicle 
crashes is that there has been no increase in the designed-in 
crush space between the occupant compartment and the vehicle's 
front as truck lengths have increased. The large cargo mass 
behind the truck occupant leads to increased forward forces 
acting on the compartment in front-end crashes. As a result, 
front-end crashes have been found to be themost dangerous type 
of crash for truckso(32) Increased tractor length might signifi- 
cantly help to attenuate the crash forces in frontal collisions. 
This was the idea behind the legislation proposed by Senator 
Kennedy and referred to above. 



Acciden• Causation 

Human error is the primary cause of accidents involving 
heavy .trucks. A study conducted by the University of Southern 
California in conjunction with the California Highway Patrol 
analyzed 2,923 accidents involving 3,124 commercial vehicles. (33) 
In 45.7% of the 3,124 vehicles, the driver was found to be at 
fault. Among the causes of accidents, driving at an unsafe 
speed (26.0% of all accidents) and unsafe lane changes (16.0% of 
all accidents) were the most prevalent. 

One driver factor that has received attention in the liter- 
ature is driver fatigue. The BMCS has standards regulating the 
driving hours and on duty hours of truck drivers, but these are 
often ignored. A study conducted by the DOT in 1972 found that 
after 4 hours behind the wheel, truck drivers began making a 
significant number of errors and suffering a significant decline 
in alertness. (34) It was found that after 7 hours of driving, 
the frequency of accidents increased disproportionately. It 
should also be noted that driving time is only one factor associated 
with driver fatigue. Irregular scheduling, the use of sleeper 
operations and diurnal variations also have been found to contri- 
bute to fatigue.(35) 

Another problem often cited in studies on commercial vehicle 
accidents is mechanical failure. The California study found that 
vehicle equipment was at fault in 10.8% of the cases, but in 
only 6.0% of the eases were equipment violations cited by the 
reporting officer. Other studies have generally found that 6% to 
7% of the truck accident reports have noted vehicle defects as 
a causative factor.(36),(379 However, one study, which analyzed 
over 3,000 accidents involving large trucks in Texas during 1973, 
found that 13.8% of the single-vehicle truck accidents involved 
a defect while only 4.0% of the trucks in multi-vehicle accidents 
were defective.(38) In addition, it found that vehicle defects 
in accident-involved trucks are generally associated with older 
vehicles. This study found that approximately 70.0% of all 
accidents related to vehicle defects were attributable to brakes, 
tires and wheel failures, with brakes being the most frequently 
listed defect. 

Although brakes have been cited as primary accident-causing 
factors in over 3% of the accidents involving trucks, many 
researchers believe that the inadequate braking ability of trucks 
is a contributing factor in many more accidents. For example, 
in the California study the inadequacy of braking functions was 
noted in over 50% of the 3,124 commercial vehicles involved in accidents.(39) Similarly, the investigators in a study which 
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examined fatal truck accidents in Maryland felt that •3% of 'the 
multi-vehicle accidents examined involved configurations in 
which the braking ability of the. tractor trailer may likely have 
played a 

role.(40) 

The influence of a truck's braking ability on accident 
causation is evidenced by the results of a study which examined 
the e•ects of the 55 mph speed limit on front-to-rear crashes 
involving cars and trucks.(BI) The results showed a substantial 
reduction in such crashes on high speed roads, most likely due 
to the reduction in speed differentials betwee• cars and trucks. 
Desnite the overall reduction, however, there was a significant 
increase in the proportion of front-to-rear crashes in which the 
truck was the striking vehicle. The authors believe that this 
was probably the result of braking inadequacies in the tractor 
trailers and the inability of large trucks •o respond to sudden 
braking maneuvers by preceding cars. 

One question that has been answered in the literature is 
whether proper commercial vehicle inspections and maintenance 
procedures have an impact on highway safety. McDole and 0'Day 
evaluated accident data from the BMCS and other sources and 
conducted interviews with drivers of trucks that had been involved 
in accidents attributed to defective equipment.(42) They concluded 
that there was an identifiable relationship between good inspection 
and maintenance practices and a reduction in defect-related acci- 
dents, with the effective maintenance practices usually being 
associated with the large firms who view their actions in this 
regard as largely of economic benefit. The poor maintenance 
practices were most likely to be associated with smaller firms or 
individual owners who were not willing to con•it the resources 
necessary to perform adequate maintenance and inspection. •-IcDole 
and O'Day recommended that the BMCS regulations be amended tc 
require (i) that vehicles receive thorough pre-trip inspectio•s, 
and (2) that evidence of inspection and maintenan.ce activities be 
kept on the truck. 

An additional factor in commercial vehicle accidents is zhe 
incidence of jackknifing. Jackknifing occurs when the tractor 
and trailer do not maintain their alignment. In the California 
study, 3.4% of the commercial vehicles jackknifed prior to the 
accident and 3.9% jackknifed afterwards.(43) A study in Mary- 
land found that jackknifing was most likely to occur prior to an 
accident as a result of braking on wet pavement.(44) In ,the 
California study, vehicle dimensions were identified as significa.nt 
factors in a relatively small percentage of accidents. 

This review of the literature regarding commercial vehicle 
accidents is of necessity selective. There is an enormous body 
of research dealing with the myriad aspects of com•erciai vehicle 
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safety. The increasing incidence of fatalities in truck accidents 
is indeed a mu!tifacted problem. It has been found to be a 
problem which has a great impact on the rest of the vehicle 
population, and for that reason alone truck safety concerns deserve 
the utmost scrutiny. The safety of the individual drivers who 
spend their working lives on the road is another important concern. 
For these reasons the magnitude of the commercial vehicle accident 
problem in Virginia is of tremendous interest to the Department 
of Transportation Safety. 
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ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

The purpose of this section of the report is twofold. First• 
accident data are examined to show the number and nature of truck 
accidents in Virginia and for the nation as a whole. Second, com- 
parisons are made as a basis for stating whether truck accident 
experiences in the state constitute a significant safety hazard, 

t _LLe one serious enough to require the investment of additional { 

and effort in the -•tate's highway safety program. Presented are: 

I. Comparisons of truck and passenger car accident statistics 
to show whether truck crashes are overrepresented in 
relation to the vehicle mix. 

2. Comparisons of Virginia's truck accident experiences 
with those of surrounding states and the nation to 
show if Virginia's truck accident problem is more serious 
than the norm. 

3. Comparisons of truck accident statistics over time to 
determine if the problem is becoming more or less serious. 

It should be noted that because of considerable limitations 
in the available data, not all of the above comparisons are made 
in relation to each accident-related variable. 

Sources of Data 

The accident data presented in this section were drawn from 
a number of sources. The bulk of the national data on truck 
accidents came from the BMCS and apply only to carriers subject 
to the Department of Transportation Act. It should be noted that 
these data apply to only a portion of the carriers in the nation. 
Thus, the accident data supplied by the BMCS vastly underestimate 
the frequency of truck accidents. Virginia truck and passenger 
car accident figures came from the Crash Facts published by •he 
Virg±nia Department of State Police and are a considerably more 
accurate estimate of the actual truck accident environment. 

Exposure data were also drawn from various sources. Vehicle 
registrations nationwide were provided by the Motor Vehicle Manu- 
facturer's publication Facts and Figures, as were national volume 
figures, expressed in bil!ion•vehic!e miles of travel. Virginia 
volume data, expressed in million vehicle miles of travel, were 
drawn from the Virginia truck weight studies and were used as 

exposure variables along with average daily traffic volumes. The 
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information on Virginia registrations was obtained from DHV annual 
reports. 

In relation to vehicle exposure nationwide, there were sig- 
nificant increases in registrations over time; passenger car reg- 
istrations increased over 8% and truck registrations increased 
just slightly over 20%. This difference in the national growth 
of truck and passenger vehicle registrations is significant at 
the .01 level (see Exhibit i). The Virginia figures for truck 
registrations must be viewed with caution. First, the data are 

on a fiscal rather than calendar year basis; second, in January 
1975, the state went to the International Registry Plan; and 
third, since 1975 pickups have been classified as passenger cars. 
The combination of these three factors causes an unusual variability 
in the truck registration figures over the last five years. 

Exhibit I 

TOTAL VEHICLE REGISTRATION 

Uo 

Year Trucks 

1977 29,562,485 

1976 27,778,881 

1975 25,780,619 
197• 24,630,157 

% Change +20.02 

X 2 
= 131,339, df = 3 

p < .01 

V,ir, ginia 
Year Trucks 

77-78 308,498 

76-77 167,454 

75-76 174,866 

74-75 214,537 

% Change +43.80 

Passenger Cars 

113,896 ,iii 

ii0,188,640 

i06,718,739 

104,856,341 

+8.43 

Passenger Cars 

3,099,837 

3,028,543 

3,094,210 

2,679,119 

+15.70 
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Vehicle miles of travel have also increased considerably 
for both passenger cars and trucks nationwide over the same 
period of time. While passenger car travel made up the bulk of 
the total vehicle miieaze for each year. the increase in truck 
mileage was greater than that for passenger cars (see Exhibit 2). 

Exhibit 2 

MILES OF TRAVEL (IN BILLIONS) U. S. 

Single-Unit Combination 
Year Passenger Cars All Trucks Trucks Trucks 

1977 i,i18.6 329.5 266.0 63.5 

1976 1,075.8 308.0 248.8 59.2 

1975 1,028. I 274.5 218.9 55.6 

1974 990.7 267.5 211.5 56.0 

% Change +12.91% +23.17% +25.76% +13.39% 

it can also be noted that while passenger car travel, made up the 
bulk of the total vehicle mileage for each given year, the average 
number of miles driven in each individual vehicle was much greater 
for trucks than for passenger cars (see Exhibit 3). 

Virginia exposure data, expressed as average daily traffic, 
also reflect national trends, with passenger cars making up the 
bulk of the vehicle population bur with truck traffic increasing 
at a much greater rate than passenger car traffic (see Exhibit 4). 
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Year 

Exhibit 3 

ANNUAL MILES TRAVELED U. S. 

Passenger Single-Unit Combination 
Cars Trucks Trucks All Trucks 

1977 9,839 9,400 50,206 11,145 

1976 9,763 9,369 48,297 11,086 

1975 9,634 8,882 49,125 i0,648 

1974 9,448 8,981 51,667 i0,861 

% Change +4.12 +4.66 -2.82 +2.61 

VEHICLE MILES 

Exhibit 4 

OF TRAVEL PER 24 HOURS IN VIRGINIA 
ALL ROAD SYSTEMS 

Vehicle, Type 

Total Trucks 

Trailer 
Trucks 

Single-Unit 
Trucks 

Passenger 
Cars 

1977 1976 
Number % Number % 

13,676,342 25.1 12,224,707 23.7 

3,671,776 6.7 3,254,550 6.3 

10,004,566 18.4 8,970,157 17.4 

40,622,240 74.5 39,140,902 75.8 

1975 
Number 

11,062,333 

2,958,409 

8,103,924 

37,374,271 

22.7 

6.1 

16.7 

76.8 
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Data on Truck Accidents 

The first task in determining the nature of the truck 
accident problem was" to ascertain the frequency and characteristics 
of truck acciden•ts in the United States and in Virginia. Unfor- 
tunately, this proved considerably more difficult than was 
initially expected.. As mentioned earlier, nationwide accident 
data for all trucks do not exist; however, approximations provid.ed 
.by the BMCS appear in Exhibit 5. Among the sample of truck 
accidents reported to the BMCS in 1977, there were over 2,900 
truck-related fatalities and 3!•698 injuries. 

Exhibit 5 

1977 TRUCK ACCIDENT i}]FORM.A"•ION U. S. 

Frequency 

Rate per billion 
vehicle miles of 
travel 

Severity index 
(frequency per 
i00 accidents) 

Fatalities Injuries Total 

2,983 31,698 29,936 

9.05 96.20 90.85 

9.96 !05.88 

Data on truck accidents in Virginia were much more compiete• 
covering all of the reporting population (see Exhibit 6). 
1977, there were 348 fatal crashes, and 9,541 injury crashes (the 
incompleteness of the national da.•a is confirmed by the fact that 
there were fewer total crashes nationwide than iz• Virginia). 
Because of the limitations in national data and the fact that 
Virginia data were expressed as crashes and national data were 
expressed in persons killed and injured, no comparisons between 
national and statewide data were possible. The reader is cautioned 
against any interpolation from the data. 



Exhibit 6 

1977 TRUCK ACCIDENT INFORMATION VIRGINIA 

Frequency 

Rate per million 
vehicle miles of 
travel 

Severity index 
(frequency per 
I00 accidents) 

Fatal Crashes Injury Crashes Total Crashes 

348 9,451 37,901 

25.44 690.86 2188.3 

0.91 24.93 

It should be noted that there are several characteristics of 
truck accidents which could be used to generate countermeasures, 
provided that a significant truck accident problem can be documented. 
First, new drivers are more likely to be involved in truck accidents 
than drivers with more experience (se• Exhibit 24 on page 50). 
Additionally, the frequency of accidents has in•-•eased mor•--over 
the recent past for these new drivers than for any other experience 
group. The bulk of truck collisions in Virginia involved passenger 
vehicles, with accidents involving two commercial trucks-ranking 
second (seeExhibit 7). The bulk of the nonco!lision, single- 
vehicle truck accidents involved either running off the road or overturning in the roadway (see Exhibit 8). 
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Comparisons of Truck an..d Pa.ssenger Vehicle Accidents 

It was initially believed that national data could be used 
to generate norms from which the severity of Virginia's truck 
accident problem could be assessed. Since data limitations 
precluded this possibility, other comparisons had to be made. 
It was speculated that since time and effort were being spe•t to 
reduce the number and severity of passenger car accidents, 
similar time and effort should be devoted to reducing truck 
accidents, if the truck accident problem was at least as serious 
as that for passenger vehicles. Consequently, truck accident data 
for Virginia were compared with figures for passenger cars. 

As shown in Exhibit 9, there were considerably more passenger 
vehicle-related crashes in 1977 than truck crashes. This was 
to be expected, since there were more passenger cars and more 

passenger car mileage was logged annually. However, the severity 
distributions for the two types, which are independent of exposure, 
differ significantly. A higher percentage of truck accidents are likely to be fatal or to involve property damage only, which 
indicates that truck accidents tend to fall in the extremes in 
relation to severity. 

Exhibit 9 

NUMBER OF 1977 VIRGINIA CRASHES BY SEVERITY AND VEHICLE TYPE 

Passenger Car Truck 
•ype Crash Number % Number• % 

Fatal Crash 1,006 0.5 348 0.91 

Injury Crash 52,865 26.0 9,451 24.93 

Other 149,227 73.• 28,102 74.14 

Total 203,098 i00 37,901 !00 

X 2 
= 118.37, df = 3 

p < .01 
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When these accident figures are viewed in relation to 
exposure, similar results are found. The accident rates per 
million vehicle miles of travel appear in Exhibit I0, which shows 
fatal crash rates being slightly higher for trucks and injury 
and total crash rates being much higher for passenger cars. 
These data would indicate that while trucks are more likely 
than passenger cars to be involved in fatal crashes, their 
likelihood of being involved in a nonfatal crash is less. On 
the other hand, when accident data are viewed in relation to 
numbers of registered vehicles, different results are found (see 
Exhibit ii). Trucks are found to have much higher crash rates 
per vehicle than passenger cars, although the distributions of 
these crashes by severity are not significantly different. 
Overall, when looking at accident data controlled for exposure, 
one finds that the average truck will have more accidents per 
year than the average car, but will have fewer crashes per mile 
of travel. Thus, there is conflicting information as to whether 
the truck accident problem is more serious than that for pass- 
enger cars. 

Exhibit i0 

1977 VIRGINIA CRASH RATES PER MVMT BY VEHICLE TYPE 

Type cras.h Passen.ger Car Truck 

Fatal Crash 24.77 25.44 

Injury Crash 1301.39 691.06 

Total 4999.70 2771.35 

X 2 
= 5.704, df = 2 

p < .06 
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Exhibit !i 

1977 VIRGINIA CRASH RATES PER 1,000 REGISTERED VEHICLES 
BY VEHICLE TYPE 

Type Crash P.ass,enger Car Truck 

Fatal Crash 0.33 2.08 

Injury Crash 17.46 56.44 

Total 67.06 226.34 

X 2 
= 0.137, df = 2 

N. S. 

Virginia's Truck Accident Data Compared with Those 
of Neighboring States 

Since it was not possible to conclusively assess the severity 
of Virginia's truck accident problem in relation to that of other 
types of vehicles, an assessment had to be made in another way. 
Data were obtained on the frequency and severity of truck crashes 
in states surrounding Virginia (see Exhibit 12). The data 
indicate that, in terms of fatalities and injuries per accident, 
Virginia's accident experiences are similar to those of most of 
its neighbors, with the exception of West Virginia, which had 
an unusually low severity index. With respect to the distribution 
of serious and fatal injuries, significant differences were 
found. Truck accidents in Virginia were found to involve a 
lower percentage of fatalities than were those for any other 
state except Maryland. This finding would tend to indicate, 
although inconclusively, that truck accidents may be less 
severe in Virginia than in surrounding states. 
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Exhibit 12 

TRUCK ACCIDENT SEVERITY FOR VIRGINIA, ITS 
NEIGHBORING STATES, AND THE U. S. 1977 

North We s t 
.Virginia Carolina yirginia Maryland U.S. 

Fatalities 72 113 37 35 2,981 

Injuries 879 927 324 659 31,696 

Total 
Crashes 753 819 397 539 29,935 

Fatalities 
and Injuries 
per Accident 1.26 1.27 0.91 1.28 i.16 

2 
X = 20.51, df = 4 

p < .01 

Analysis of Truck Accident Trends 

Up to now, all of the reliable data available on truck 
accidents have yielded little conclusive evidence as to whether 
Virginia has a truck accident problem sufficiently serious to 
warrant a full-scale countermeasure attack. In further search 
of such evidence showing changes over time in truck accident 
trends, data for Virginia and the nation were examined. The reader 
is cautioned that the analysis was of limited value, since only 
3 years of accident data were employed. 

As shown in Exhibit 13, there were increases in all truck 
accident categories when rates were compared on the basis of 
million vehicle miles of travel (MVMT). These increases were 
significant at the .01 level. While there.were some increases in 
passenger car accident rates over the same time period, these 
changes were extremely small and were not significant (see 
Exhibit 14). 
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Exhibit 13 

VIRGINIA CRASH RATES FOR TRUCKS PER MVMT 1975-1977 

Percent 
Type Crash 

Fatal Crashes 

Injury Crashes 

Total Crashes 

1975 1976 1977 Change 

23.87 21.92 25.44 +6.57 

636.23 628.22 691.06 +8.62 

2,549.63 2,501.10 2,771.35 +8.70 

Exhibit 14 

VIRGINIA CRASH RATES FOR PASSENGER CARS PER MVMT 1975-1977 

Type Crash 

Fatal Crashes 

Injury Crashes 

Total Crashes 

Percent 
1975 1976 1977 Change 

24.64 23.02 24.77 +0.53 

1,277.44 1,274.73 1,301.39 +1.88 

4,996.25 4,804.37 4,999.70 +0.07 

The severity indexes for trucks (the number of fatal and 
injury crashes per i00 total crashes) were also compared for the 
1975 through 1977 period in Virginia (see Exhibit 15). These 
figures show a slight drop in the number of fatal crashes per I00 
total crashes and no change in the number of injury crashes. 
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Exhibit 15 

VIRGINIA SEVERITY INDE){ FOR TRUCK CRASHES 1975 to 1977 
(FREQUENCY PER i00 CRASHES) 

Typ.e Cr, ash 

Fatal Crashes 

Injury Crashes 

!975 i978 1977 Percent Change 

0.94 0.88 0.92 -2.13 

24.95 25.12 24.94 NC 

Using national data on truck accidents supplied by the BMCS, 
changes nationwide were documented. The reader is again reminded 
that the BMCS data cover only a portion of the truck population 
and thereby underestimate the frequency of truck accidents and 
very likely overestimate the percentage increase over time. 
While there was an 11% increase in the fatality rate for BMCS 
carriers, there was nosignificant difference for the injury 
rate (see Exhibit 16). 

Exhibit 16 

NATIONAL CRASH RATES FOR TRUCKS PER BVMT 1975-1977 

Typ.e Crash 1975 1976 1977 Percent Change 
Faraiities 8,13 8.1B 9.05 +11.41 

Injuries 96.08 86,99 96.20 +0.12 

Total Crashes 88.43 83.33 90.85 +2.74 
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Finally, the national truck severity index was compared for 
the 3-year period from 1975 to 1977. The figures in Exhibit 17 
show that there was an increase of 8.26% in the rate of fatalities 
and a 2.54% drop in the rate of injuries per !00 crashes. 

Exhibit 17 

NATIONAL SEVERITY INDEX FOR TRUCK CRASHES 1975-1977 
(FREQUENCY PER I00 CRASHES) 

Type C<ash 1975 1976 1977 Percent Chagge 
Fatalities 9.20 9.82 9.96 +8.26 

Injuries 108.65. 104.39 105.89 -2.54 

From this trend analysis, several conclusions can be drawn. 
First, Virginia's truck accident rates increased significantly 
over the period 1975-1977. Second, increases in truck crash 
rates far exceeded those for passenger cars. This would indicate 
that should these trends continue, Virginia could experience a 
significant increase in the severity of its truck accident problem. 
Third, fatalities are increasing at a rate greater than that for 
injuries or total crashes in the nation. 

Little can be concluded from this analysis due to the 
general inadequacy of the data available for truck accidents. 
While it is difficult to describe the nature of Virginia's truck 
accident problem in relation to national norms, some characteristics 
of truck accidents indicate that these accidents could be amenable 
to highway safety countermeasures. For instance, less experienced 
drivers have more truck accidents than more experienced ones, and 
the crash rate for new drivers is increasing more rapidly than 
that for any other experience group. Thus, education and training 
oriented countermeasures could be expected to benefit this "at 
risk", new driver group. 
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As compared to passenger car accidents, conflicting assess- 
ments of the severity of •'• 

cidents were found. While there 
were fewer truck accidents per mile (on an annual basis), there 
were more truck accidents per megistered vehicle. Thus, the 
severity of the problem could be judged as being either significant 
or insignificant, depending on the outlook of the reader. For 
example, those persons interested in individual vehicle inspection 
a•d regulation would judge the problem to be severe, whereas 
someone rank-ordering the state's transportation safety problems 
on an annual basis might be •emp•ed to judge the problem as one 
requiring little attention. Zn addition, Virginia does not 

appear to have a more serious truck accident problem than its 
neighboring states. Finally, it was determined that Virginia's 
truck accident problem expressed as crash rates is increasing 
much more rapidly than the •ruck problem nationally and much 
more rapidly than the passenger car problem in the state. 

From these data, only two conclusions can be drawn" 

i. While a serious truck accident problem cannot be 
fully documented at this time, there are indications 
of the existence of a problem, at least on a vehicle- 
by-vehicle basis, and there are indications that the 
problem is worsening at a rapid rate. 

2. Considerably more and better truck accident dara are 
needed on both the state and national levels to enable 
an accurate description of the truck accident problem. 

ANALYSIS OF CRASH 7KV•,STIGATION mEAM REPORTS 

Since 1971 the Virginia Deparrment of Transportation Safety's 
Crash Investigation Team has investigated selected accidents. The 
Team's objective is to identify all factors contributing to the 
cause of a crash by an intensive study that seeks human error, 
vehicle and system design defects, or a combination of these 
factors. The team, formed in cooperation with the State Police, 
Department of Highways and Transportation, and Virginia Common- 
wealth University, includes a state trooper, a traffic engineer, 
and a behavioral specialist. 

What follows is an analysis of 37 Crash Team investigations 
of accidents involving heavy trucks. The analysis focuses on 
characteristics of the accident location and the truck involved, 
and the actions and condition of the truck driver. Since the 
accidents selected for investigation by the Crash Team do not 
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constitute a random sample of all truck accidents in Virginia, 
conclusions about these accidents do not necessarily hold for 
all truck accidents. Exhibits 18-23 present a summary of the 
findings of the Crash Team. 

A vast majority, 86o5%,of the accidents involved more than 
one vehicle. Six of the accidents studied, 16.2%, involved more 
than one truck. A fairly high percentage of the investigated 
accidents, roughly 20%, involved a shipment of hazardous materials 
(see Exhibit 18). 

Exhibit 18 

TYPE OF ACCIDENT 

Type 
Multi Vehicle 

Single Vehicle 

Total 

Multi truck 

Involving Hazardous Materials 

Fatal 

Percent of 
Number Total 

32 86.5 

5 13.S 

37 i00.0 

6 16.2 

8 21.6 

24 64.9 

Almost two-thirds of the accidents involved at least one 
fatality. However, truck drivers were killed in only 3 (12.5%) 
of the fatal accidents. One of the truck driver fatalities 
occurred in a collision with a train, another occurred in a 
collision with a fixed object, and the third resulted from an 
accident involving a gasoline tanker. Consequently, the ratio 
of accidents fatal to truck occupants and accidents fatal to 
other persons is quite low, 1:7, in the investigated accidents 
(see Exhibit 19)o 
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Exhibit., • 9 

FATAL ACCIDE.•[T CHA•.CTERISTICS 

Number a 

Fatal Accidents 24 

Accidents In Which: 

Truck Occupant Killed 3 

Other Person Killed 21 

Typ• 9f Road b 

interstate 3 

4-Lane (Not Including Int.) 12 

3-Lane 2 

2-Lane 13 

Accident Occurred at Intersection 12 

aNumber of accidents, not r=•.a•.iti=s.=-- • bSum is greater than 100% due to intersections. 

Percent of Total 

i00.0 

12.5 

•7.5 

12.5 

50.0 

8.3 

54.2 

50.0 

As for the physical characteristics of the road and location 
of the accident, a substant:[a! portion, almost 80%, took place 
in rural areas. Over 80% of the accidents occurred during day- 
light hours arid almost 90% occurred dry roads. The weather was 
clear when over two-thirds of the crashes occurred. Therefore, 
it would s•eem that inclement weather and adverse road conditions 
did not play a significant role in these accidents. 

Almost 80% of the truck accidents occurred on straight 
stretches of road and 70% took place on level stretches. A 
substantial portion of the accidents, roughly one-third, occurred 



at intersections; however one-half of the fatal accidents occurred 
at intersections. These findings suggest that crashes involving 
heavy trucks at intersections tend to be more severe than those 
happening elsewhere. 

Approximately one-fourth of the accidents occurred on inter- 
state highways, while both 2-iane and other 4-1ane roads were the 
scene of greater than 40% of the accidents. In addition, only 
one-eighth of the fatal accidents occurred on interstate roads. 
Consequently, it appears that heavy truck accidents may be both 
less likely to occur and less severe on interstate than on other 
type roads (see Exhibit 20). 

Exhibit 20 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Type of Area Number Percent of Total 

Rural 29 78.4 

Residential 3 8.1 

Urban or Commercial 5 13.5 

Light Conditions 

Day 31 83•8 

Night 5 13.5 

Dusk i 2.7 

Weather Conditions 

Clear 26 70.3 

Cloudy 8 21.6 

Precipitation 3 8.1 

Road Conditions 

Dry 33 89.2 

Wet 4 10.8 
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Exhibit 20 (Cont.) 

Road Characteristics Number Percent of Total 

Straight 29 78.4 

Curve 8 21 6 

Level 26 70.3 

Grade !i 29.7 

Intersection 12 32.4 

Bridge 2 5.4 

Construction Area 3 8.1 

Type of Road a 

Interstate 9 24.3 

Z-Lane (Not Including Int.) 17 45.9 

3- Lane 2 5.4 

2-Lane 16 43.2 

aSum is greater than 100% (37 accidents) due to intersections. 

Seventy percent of these heavy truck accidents involved 
tractor trailers, while both dump trucks and single-unit trucks 
were involved in one-fifth of the accidents. Of these trucks, 
85% were company-owned while 15% were owner-operated vehicles (see 
Exhibit 21). 
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Exhibit 21 

TRUCK CHARACTERISTICS 

Kind of Truck a Number Percent of Total 

Tractor Trailer 26 70.3 

Dump 8 21.6 

Single-Unit 7 18.9 

Company-0wned 31 83.8 

0wner-Operated 6 16.2 

Avg. Age of Truck 

Avg. Age of Truck Driver 

4.2 Yrs. 

36.9 Yrs. 

aSum is greater than 100% due to multi-truck accidents. 

In its investigations the Crash Team cited a wide variety 
of causal factors. In general, the Team found the truck to be 
primarily at fault in slightly over 45% of the accidents, while 
error on the part of the truck driver or a defect in the truck 
played a contributory role in three-fourths of the accidents. 
Sixty-five percent of the accidents involved an error made by 
the driver of or a defect in another vehicle involved in the 
collision. 

The Crash Team cited a traffic violation by the truck driver 
more frequently than any other contributory factor. In 40% of 
the crashes investigated the truck driver had committed infractions 
such as speeding, running a red light or stop sign, and violations 
of other warning signs. Additionally, almost 40% of the accidents 
involved truck drivers with previous records of traffic violations, 
some of them very extensive. Thus, it appears that improper 
driving practices on the part of truck drivers are a major factor 
in truck accidents. 
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Supporting this finding is the fact •hat almost one-fifth 
of the accidents involved drivers with little experience in 
driving trucks or the particular kind of truck that they were 
driving. Some of the operators had been driving for as little 
as 6 weeks when a crash occurred. 

Other truck driver-related causal factors cited by the Crash 
Team included unfamiliarity with the road and failure to take 
evasive action. And in i out of 4 accidents the team identified 
an overtired driver as a causal factor. All of these factors 
demonstrate the important role that driver error plays in accident 
causation. 

The Team also identified causal factors associated with the 
condition of the vehicle, though it did not cite them as frequently 
as the driver-related causes. These included defective brakes 
and tires, improper loading, overloading, and the lack of under- 
ride protection on tractor trailers (see Exhibit 22). 

Exhibit 22 

CAUSATION 

Truck Primarily At Fault 

Other Vehicle.Primarily at Fault 

Driver Error or Vehicle Defect 
Involved: 

Truck 

Other Vehicle 

Causal Factors: 

Traffic Violation By Truck 

Overtired Driver 

Truck Driver With Little 
Experience 

improper Loading or Overloading 

Lack of Underride Prozection 

Number 

17 

20 

28 

24 

IS 

Percent of Total 

45.9 

54.1 

75.7 

64.9 

40.5 

24.3 

18.9 

10.8 

10.8 
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Exhibit 22 (Cont.) 

Causal Factors Cont.: 

Truck Driver Unfamiliar 
With Road 

Truck Driver Failed to Take 
Evasive Action 

Mechanical Defect in Truck 

Truck Driver With Previous 
Driving Record 

Number Percent of Total 

4 10.8 

4 13.8 

3 8.1 

14 37.8 

The recommendations made by the Crash Team reflected the 
importance of driver-related causal factors, as over 80% of 
the investigations recommended programs aimed at increasing 
awareness of the needs of the driving task. The reports on 
almost 30% of the investigations contained proposals pertaining 
to the need to keep poor drivers off the road. These included 
better cooperation between states in keeping truck drivers with 
bad driving records off the highways. Better cooperation is 
needed because a driver may have licenses in more than one state 
and thus may still drive if one state suspends the license it 
issued to him. 

The Team also frequently recommended the installation of 
improved warning signs or traffic control systems at accident 
locations and, in over one-third of the crashes, the Team suggested. 
a redesign of the vehicle. These proposals included better 
protection for the occupants of the truck, and for those of other 
vehicles, as in the case of underride protection on trucks. 

Other recommendations included structural changes in roads, 
strict enforcement of existing traffic laws, and extended training 
of emergency personnel (see Exhibit 23). 
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Exhibit 23 

RE C 0MHENDAT I 0NS 

Numb e r 

improved Driver Education 31 

Improved Warning Signs or Traffic 
Control System 17 

Vehicle Redesign 14 

Remove Poor Drivers From Highways ii 

Strict Enforcement of Existing Laws 7 

Extended Training of Emergency Personnel 7 

Structural Highway Changes 5 

Percent of Total 

83.8 

45.9 

37.8 

29.7 

18.9 

18.9 

13.5 

Due to the nature of the accident sample, no conclusive 
findings applicable to all truck accidents can be made. Never- 
theless, certain items stand out. One is the high number and 
high severity of accidents occurring at intersections. Another 
is the low number of truck driver fatalities relative to other 
fatalities. Finally, the high percentage of accidents in which 
an error by the truck driver contributed to the crash suggests 
that some method of improving driving skills or removing problem 
drivers from the road is necessary. 

REGULATORY PROVISIONS GOV•RN•NG THE TRUCKING INDUSTRY 

Regular ions 

Motor Carriers in General 

T•e State Corporation Conmission (SCC) is vested with the 
authority of supervising, regulating and controlling all public 
service companies doing business in Virginia under §§12.1-12 and 
56-35 of the Virginia Code. This supervisory control over the 
operation of public service companies includes the authority to 
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regulate and supervise the transportation of passengers or 
property for compensation by motor carriers, unless the carrier 
is specifically exempt. Common carriers* .and restricted common 
carriers** are required to secure from the Commission certificates 
of public convenience and necessity before they can operate in 
Virginia (§56-278). Contract carriers *•* are required to secure 
from the Commission permits authorizing them to engage in business 
in the State (§56-288). Commission approval is necessary for any 
transfer or assignment of a certificate or permit (§56-291.10). 

Before a motor vehicle may be operated for compensation on 

any highway in Virginia, the owner or operator must be issued a 
warrant or exemption card and a classification plate (§56-304). 
For vehicles used solely in inters•ate commerce, the motor carrier 
must secure a stamp or decal from the SCC (•56N304). Motor carriers 
for compensation, and even some private carriers, must also secure 
from the Commission a vehicle registration card and an identifica- 
tion marker or stamp (§56.304.1). If authority to operate the 
motor vehicle is required from the Interstate Commerce Commission 
(ICC), such authority must be obtained before a warrant, exemption 
card, registration card or stamp will be issued by the SCC 
(§56-304.6:1). 

* The term "comMon carrier by motor vehicle" means any person 
who undertakes to transport passengers or property for the 
general public by motor vehicle for compensation over the 
highways of the state, §56.273(d). 

** The term "restricted common carrier by motor vehicle" means 

any person who undertakes to transport passengers or property 
of any restricted class or classes by motor vehicle for 
compensation, §56.273(e). 

*** The term "contract carrier by motor vehicle" means any person, 
not included within the definition of common carrier and 
restricted common carrier who, under special and individual 
contracts or agreements, transports property by motor vehicle 
for compensation, §56-273 (f). 
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The following types of commercial vehicles are required to 
be registered with and display the authority issued by the SCC: 

i. All three axle •rucks 

2. All tractor, road tractors, and tractor trucks 

3. All vehicles having a seating capacity of more than 
seven passengers when operated for hire in interstate 
commerce and not licensed in Virginia 

4. All Virginia licensed 2-axle trucks operated for hire 
when used to transport non-exempt commodities 

5. All Virginia licensed vehicles when used to transport 
passengers for hire (•56-304.1 and 56-304.2) 

In addition to the requirements mentioned .above, every common 
carrier or restricted co.•nmon carrier of property or passengers 
by motor vehicle is required to provide safe and adequate service, 
equipment, and facilities for the transportation of property or 

passengers (§56-306). Finally, the Commission has the authority 
to approve and alter rates of common carriers and restricted 
common carriers, to require refunds of excess charges, to establish 
through routes and joint rates, and to approve changes in. 
schedules (§•56_•I0). 

The SCC, pursuant to §5•-•34, has appointed 30 investigators 
who are engaged primarily in the enforcement of SCC rules and 
regulations under Title 66 of the Virginia Code. They als• enforce 
the aviation rules and regulations under Title 5.I and, collaterally, 
the highway laws under Title 46.1. The state is organized into 
5 areas by the enforcement division of the SCC. Each area is 
headed by a supervisor who oversees the activities of the invest- 
igators in his area. The investigators perform the following tasks: 

I. Visiting the place of business of motor vehicle carriers 
in order to revoke any insurance authority or other 
operating authority that has expired or has been cancelled 
by the Commission and not voluntarily relinquished 

2. Conducting patrol activities and monitoring vehicle 
movement, which includes stopping and investigating any 
vehicle thought not to be in compliance with SCC rules 
and regulations and issuing summonses for any violation, 
including safety equipmen• violations, coming to their 
attention 
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3. Conducting scheduled vehicle checks at permanent scales 
during day and evening hours 

4. Doing paper work such as filling out activity reports. 

These activities are performed during the week and sometimes on 
weekends. In addition, the investigators are subject to call on 
any time. They do not work directly with the State Police, whose 
activities are outlined below, but they do have contact with the 
police when working at the weigh stations. 

•mother general power of the Commission involves the investi- 
gation and reporting of accidents. Under §56-332 of the Code, it 
has the authority to require every motor carrier doing business 
in Virginia to report to it all accidents resulting in injury to 
persons, equipment, highway or property of any kind. In addition, 
under the regulations promulgated by the ComMission, every motor 
carrier must make available to the Commission upon request all 
records and information which pertain to any accident. Under 
current practice, however, motor carriers are not required to 
file accident reports with the Commission, in order to avoid 
the duplication of record keeping by the DMV. Motor carriers also 
have a duty to afford reasonable assistance in the investigation 
of any accident. 

All weight and size limitations (length, width, and height) 
and equipment requirements are specified in the Virginia Code and 
apply to all vehicles travelling on Virginia highways, whether 
they are licensed in Virginia or in another state. Hauling or 
moving permits must be secured from the Department of Highways $ 
Transportation for the operation of any vehicle or vehicle combin- 
ation in excess of the statutory size and weight limits. The data 
collected from all weighing operations are analyzed by the Depart- 
ment and used in preparing monthly and annual reports. These 
data are presented later in this report. 

Transportation of Hazardous Materials 

Under the rules and regulations promulgated .by the SCC in 
1958", it is unlawful to transport within Virginia• by motor 
vehicle any dangerous article** except as in the manner prescribed 
by the regulations. However, exemptions are permitted under the 
regulations for the transportation of dangerous articles in inter- 
state commerce which are packed, marked, labelled and accompanled 
by shipping papers in conformity with the regulations of the 

* Rules and Regulations Governing the Operation of Motor Vehicles 
Transporting Explosives and Other Dangerous Articles. Com•on- 
wealth of Virginia, State Corporation. February i, 1958. 

** The term "dangerous articles" means explosives, flammable liquids• 
flammable solids, oxidizing materials, corrosive liquids, compressed 
gases, poisonous substances and radioactive materials. All of 
these terms are defined in the regulations. 
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Interstate Commerce Commission* and the transportation of articles 
that are exempt under federal regulations. In addition, certain 
explosives specified in the regulations may not be transported 
without written authorizat±on from the SCC. 

The central purpose of the regulations is to prescribe the 
conditions under which da•gerous amticles must be loaded, trans- 
ported, and unloaded. In general, these conditions are designed 
to ensure that dangerous arcicles are handled and transported in 
Virginia in a manner that is safe to both the public and the 
motor carrier. In addition to the requirements listed below, 
motor carriers of dangero•s articles must abide by all other laws 
and rules regulating transportation in Virginia. Among the require- 
ments listed in the regulations are the following: e* 

i. Every motor vehicle transporting dangerous articles must 
be marked or placarded on the rear and each side (some 
trucks must also be marked on the front) with words 
indicating the contents or the characteristics of 
the vehicle as specified in the regulations. 

2. Dangerous articles must be packed or carried in adequately 
marked containers sufficient in size, strength, and 
composition for the transportation of the commodity 
(compliance with federal regulations is sufficient).• 

3. Motor vehicles used for transporting dangerous articles 
must be strong enough to carry the load and in first-class 
condition. 

4. All electrical wiring must be completely insulated and 
securely fastened to prevent short-circuiting. 

5. Smoking is prohibited in or about any motor vehicle 
handling dangerous articles. 

6. Extreme care must be taken in loading a•d unloading any 
dangerous article and in the use of tools for loading 
or unloading. 

* This should be the Department of Transportation (DOT) since 
the authority over the transportation of hazardous materials 
was transferred from the ICC to the DOT in 1566. 

This listing is only a sample of the regulations governing 
the transportation of dangerous articles. 
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7. Reasonable care should be taken to prevent undue rise 
in temperature of the containers and their contents 
during transit. 

8. Containers must be braced in a manner that minimizes 
movement during transit. 

9. The driver of a vehicle transporting dangerous articles 
must stop the vehicle before crossing any railroad 
track. 

i0. Each truck used in the transportation of dangerous 
articles must be equipped with at least one approved 
fire extinguisher. 

ii. No motor vehicle transporting dangerous articles may 
operate within 300 feet of another vehicle travelling in 
the same direction on the highways. 

12. The driver of a motor vehicle containing dangerous 
articles operating through or within a city or town 
must comply with all ordinances of the city or town 
pertaining to the transportation of dangerous articles. 

In addition to stating the conditions under which dangerous 
articles must be transported, the regulations.impose an affirma- 
tive duty on the owner and lessee of a motor vehicle used for 
transporting dangerous articles to see that the motor vehicle is 
inspected before each trip to determine that 

i. fire extinguishers 
are filled and in working order; 

2. electrical wiring is completely insulated and firmly 
secured; 

3. chassis, engine, pan and bottom of body are clean and 
free from surplus oil and grease; 

fuel tank and feed line have no leaks; 

5. brakes and steering apparatus are in good condition; 

6. the motor vehicle is in proper condition for handling 
dangerous articles. 

The regulations also require that the driver of a motor 
vehicle used in the transportation of dangerous articles be 
experienced and reliable, meet the qualifications for obtaining 
a chauffeur's license in Virginia, and be familiar with the rules 
of the road and the safety rules for the handling and transportation 
of explosives and dangerous articles. 
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Federal Regulations 

In 1967 the BMCS was established as a part of the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA). The primary function of the BMCS 
is to reduce commercial vehicle accidents and attendant fatalities, 
injuries and property losses. To encourage the safe operation 
of con•ercial vehicles, the Bureau also initiates research and 
development projects within the FHWA. 

The jurisdiction of the BMCS derives primarily from three 
pieces of legislation. The following is a discussion of their 
scope and content. 

The Interstate Commerce Act 

The most important of the three to be discussed, this Act 
vested in the ICC many safety-related functions. In 1986, the 
Department of Transportation Act transferred these functions to 
the DOT, and subsequent delegations of authority assigned them 
to the Bureau. Since its passage in Congress in 1887, the Act 
has been substantially altered by a number of subsequent amend- 
ments, the most recent of which was a comprehensive revision 
which became effective in 1978. 

In 1935, Congress passed Part II of the Interstate Commerce 
Act, also known as the Motor Carrier Act. It provides the 
authority under which most of the Bureau's activities are conducted. 
The purpose of Part II was to bring interstate transportation by 
motor carrier into one national system governed by a unified and 
comprehensive set of legal obligations, with the ultimate view 
of protecting the public from unregulated competition. To help 
achieve this result, Part iI authorized the ICC to regulate, 
among other matters, the qualifications and hours of service of 
employees and to ensure the safety of operations and equipment 
of common, contract, and private carriers of property engaged in 
interstate and foreign commerce. The Act provides the authority 
to promulgate regulations (e.g., the FMCSR), conduct research, and 
hold hearings in furtherance of the purposes of the Act. 

The Interstate Commerce Act contains additional sections 
describing the procedures to be followed when motor carriers are under investigation or are found to be operating unlawfully. One 
subsection is particularly important, for it defines the inspection 
authority under which the Bureau conducts many of its investigations. 
As the language of the Act demonstrates, the investigatory power 
is broad. 
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The Commission, or any employee designated by the Commission, 
may on demand and display of proper credentials 

i. Inspect and examine the lands, buildings, and equipment 
of a carrier, broker, or lessor; and 

2. Inspect and copy any record of 

(A) A carrier, broker, lessor, or association; 

(B) A person controlling, controlled by, or under common 

control with a carrier if the Commission considers 
inspection relevant to that person's relation to, 
or transaction with, that carrier 

..., 
(49 U.S.C. § iIi$4). 

The investigatory power is reinforced by additional provisions 
describing penal sanctions applicable to carriers who fail to 
comply with the terms of the Act. Penalties may be assessed for 
such offenses as the transportation of passengers without charge, 
record keeping and reporting violations, the evasion of regulations, 
and disobedience of subpoenas. 

The Noise Control Act 

The Noise Control Act, 42 U.S.C. § 4917, empowers the Secretary 
of Transportation to promulgate regulations governing noise 
emissions from commercial motor vehicles operated by carriers in 
interstate commerce. An•example of such regulations is found at 
49 CFR 325, "Compliance With Interstate Motor Carrier Noise 
Emission Standards." These regulations describe procedures to be 
used by the BMCS in examining and testing motor vehicles to ascer- 
tain whether they comply with the Interstate Motor Carrier Noise 
Emission Standards of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 
They address various aspects of noise emissions, including the 
types of measurement systems to be used in determining levels of 
sound, specifications regarding the most desirable site charac- 
teristics and ambient conditions, the placing of microphones, 
and the evaluation of tires and exhaust systems. 

As did the Interstate Commerce Act, the Noise Control Act 
created inspection and enforcement powers within the DOT. The 
regulations describe these powers in detail, including mandatory 
provisions that "A motor carrier must, at any time, submit a 

motor vehicle used in its operation for inspection, examination, 
and testing..." (49 CFR 325.13). 

The Act also directs the Administrator of the EPA and the 
Secretary of Transportation to cooperate in the promulgation of 
regulations. Furthermore, the regulations must reflect "the 
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degree of noise reduction achievable through the application of 
the best available technology, taking into account the cost of 
compliance"-(42 U.S.C.§49!7). The role of the Administrator focuses, 
of course, on environmental issues, while the Secretary is 
directed "to assure appropriate consideration for safety and 
technological availability." Id. 

The Hazardous Materials Transportation Act 

This Act, 49 U.S.C.§1809• consolidated the general responsi- 
bility to supervise the issuance and enforcement of regulations 
regarding the transportation of hazardous materials in commerce 
in the Materials Transportation Bureau (MTB) within the DOT. 
The BMCS, however, along with other administrative bodies, such 
as the Federal Aviation Administration and the Coast Guard, 
retained primary responsibility for originating regulations and 
carrying out the inspection, enforcement, and training functions 
related to its particular mode. 

The BMCS is charged with the enforcement of extensive 
regulations promulgated under the authority granted by the Act 
to the Secretary of Transportation (49CFR 107-173, and 177-178). 
Because of their length, the following discussion of their scope 
and content willbe limited. 

Part 107 deals with a variety of procedural matters. Subpart 
A, for example, governs the establishment of jurisdiction over 

non, residents of the United States, the issuance of subpoenas, 
the payment of witness fees, the creation of a public docket 

room in the MTB, and the definitions of key terms. 

Subparts B and C set forth additional procedures to be followed 
in the granting of exemptions from the regulations and in the 
evaluation of requests by states or political subdivisions concern- 
ing the pre-emptive effect of the Hazardous Materials Transportation 
Act on state and local laws. 

Enforcement is. dealt with in Subpart D. Its provisions 
assign the responsibility for enforcement of the regulations in 
the various modes, and outline the procedure for the issuance of 
compliance orders and injuncrions. Civil and criminal penalties 
are also provided for, wizh subsections describing the proper steps 
for prosecution, hearings, appeals, and the assessment of maximum 
penalties. 

The regulations contained in Part 170 have been temporarily 
suspended pending revision. 
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Various topics are covered in Part 171, including changes 
in specifications for tank cars, requirements governing the pack- 
ing and transportation of bombs, depth charges, torpedoes, and 
the like, the filing of hazardous materials incident reports, and 
the "rules of construction" to be used in the interpretation of 
the regulations. 

The most significant subsection of Part 172 contains a highly 
detailed Hazardous Materials Table, divided according to descrip- 
tions and shipping names of hazardous materials, hazard class 
(e.g., corrosive, flammable, explosives, etc.), labels required, 
packaging requirements, maximum quantity per package, and specifi- 
cations governing water shipments. Additional subsections of 
Part 172 deal with marking requirements, authorized abbreviations, 
the packaging of radioactive materials, the marking of tank cars, 
and general labelling and placarding requirements, lllustrations 
of the proper labels for materials such as poison gas, oxidizers, 
f!an•able solids and biomedical agents are also included. 

The purpose of Part 173 is to prescribe certain requirements 
governing the preparation of hazardous materials for shipment by 
the various modes of transportation. The subsections outline the 
procedure for loading and unloading transport vehicles, set forth 
the standard requirements for all packages, and describe the 
shipper's responsibility to determine that shipments are made in 
proper containers. Additional provisions define the various classes 
of explosives, flammable and corrosive substances, poisonous 
materials, etc., while others describe the placards that must be 
displayed during transportation. 

Part 177 is addressed specifically to carriage by public 
highway, and includes sections on export and import shipments, 
Canadian shipments, forbidden hazardous materials, loading and 
unloading, and regulations applicable to the transportation of 
hazardous materials by motor vehicles carrying passengers. A 
brief chart describes hazardous materials that must not be loaded, 
transported, or stored together. Other subsections describe the 
procedure to be followed when accidents occur involving shipments 
of hazardous materials. 

Finally, Part 178 gives the specifications required for 
various types of shipping containers, such as metal barrels, 
drums, kegs, cylinders, trunks, and bags. Parts and dimensions 
are dealt with in great detail, and a number of illustrations 
are included to aid enforcement and compliance. 
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Regulation Update 

Federal and State Codes 

Organization 

The FMCSR, 49 CFR §{386-398, set the boundaries for the inspection and enforcement, activities of the BMCS. These regu- lations, divided into twelve subparts and hundreds of sections, 
provide a comprehensive set of definitions, standards, and 
procedures for all aspects of motor carrier safety on interstates 
and other federal highways. Drivers and trucks subject to the 
FMCSR include trucks that haul (i) cargo from overseas, (2) property 
from state to state, (3) cargo across a border, and (4) loads of 
interstate cargo moving within one state. The titles of the 
major subparts of these regulations are as follows: 

386 Rules of Practice for Motor Carrier Safety Proceedings 

388 Cooperative Agreements with the States 

389 Rule-Making Procedures 

390 FMCSR General 

391 Qualifications of Drivers 

392 Driving of Motor Vehicles 

393 Parts and Accessories Necessary for Safe Operation 

394 Notification, Reporting and Recording of Accidents 

395 Hours of Service for Drivers 

396 Inspection, Repair, and Maintenance 

397 Transportation- of Hazardous Materials 

398 Transportation of Migrant Workers 

These sections are followed by a nuiber of appendices and 
supplemented by an interpretive handbook. 

Although a number of states have adopted the FMCSR in whole 
or in part, no such action has been taken by the Commonwealth of 
Virginia. Neither has any special section of the Code of Virginia 
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been developed to deal specifically with motor car.rier safety. 
Instead the Code has evolved to address all vehicle safety in 
a topical fashion. For example, 46.1-278 addresses the topic 
"Within what distances brakes should stop a vehicle." Clause 
(a) establishes the state's standard for passenger vehicles, 
clause (b) the standard for buses, trucks, and tractor trucks, 
(c) for antique vehicles, (d) combinations of vehicles, and 
(e) motorcycles. While numerous aspects of the Federal Rules 
are paralleled by parts of the Virginia Code, the Code's approach 
makes it more difficult to assess the state's standards for motor 
carrier safety. One consequence may be greater difficulty in 
educating motor carriers and those responsible for the investi- 
gation and enforcement of motor carrier safety standards. Al- 
though outright adoption of the FMCSR may not be necessary, some 
consolidation or reorganization of those sections affecting motor 
carrier safety may be helpful. 

Code Differences 

As noted previously, the FMCSR and the Code of Virginia 
share many motor carrier safety standards. The material below 
is chiefly a discussion of the significant differences between 
the two sets of law. It dispenses with the procedural aspects 
of the FMCSR that deal with rules of practice, hearings and 
rulemaking (§§386, 388, 389), and focuses on some of the substan- 
tive regulations that affect the daily road operations of the 
trucking industry. The material is divided into six general. 
areas.of significant regulatory activity. Some of the differences 
between the two bodies of law have prompted some of our recommen- 
dations that the Virginia provisions be altered. There are 
other differences which are noted, the significance of which can- 
not be fully understood without obtaining considerably more and 
better truck accident data. Finally, some of the material does 
not dwell on differences, but is largely descriptive of the 
regulatory practices of the BMCS and deemed to be pertinent to 
this report. 

Qualifications of Drivers The FMCSR require that drivers 
be 21 years old, able to read and speak enough English to under- 
stand highway signs and communicate with officials, and able to 
operate a vehicle safely. In addition to the application process 
and the review of the driver's operating record (motor carriers 
must inquire at the appropriate state agency for the applicant's 
driving record over the previous 3 years), the driver qualification 
procedures include three features: a road test, a written examina- 
tion, and a physical examination. 
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The FMCSR road test (49 CFR §391.31) is not a specific test 
over a set course of predetermined duration. The test, which may 
be administered by the motor carrier or by a "competent" designated 
person, must be of sufficient duration and complexity so that 
the driver can demonstrate his ability to (I) perform the pretrip 
inspection, (2) couple and uncoup!e combination units, (3) place 
the vehicle in operation, (4) use all vehicle controls and emergency 
equipment, (5) drive the vehicle in traffic, (6) turn the vehicle, 
(7) brake the vehicle and slow it by means other than braking, 
and (8) back and park the vehicle. 

The written examination consists of 66 questions that 
measure a driver's knowledge of those aspects of commercial vehicle 
safety embodied in the FMCSR. Safety includes both operating 
procedures and condition of the vehicle. The policy behind the 
test is to instruct drivers rather than to rate them as qualified 
or unqualified. The BMCS has not established a "passing score" 
and the "certificate of written examination" (49 CFR.§391.35(•)) 
does not indicate any score. The test "is an instructional tool 
only, and a person's qualifications to drive a motor vehicle... 
are not affected by his performance on the examination." (CFR § 
39!.35(b)). At thecompletion of the test, the examiner will 
inform the driver of the correct answers. Motor carriers can 

use test results as a guide for additional driver training and 
instruction. 

To satisfy.the requirements of the FMCSR, drivers must pass 
a physical examination conducted by a licensed medical doctor at 
least once every 2 years. The procedures for this exam, are out- 
lined in (49 CFR §391.43). Grounds for failing applicants include: 
(i) impairment of hands or feet that might interfere with safe 
driving; (2) a diagnosis of diabetes that requires insulin for 
control; (3) a variety of cardiovascular problems; (4) a respira- 
tory dysfunction, blood pressure condition, arthritis, neuromuscular 
disease, or other condition that might impair the ability to drive; 
and (5) conditions that might cause a loss of consciousness. 
Drivers must also pass a hearing test, be free from drug or 
alcohol problems, and satisfy the following minimum visual stand- 
ards: 20/40 acuity in each eye without corrective lenses or at 
least 20/40 with correction, field of vision of at least 70 ° in 
each eye, and ability to recoznize the colors of signals. Special 
waiver procedures are available for drivers who are unable to 
satisfy certain physical standards set forth in the FMCSR. 

The Virginia provisions in this area differ in several respects 
from the FMCSR. The minimum age in the FMCSR is 21, while the 
minimum age for obtaining a chauffeur's license in Virginia is 
only 18 (§46.1-357). The Virginia Code does not set forth snecific 
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road test requirements for the chauffeur's license. Sections 
46.1-369 and 46.1-373 do require that applicants who wish to 
operate "any vehicle or combination of vehicles having three 
or more axles with an actual gross weight in excess of forty 
thousand pounds" must submit to and pass an examination using 
the type of vehicle for which the applicant seeks a license. 
These Zests are administered by local DMV examiners. Although 
local officers spend most of -their time examining operators of 
passenger vehicles, DMV personnel do receive in-service training 
from truck company officials on how to conduct road tests for 
truck license applicants. Virginia waives the road test for any 
applicant who states "in his application that he has driven 
at least five hundred miles in the vehicle of the classification 
which he intends to operate " There are no provisions in 
the Code that indicate how drivers can accumulate 500 miles of 
driving time. Apparently, the waiver is available to those who 
have been licensed by other states, participated in motor 
carrier training programs, or obtained learner permits and driven 
under the supervision of a licensed chauffeur. It is also 
important to note that the FMCSR do not contain the 40,000 lb. 
gross vehicle weight (GVW) standard mentioned in the Virginia 
Code. The FMCSR require road tests for drivers of all vehicles 
weighing more than i0,000 lb. GVW. Exemptions from the road test 
requirement are available for drivers of lightweight vehicles, 
certain farm vehicles and certain vehicles used in intracity 
operations. 

With regard to Virginia's lower minimum age requirement, 
the research conducted in connec•ion with this report by the 
Highway and Transportation Research Council has not isolated any 
statistics that indicate that Virginia truck drivers under 21 
have a higher accident rate than. older drivers. However, data 
indicate (see Exhibit 24)that there is a disproportionate involve- 
ment in accidents of drivers with less than one year's experience 
with their employer. To some extent these data suggest that 
driver inexperience is a causative factor in many truck accidents. 
It is also significant that the BMCS in 1975 considered and 
decided against reducing the FMCSR minimum age to 18. It 
concluded that the available data indicated that persons under 
21 lack the maturity, judgement and skill to be heavy truck 
drivers, given the demands of com•ercial vehicle operation. In 
addition, researchers at the University of North Carolina recently 
conducted a study, the results of which will be published in the 
near future, which found that young truck drivers have a signifi- 
cantly higher rate of accident involvement than middle-aged 
drivers. Finally, the NTSB recommended in 1978 that VirKinia 
eliminate the "500 mile waiver," and also expressed concern 
about Virginia's minimum age requirement of 18 years. The recom- 
mendations were the result of an invest±gation of a Virginia 
accident in which an 18-year-o!d truck driver killed four peop]_e. 
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Exhibit 24 

NUMBER OF INVOLVEMENTS BY DRIVER EXPERIENCE 

Driver Percent Change 
Ex.perience 197.7 1976 1975 1975-1977 

0 I 14,182 10,603 9,357 +51.6 

2 4 6•198 6,488 6,397 3.1 

5 9 4,830 4,024 3,969 +21.7 

I0 14 2,190 i•952 1,819 +20.4 

15 19 1,131 i,I•i 1,219 7.2 

20 + 2,032 1,795 1,958 + 3.8 

Total 30,563 26,003 24,719 +23.6 

Source: Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety, Accidents of Motor 
Carriers of Property 

Because youth and inexperience have been demonstrated to 
be causative factors in a disproportionate number of truck 
accidents, it is recommended that Virginia eliminate or qualify 
the "500 mile waiver" of the road test for license applicants 
who wish to operate vehicles or vehicle combinations with three 
or more axles and a GVW in excess of 40,000 lb. For the same 
reasons, consideration should be given to raising the minimum 
age requirement to 21. 

The Code of Virginia and the DMV make no provisions for 
special written tests for truck drivers. Applicants for chauffeur's 
licenses take the same test concerning the rules of the road in 
Virginia as do applicants for an operator's license. It may be 
useful, for Virginia to administer this exam or an equivalent 
"truck exam" to applicants for chauffeur's licenses. Unfortunately, 
there is no information at hand as to the educational effective- 
ness of this test. Until further data become available, it 
cannot be concluded that the benefits to be gained from requiring 
this test would outweigh the costs of administering it. 
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Virginia requires minimal visual standards similar Zo those 
of the FMCSR. Section 46.1-357.2 requires 20/40 acuity in each 
eye and a horizontal field of 140 ° These requirements are identi- 
cal to those of the FMCSR. As in other areas, the Virginia Code 
does not list in detail those physical problems which the FMC•R 
stipulates as a barrier to driver licensing. However, •46.i-36! 
gives the DMV the power to refuse to issue a license to a person 
"afflicted with such physical or mental disability or disease 
as will serve to prevent such person from exercising reasonable 
and ordinary control over a motor vehicle " Sevemai other 
sections give the Division authority to refuse licenses to drunkards, 
drug addicts, idiots, persons who have committed certain offenses 
and persons who have made false statements on applications. 

In conclusion, it appears that Virginia's laws, though not 
as specific as the federal regulations, do impose substantially 
similar requirements on those who wish to drive trucks in commerce. 
The most serious differences are Virginia's "500 mile waiver" 
provision and lower minimum age. Although more explicit data 
regarding the effects of driver inexperience would be helpful, 
there is already a sufficient basis for recommending that the 
waiver provision be removed or qualified and that consideration 
be given to raising the minimum age for obtaining a chauffeur's 
license. As indicated above, further data are necessary in order 
to determine whether Virginia should require a separate written 
test designed for truck drivers. 

D<iy.i•g of Motor Vehicles The federal rules governing the 
operation of trucks in traffic and the laws of Virginia that 
regulate traffic are identical or nearly identical on many points. 
Exhibit 25 is a cross reference for §392 of the FMCSR and the 
Virginia Code. 

Exhibit 25 

VIRGi[$IA AND FEDEP•L REGULATIONS GOVERNING TRUCK OPERATIONS 

Federal 

392.3 III or fatigued operator 

392.4 Narcotics, amphetamines, etc. 

392.5 Intoxicating liquor 

392.6 Schedules to conform to 
speed limit 

V ir%inia 

18.2-26& through 273 

46.1-193 Maximum and 
minimum speed 
limits 
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Exhibit 25 (Cont.) 

Federal 

392.7 Equipment, inspection 
and use 

392.8 Emergency equipment, 
inspection and use 

392.9 Safe loading 

392.10 Railroad crossing; 
stopping required 

392.11 Railroad grade 
crossings, slowing 
required 

392.14-Hazardous conditions 

392.15 Required and pro- 
hibited use of turn 
signals 

392.16 Use of seat belts 

392.20 Unattended vehicles; 
precautions 

392.21 Stopped vehicles not 
to interfere with 
other traffic 

392.24 Emergency signals; 
flame-producinz 

Vir$inia 
46.1-308, 308.1, 308.2 lllegal 
use of defective or unsafe 
equipment 

46.1-303 Construction must 
prevent escape of contents; 
46.1-304 Fastening loads of 
logs, barrels, etc. 

46.1-245 Drivers of certain 
vehicles are required to stop, 
look and listen at railway 
crossings and cross without 
shifting gears 

46.1-- 216 Signals required on 
starting, backing, stopping or 
turning 217 How such signals 
given 218 Change of course 
after giving signal 219 Duty 
of drivers receiving signals 
220 Signals prior •o moving 
standing vehicles into traffic 

46.1-309.1 Safety lap belts a 
combination of lap belts and 
shoulder harness to be installed 
in certain motor vehicles 

46.1-255 Flares and other signals 
when vehicle disabled in highway 
after dark 

46.1-256 When red reflector 
flares or red lanterns are 
required 
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Exhibit 25 (Cont.) 

Federal 

392.25 Emergency signals; 
dangerous cargoes 

392.30 Lighted lamps; 
moving vehicles 

392.33 Observed lamps or 
relectors 

392.40-Accidents and license 
42 revocation; duties 

of driver 

392.40-Fueling precautions 
52 

392.60-Prohibited practices; 
68 hitch hikers, unauth- 

orized drivers, closed 
vehicles, sleeper 
berths, carbon 
monoxide, etc. 

Virginia 

46.1-257 When red flags are 
required 

46.1-268 When lights to be 
lighted; number of lights to 
be lighted at any time; use of 
warning lights 269-271, 272 When 
dimming headlights, etc. required.. 
273-276 Lights on parked 
vehicles 

46.176 Duty of driver to stop, 
etc. in event of acciden-•; duty 
of occupant; reports additional 
to other accident reports 
required by title 

46.1-234 Soliciting rides 

A significant difference between Virginia law and federal 
regulations relates to seat belt use. Section 392.16 of the FMCSR 
requires actual use by truck drivers of the seat belts instal.led 
in vehicles. The Virginia Code, while it is fairly thomough in 
requiring seat belt installation (•46.1-309.1), implies that the 
seat belts do not have to be us-ed. Section 46.1-309.1(b) stames 
that "Failure to use such safety lap belts or a combination of 
lap belts and shoulder straps or harnesses after installation 
shall not be deemed to be negligence." Nowhere does the Code 
describe a penalty for failure to use a seat belt, 
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The Virginia Code provision which states that failure to 
use seat belts shall not be deemed negligence .should be repealsd. 
The provision implicitly condones the failure to use these safety 
devices, in contravention of what is widely believed to be a 
basic tenet of traffic safety. Moreover, it unjustly precludes 
any party from claiming and establishing negligent nonuse of seat 
belts. 

The Virginia Code also lacks parallels to what the FMCSR 
describe as "Prohibited Practices." In the area of hitch hiking, 
for example, the FMCSR ban drivers from carrying riders "unless 
specifically authorized in writing to do so by the motor carrier 
..." (§392.60). Virginia Code §46.1-234 forbids pedestrians from 
standing or stopping "in any roadway or street for the purpose 
of soliciting rides." While there is no policy against truckers 
within the state carrying riders, it is not at this time clear 
that a safety problem exists in this area and that a prevention 
program or law is needed. 

The inspection provision of §392 of the FMCSR emphasizes 
the pre-trip inspection and examination by the driver of critical 
safety components before driving on the highways. Although the 
Virginia Code contains provisions requiring inspections and 
establishing equipment standards, it does not explicitly require 
a pre-trip inspection. Sections 46.1-351 and 315.2 pertain to the 
6-month motor vehicle inspection program. Perhaps more relevant 
is §46.1-308.1, "lllegal use of defective or unsafe equipment," 
which makes it unlawful to operate defective equipment on the 
highways. While a policy of pre-trip inspection is implicit in 
this section of the Code, state officials have no grounds on 
which to enforce such a day-to-day accident prevention program. 
Federal regulations, in contrast, require some record keeping of 
pre-trip procedures. These provisions, found in §396 of the FMCSR, 
are discussed in the subsection entitled "Inspection, Repair and 
Maintenance". 

Parts and Accessories Section 393 of the FMCSR, "Parts 
and Accessories Necessary For Safe Operation," establishes the 
framework for deciding whether a commercial vehicle is a safe 
vehicle. The section describes the scope of the safety checks of 
vehicles conducted by inspectors from the BMCS. Once again, the 
Virginia Code, under Title 46.1, parallels many of the regulations 
of section 393. Exhibit 26 cross references §393 and the Virginia 
Code. 
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Exhibit 26 

FEDERAL AND VIRGINIA REGULATIONS ON PARTS AND ACCESSORIES 

Federal 

393.1!-393.33 Light devices, 
reflectors, and 
electrical 
equipment 

393.40 393.52 Brakes 

393.60-393.63 Glazing and 
window 
construction 

393.65-393.69 Fuel Systems 

393.70-393.71 Coupling devices 
and towing 
methods 

393.75 Tires 

.76 Sleeper berths 

.77 Heaters 

.78 Windshield wipers 

.79 Defrosting 

.80 Mirrors 

.82 Speedometer 

.83 Exhaust system 
locations 

.84 Floors 

.86 Rear end protection 

.87 Flags on projecting 
loads 

.88 Television 
recsIvers 

V•rgi•,ia 
46.1-259 to 267.1 Lighting 
equipment 

46.1-277-281.1 

46.1-291 to 294 

Brakes 

Rule 9 (Petroleum tank truck 
cameras) 

46.1-295 to 297 

46.1-292 

46.1-289 

46.1-193 et. seq. 

46.1-301-,•02 

46.1-290 

46.1-300 

46.1-202 
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Exhibit 26 (Cont.) 

Federal 

93 Seat belts 

94 Emergency equipment 

393. I00-i06 Protection 
against shifting 
or falling cargo 

393.81 Steering 
Horns 

Virginia 

46 •1-202 

46 •1-255-257 

46 •1-303-304 

48.1-282, 282.1 
46.1-283 

One difference between Virginia law and the federal regula- 
tions is contained in the section on brakes. Both codes gauge 
braking distance on a clean, level stretch of highway at a speed 
of 20 miles per hour. Virginia law requires buses, trucks and 
tractor trucks to stop within 40 feet. (§46.1-278(b)). All 
combinations of vehicles are.allowed a 50-foot stopping distance. 
(•46.1-278 (e)). Presumably, this includes the typical 4-or 
5-axle semitrailer rig that carries the bulk of commercial loads 
on the highways. In contrast, the FMCSR allow a maximum 40-foot 
stopping distance for "...combinations of property carrying 
vehicles." (49 CFR 393.52(d)). Furthermore, the FMCSR allow only 
25 feet for single-unit trucks of 10,000 lb. or less, and only 
35 feet for single units exceeding i0,000 lb. 

Whether the discrepancies in the maximum allowable stopping 
distances are a significant truck safety problem in Virginia has 
not been determined by this study. There is a need to determine 
whether inadequate braking capability is a major factor in truck 
mccidents within the state. Also, many trucks traveling in Virginia 
are subject to FMCSR standards and are presumably in compliance with 
them. 

Federal regulations require a tire tread depth of 4/32 of an 
inch on the front wheels and 2/32 of an inch on all other wheels 
(393.756); Virginia requires a 2/32 inch depth on all wheels, with 
no higher requirement for the front wheels. The federal rules 
also contain extensive provisions governing tire loads and pressures 
for the most common sizes of tires used by interstate motor 
carriers. Virginia has not established any safety standards in 
this area. This omission may require attention since it is the 
load on the individual tire which contributes to tire blowouts. 
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The blowout can significantly influence truck stability and also 
endanger any other vehicles that are i• close proximity to the 
exploding tire. Whether the difference between allowable tread 
depths and the absence of Virginia Code provisions governing tire 
loads and pressures are causes for concern remains to be 
determined° More comprehensive truck accident data are necessary 
before recommendations in this area can be considered. 

A final positive note is that the SCC truck safety enforce- 
ment teams are familiar with the FMCSR and use these rules along 
with the inspection techniques of the BMCS as the basis for their 
truck safety enforcement program. However, considering the small 
size of the BMCS enforcement division, and considering the need 
for cooperation between federal and state agencies in the area 
of interstate transportation safety, it is sometimes frustrating 
and counterproductive that state inspectors cannot cite what are 
sometimes obvious violations of federal safety law. 

Rgpo.F•i•g Acgiden.ts Federal accident report requirements 
are set forth in §394 of the FMCSR. Motor carriers subject to the 
Department of Transportation Act must report accidents involving 
death, injury, or property damage amounting to at least $2,000. 
Carriers must report fatal accidents immediately and submit infor- 
mation on other reportable accidents within 15 days. Section 
394.13 also requires all motor carriers to maintain an accident 
register containing pertinent information "with respect to each 
reportable accident in the motor carrier's operation." Records 
must contain accidents occurring within the last 3 years. 

Title 46.1, Chapter 6 of the Virginia Code, also known as 
the Motor Vehicle Safety Responsibility Act, contains extensive 
provisions for reporting and recording accidents in the Common- 
wealth of Virginia. The basic report requirements are contained 
in §§46.1-399, 400 and 401. Section 46.1-399 requires that all 
accidents resulting in a death or personal injury be reported 
immediately to the State Police. Under §46.1-400, drivers involved 
in accidents resulting in death, injury or property damage of at 
least $350 must submit a report to DMV within 5 days. The State 
Police must report accidents to the DMV within 24 hours of invest- 
igating an accident according to section 46.1-401. Also, under 
§56-332, the SCC has the authority to require motor carriers to 
file with it reports of "all accidents resulting in injury to 
persons., equipment, highway or property of any kind...", Currently, 
however, the Motor Carrier Division of the SCC does not require 
motor carriers to file accident reports. 

There are significant differences between the accident report 
forms used by the Virginia State Police and the forms required 
by the BMCS. The Virginia State Police use a general field note 
form for investigations of all types of accidents, regardless of 
the vehilces involved. While this form enables troopers to 
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conveniently report an enormous amount of information on driver 
behavior, road and weather conditions, and vehicle condition and 
maneuvers, it does not adequately provide for information relevant 
to truck safety. For example, there are no places on the form 
to mention particular types of trucks, cargo carried and cargo 
spillage. There is no convenient way of identifying peculiar 
truck accidents such as jackknifing, separation of units, or 

cargo shifting. These characteristics of the Virginia accident 
report form make it difficult to collect and organize essential 
information on truck accidents within the state. As a result, 
significant features of truck operations in Virginia are difficult 
to examine, making it difficult for officials and private parties 
within the state to evaluate truck activities and improve safety. 

The BMCS has designed Fomm MCS-50-T so that motor carriers 
can report, on a regular basis, accidents involving property- 
carrying vehicles. Section !0 of the form provides an extensive 
checklist on which the carrier can describe the type of accident. 
For example, sections 10-D and 10-E provide an opportunity to 
describe accidents commonly associated with trucks. Section i! 
provides for a detailed summary of the driver's experience and 
physical condition. Sections 12 and 13 allow for a detailed 
breakdown of accidents by truck type and truck size. 

A possible means of improving the truck accident report 
system in Virginia may be for the SCC to invoke its authority 
under §56.332. It could require those carriers which are required 
to submit reports to the BMCS to submit a copy to the SCC. In 
order to.establish a complete compilation of truck accident data, 
the SCC would need to develop a supplementary report system for 
those carriers that are nor obligated to report to the BMCS. 

Another possible solution to the problem, and the cne 
recommended, is a cooperative effort by the DMV and the State 
Police to develop a supplementary accident form. For instance, 
a notation of the presence and/or spillage of hazardous cargo might be especially helpful to other emergency groups and safety 
officials (Dr..D. Price of Virginia Tech has recommended this 
change). The cooperation of the State Police in similar endeavors 
has proven very valuable in the past. It is believed that a form 
could be designed which would facilitate a complete yet expeditious 
compilation of essential information pertaining to truck 
accidents in the Commonwealth. 

Hours of Service Under Part 395 of the FMCSR, the BMCS 
limits most truck drivers to a maximum of i0 hours of "driving 
time" after accumulating a minimum of 8 hours "off-duty." Add- 
itionally, the rules will not permit truck operators to drive at 
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all if they have been "on-duty" 15 hours following their 8 off- 
duty hours. On a weekly basis, the regulations limit the on-duty 
time of most drivers to no more than 60 hours in any 7 consecu- 
tive days. There is an exception for those carriers that operate 
every day of the week; their drivers can legally remain on duty 
for 70 hours in any period of 8 consecutive days. 

As the previous paragraph indicates, there are several types 
of time in a truck driver's day. These "times" are defined in 
the 49 CFR §395 as follows: 

Driving Time: "...all time spent at the driving controls 
of a motor vehicle in operation." 

On-Duty Time: "All time from the time a driver begins to 
work or is required to be in readiness to work until the 
time he is relieved from work and all responsibility for 
performing work." lllustrations of "on-duty time" con- 
tained in The Interstate Truck Driver's Handbook indicate 
that a driver is on-duty when he is driving, waiting to be 
dispatched, inspecting his truck, in the cab (although not 
driving), loading or unloading or supervising these 
activities, submitting or obtaining receipts, rendering 
assistance or providing information after an accident, 
repairing a broken down truck, or performing any other work 
for a motor carrier. (DOT 1976). 

Sleeper Berth Time: Time spent at rest in the sleeping 
compartment oF a truck while another driver operates the 
vehicle. Time resting in the right-hand seat of the cab is 
not sleeper berth time. Drivers of trucks equipped with 
sleeper berths are allowed to accumulate their 8 off-duty 
hours in 2 rest periods. Each period must be at least 2 hours 
long. 

0ff-Dg•y Time: "...periods of time when the driver is not 
on duty, not required to be in readiness to work, or is not 
under any responsibility for performing work." Sleeper 
berth time is a special form of off-duty time. 

Since accident records indicate that driver fatigue and 
driver error induced by fatigue are significant contributors to 
truck accidents, hours of service limits are an important method 
of improving truck safety. Unfortunately, the very nature of 
trucking makes it difficulz to enforce hours of service rules. 
A great many truck drivers operate alone. Many drivers are maid 
by the load and many loads, especially those consisting of produce 
and other agricultural cargo, require speedy delivery over great 
distances. Consequently, many drivers, including a great number 
of independent drivers, are subject to economic forces that 
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encourage hours-of-service violations. Since it is often only 
the lone driver who really knows how many hours have been driven 
or how many on-duty hours have been accumulated, violations are 
difficult to detect. Consequently, economic pressures often 
override safety compliance. 

The primary tool the BMCS uses to encourage hours-of-service 
compliance is the Driver's Daily Log; 49 CFR §395.8 requires that 
all drivers governed by the rules maintain a daily log. Logs 
must be kept for every day, including off-days and vacation, and 
drivers must account for all 24 hours of the day. Logs are filed 
each day at the driver's home terminal or the motor carrier's 
principal place of business. "Failure to make logs, failure 
to make required entries falsification of entries or failure 
to preserve logs shall make both the driver and the carrier 
liable to prosecution." (49 CFR §395.8(a)). 

Checks of driver's logs are made during BMCS inspections of 
motor carrier offices and during field checks of trucks. If a 
BMCS inspector finds a driver in violation of the hours-of-service 
rules, the driver is placed '•out-of-service." Out-of-service 
drivers must go off-duty until they come into compliance with 
the hours limitations. Drivers who do not have driver's logs 
are placed out-of-service for 8 consecutive hours. 

Finally, it should be noted that there are several exceptions 
to. the basic log, driving, and on-duty rules. Drivers exempt from 
the log requirement include (a) regularly employed drivers who 
operate within a 50-mile radius and who have available accurate 
records of their hours of work; and (b) operators of 2-ax!e, 
lightweight vehicles (GVW of less than i0,000 lb.) who do not 
transport passengers or hazardous materials. Operators exempt 
from the basic 10-hour driving rule are drivers described by 
category (b) above. Alaskan drivers can operate a vehicle for 
15 hours because of the special conditions in that state, and 
all drivers overtaken by adverse conditions (e.g., snow, sleet, 
fog, highways covered by ice or snow, and other unusual road 
and traffic conditions), can drive an additional 2 hours past 
the maximum in order to complete a run or reach a place of safety. 
Drivers "engaged solely in makinz deliveries for retail stores 
during the period from December !0 to December 25" are also 
exempt from the 10-hour rule (49 CFR §395.3(c)). Exemptions 
from the daily and weekly on-duty rules are available for (a).a 
driver salesman who does not drive more than 40 hours in a week, 
(b) retail store delivery drivers between December i0 a•d Pecember 
25, and (c) certain gas and oi • industry drivers. Alaskan 
drivers can accumulate 70 o•-duty hours in 7 consecutive days or 
80 on-duty hours in 8 consecutive days. 
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Virginia has a law that makes it "unlawful for any person 
to drive any motor vehicle for more than thirteen hours in 
any period of twenty-four hours." (•46.1-201). This statute 
also covers drivers who have accumulated part of their 13 hours 
of driving time in another state. 

Virginia has no special requirements for truck drivers 
similar to the logkeeping requirements of the FMCSR. Also, it 
is not apparent that any state officials have the authority to 
place drivers out-of-service for violating the 13-hour limit. 
Although SCC safety investigators can inspect driver logs, they 
cannot penalize drivers for violations. In Virginia courts, the 
13-hour rule has apparently been invoked only as a factor to be 
considered in determining driver negligence after a crash. (see: 
Mobley v. Pend!eton, 212 Va. 408, 184 S.E. 2d 798 (1971), Chick 
Transit--Corn. v. Edenton, 170 Va. 361, 196 S.E. 648 (1938), Masters 
v. 

Cardl, 'i•6 •a. 261, 42 S.E. 2d 203 (1947). No record was 
•ound of an attempt to prosecute for a 13-hour violation by itself. 

Numerous studies have been conducted to determine the role 
that driver fatigue plays in traffic accidents and most have shown 
that it plays a significant role. Federal statistics covering 
major truck accidents indicate that between 1973 and 1976 
fatigue was a significant factor in about one-third of the crashes. 
Other studies show that driver error raises dramatically after 
4 hours behind the wheel. After 7 hours of driving, the frequency 
of accidents increases substantially. 

The BMCS has demonstrated concern about the problem of driver 
fatigue by recently strengthening field inspectors' power to 
place drivers out-of-service for log-book violations. Before 
June 1979, only drivers whose logs indicated a maximum driving 
time or maximum on-duty violation were placed out-of-service. 
Drivers who had out-of-date logs or who had no logs were merely 
cited. Consequently, it is believed that a significant number of 
fatigued drivers were permitted to continue driving. Since June 
1979, inspectors have been able to ground drivers for failing to 
maintain or use logs. Drivers whose logs are current except for 
the day of inspection and the previous day are permitted to update 
the log after it is inspected. 

•mother modification in BMCS hours-of-service enforcement 
was made indirectly by the publication in February 1978 of a 
policy statement for 49 CFR •392.6, "Schedules to conform with 
speed limits." 4392.6 forbids motor carriers from writing time 
schedules so that drivers must violate either the speed limit 
or the hours-of-service regulations in order to make deliveries 
"on-time." The BMCS memorandum indicates that safety inspectors 
are now able to interpret this reguT-t'_• •on in terms of "maximum 
driving distance." Trips over 500 miles are considered prima 
facie evidence of either a speed-or hours-of-service violation. 
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Trips of 450-500 miles are considered questionable. Although 
specific penalties are not described, the memorandum does threaten 
appropriate measures for noncompliance. This policy statement 
should help to eliminate the opportunity for motor carriers to 
pressure drivers to exceed the maximum allowable hours of service. 

In light of the role that fatigue plays in causing accidents, 
it is recommended that the Cox•.onwea!th enact an hours-of-service 
provision applicable to truck drivers. Under current law truck 
drivers may drive for 13 hours a day, which results in a legal 
limit of 91 hours of driving time in any 7 consecutive days. 
There is no limitation on the number of hours during which the 
truck driver is working but not actually driving the time 
which the BMCS includes in its definition of "on-duty" time. The 
provision should reduce the number of allowable driving hours per 
week and prescribe an upper limit on the amount of time a truck 
driver may remain "on-duty." It is recommended that the limits 
be defined not only in terms of 24-hour and/or weekly periods, 
but also with reference to rest periods. This merely acknowledges 
the fact that it is not necessarily objectionable that truck 
drivers may drive for 13 hours in a 24-hour period, but that in 
view of the data regarding fatigue it is certainly objectionable 
to permit 13 consecutive hour, s of driving and an unlimited number 
of other "on-duty" hours. The FMCSR would provide at least a 
.helpful model, if not the precise provisions, for the development 
of these limits. 

In order to facilitate enforcement of its hours of service 
requirements, Virginia Should also require that truck drivers 
keep daily logs of their work. Moreover, in order to make 
enforcement effective both in this area and in the area of equip- 
ment defects, the SCC, State Police, and other law enforcement 
agencies should be authorized to declare fatigued drivers "out- 
of-service." 

Inspection• Repair, and Maintenance Title 46 of the 
Virginia Code contains provisions which define the scope of the 
state's semiannual automobile inspection program. This program 
applies to trucks as well as all other motor vehicles. Under 
§46.1-318, special provision is made so that "common carriers, 
operating under certificates from the State Corporation Commission, 
who desire to do so may install or use with the approval of the 
Superintendent of State Police private inspection stations for 
the inspection and correction of their equipment." Other than 
the 6-month program, Virginia has no special requirement for 
the insnection of motor carrier vehicles. 

The FMCSR require that motor carriers "systematically inspect, 
repair and maintain" their motor vehicles. (49 CFR §396.3(a)). 
Maintenance records must be kept while the motor carrier uses 
the vehicle and for 18 months thereafter (•396.3(d)). The FMCSR 
require that vehicles be in "safe and proper operating condition 
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at all times," (•3•6• .3(a)), but the regulatlons_ do not establish 
time tables for the performance oe particular maintenance pro- 
cedures. Motor carriers are to use their own discretion and 
follow manufacturer's guidelines in constructing vehicle main- 
tenance programs. 

The FMCSR also require drivers to complete written reports 
on the condition of their vehicles at the end of each day's work. 
According to •396.1!, these reports are to include comm•ents on 
brakes, steering, lights, tires, horn, windshield wipers, mirror, 
coupling devices, wheels and rims, and equipmenz. Drivers must 
submit this report to the motor carrier and keep a "legible copy 
of the last vehicle inspection report" in the truck. 

in-Field Safety Checks Both federal and state officials 
conduct on-the-road safety checks of motor carrier vehicles. The 
primary purpose of the federal inspections is to establish that 
motor carriers and drivers are complying with the provisions of 
the FMCSR. BMCS inspectors are authorized to perform these checks 
by 49 CFR 5396.9. Just as BMCS officials can. ground a driver for 
violation of the regulations under •395, under •39• inspectors 
can "declare and mark 'out-of-service' any motor vehicle which by 
reason of its mechanical condition or loading would likely cause 
an accident or a breakdown°" (§396.9(c) (i)). Vehicles declared 
out-of-service cannot be driven until appropriate repairs are performed° 

As previously mentioned, state safety inspections are con- 
ducted by SCC investigators and State Police. Since April 1979, 
a special team of SCC investigators has been performing these 
safety operations throughout the state, usually at weigh stations 
on highways used heavily by trucks. These inspections are modeled 
on the procedures of the BMCS. The primary difference is that the 
SCC investigators lack the authority to declare unsafe vehicles 
out-of-service. SCC officials can cite drivers and carriers for 
safety violations. This usually results in a fine and sometimes 
a court appearance. However, it does not remove the unsafe vehicle 
from the road. Because it would enhance truck safety in Virginia, 
it is recommended that the SCC and other authorized law enforce- 
ment units be granted the authority to declare "out-of-service" 
vehicles which have been found upon inspection to be unsafe. In 
addition to removing unsafe vehicles from the road, this authority 
would have a deterrent effect on potential violators of truck 
safety standards. 
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

Def !n•_ •.•.onal Dilemma 

Definitions of the term "Hazardous Material" (HM) generally 
tend toward extremes of either vagueness or specificity. Ideally, 
a compact HM definition could be fashioned that would indicate 
whether a substance in question is hazardous or not. In practice, 
however, it is difficult to develop general criteria to fit all 
dangerous substances. For example, the annual introduction into 
commerce of chemicals alone acccunts for 500 new substances (45) 
of varying characteristics and potentials for harm. The definition 
must anticipate these substances and also apply to those already 
known. Because of the concern for identification and regulation 
of all applicable HMs, the definition becomes either exceedingly 
specific, resembling more and more a mere listing of materials 
and their traits, or increasingly generalized in order to account 
for all possibilities. The present federal and state approaches 
to defining HM attempt.to solve this dilemma. 

Defining Hazardous Materials 

The broad federa!definition of HM in the Hazardous Materials 
Transportation Act focuses not on the means by which harm occurs, 
but rather on the fact that it does occur: "'hazardous material' 
means a substance or materiai in a quantity and form which may 
pose an unreasonable risk to health and safety or property when 
transported in commerce. 

''(46) This definition does not attempt to 
provide a functional guideline for determining whether a substance 
is harmful; whether the risk is "unreasonable" is determined by the 
Secretary of Transportation through the Hazardous Materials Regula- 
tions authorized by the Act.(47) The present regulations contain 
a list of some 1,200 substances judged to be capable of posing an 
unreasonable risk.(48) This list includes those hazardous mate- 
rials which are (or were) frequently transported. The l.ist is 
used to determine whether the substance in question is a regulated 
material, and to give the shipper guidance in labelling his con- 
tainers. 

This broad definition offers some help in determining what is 
a HM. The term "unreasonable risk" suggests that classifications 
c•nnot be based on groundless, irrational, or remote reasonings. 
It implies that the Secretary must balance safety and other inter- 
ests in determining whether a substance is a HM. The requiremenZ 
that the substance be of a quantity and form that may pose a risk 
further limits the classification. This requirement is phrased in 
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the conjunctive quantity and form and thus precludes classi- 
fications based on the nature of the substance without regard to 
the amount transported, and vice versa. 

Federal and Virginia Definitions 

A most helpful descriptive middle ground exists in the eight 
basic categories into•which the federal regulations divided the 
previously mentioned list of 1,200 substances. Hazardous materials 
are classified here according to the manner in which they cause 
harm. These categories define the HMs presently regulated and are 
employed in part in the Virginia definition of dangerous articles. (49) 
These categories are discussed below. 

Explosives 

Explosives are defined virtually identically in the federal •50) 
and Virginia(51) regulations as any chemical compound or chemical- 
mechanical mixture primarily designed to produce an explosion (as 
distinguished from materials which may explode but whose primary 
purpose is not to create an 

explosion, e.g., compressed gases). 
An explosion is defined as a substantially instantaneous release of 
gas and heat capable of destroying persons or property. Federal 
regulations specify testing conditions for classifying a substance 
as an 

exp!osi•e. (52) 

Flammable/Combustible/Pyrophoric Liquids 

These materials are defined generally as liquids which produce 
fiar•able vapors with a flash point (the temperature at which the 
vapors ignite) below a certain temperature. Federal regulations 
distinguish between "flammable liquids ''(53) and "combustible • 
uids,"(54) with the former having a flash point of !00°F (37. 
or less, and the latter one between 100°F (37.8°C) and 200°F 
(93.3°C). The Virginia regulations define flammable liquids (55) 
only as those having a flash point of 80°F (26.7°C) or less and the 
determination is made by a testing method different from that spec- 
ified in federal regu!ations. (56) Pyrophoric liquids, also not 
recognized under Virginia regulations, are defined as liquids 
which ignite spontaneously in dry or moist air at or below 130°F 
(54,4oc•_ (57) 

Flammable Solids 

(58) (59) 
The federal and Virginia definitions of flammable 

solids are identical. Both describe these materials as substances 
ozher than explosives which under conditions normally incident to 
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transportation are liable to ignite through friction, heat re- 
tained from manufacturing, spontaneous chemical reaction, or 
absorption of water. The federal definition further character- 
izes these substances as being readily capable of ignition and, 
when set afire, of burning so vigorously and persistently as to 
create a serious transportation hazard. 

Corrosive Materials/Liquids 
(60) Although Virginia regulations mention corrosive liquids, 

the substances in the federal definition (61) generally are liquids 
or solids which cause destruction of skin tissue or property by 
chemical action. They are commonly acids or alkalis, and are recognized, by Virginia regulations as being liable to cause a 
fire when in contact with organic matter or certain chemicals. Vir- 
ginia regulations specify a "severe" degree of destruction of skin 
zissue and a "material" degree of damage to property. Federal 
regulations give testing procedures for tissue and property damage. (•62] 

Compressed Gasses 

(63) 
These gasses are defined identically in Virginia and fed- 

eral(64) regulations as materials having, in the container, an 
absolute pressure (a pressure measurement compensating for atmos- 
pheric pressure) of 40 psi (.28 •Pa) at 70°F (21.I°C) and/or 104 
psi (.72 MPa) at 130°F (5u.u°C), or any flammable material having 
a Reid vapor pressure (a pressure measurement following ASTM Stand- 
ard D-323) greater than. 40 psi (.28 MPa) at 100°F (37.8°C). 

Poisonous Materials 

Federal regulations (65) divide poisons into three classes 
according to the degree of danger they pose. The federal Class A 
Poison definition(66) is identical to the first clause of the 
Virginia definition of poisonous materials$67) which describes 
these as liquids and gasses of such nature that when mixed with 
air a very small amount is dangerous to life. The federal Class B 
Poison designation(68) corresponds •o the third clause of the 
Virginia definitic•n, which includes liquids and solids known or 
presumed to present a hazard to health during transportation. 
These poisons are absorbed orally or through the skin. The fed- 
eral regulations specify methods for determining the degree of 
toxicity tolerated. The federal class of irritating materials (69) 
is the counterpart of the second clause of the Virginia definition. 
Irritating materials are liquids or solids other than the above 
substances which when exposed to fire or air emit dangerous or 
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intensely irritating fumes. An additional federal poisonous 
material classification,Etiological Agents, is not recognized 
by Virginia. Etiological agents are defined (70) as viable 
microorganisms or their toxins capable of causing human d•sease. 

a list of substances appearing else- The category is limited tg71)t 
where in the regulations. 

Oxidizing Materials 

Defined virtually identically in the federal 
(72) 

and Virginia(73) 
regulations as any substance such as a chlorate, permanganate, per- 
oxide, or nitrate which yields oxygen to stimulate the combustion 
of organic (carbon containing) matter. The federal regulation 
also includes nitro carbo nitrate and specifies "perioxide" as "in- 
organic •o•d• • •r•c peroxides are defined in a subsequent 
section( 

a bo aining compounds with the bivalent 
0 0 structures. 

Radioactive Materials 

(75) (76) 
The federal and Virginia regulations are identical 

in their definitions of radioactive materials. They define these 
substances as any material or combination of materials that spon- 
taneously emits ionizing radiation. The federal regulations define 
the minimum specific activity for classification as a HM to be 
0.002 microcuries per gram, and further distinguish fissile mate- 
rials (substances capable of undergoing fission) from non-fissile 
materials. •77) 

Summary 

In summary, the HMs presently regulated comprise a large group 
of substances variously characterized as 

I. explosives that release gas or heat sufficient to 
injure persons or property; 

2. flammables that ignite at certain vapor pressures 
spontaneously with air under normal transportation 
conditions, by absorbing water, through retained heat, 
by friction, or by contact with certain organic 
substances; 

3. corrosive agents that cause serious tissue or property 
damage through chemical action• 
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4. compressed gasses existing at certain pressures 
within a container; poisonous or radioactive mate- 
rials that pose a serious threat to life by exposure; 

5. materials of a form and quantity sufficient to create 

an unreasonable risk to health or property; 

6. materials sufficiently dangerous to life or property 
to make regulation reasonable; and 

7. materials transported in commerce. 

Federal and Virginia Regulation 

Virginia and federal regulations governing the transportation 
of hazardous materials are contained in Appendix A The following 
section of text describes similarities and differences in stare 
and federal regulations on cargoes, vehicles, and drivers. 

Scope of Re.g•ulations 
The federal regulations apply to hazardous materials trans- 

ported from a point within a state to a point outside the state, 
or in a manner affecting interstate commerce. Virginia regulations 
apply to the movement of such substances only within the terri- 
torial limits of the Commonwealth. Federal regulations preempt in- 
consistent state requirements, except where the Secretary of Trans- 
portation determines upon application by a state that the state's 
requirements afford an equal or greater degree of protection and 
do not unreasonably burden commerce. Virginia's regulations may be 
more restrictive than their federal counterparts, but not to the 
extent of unreasonably burdening commerce, which is ultimately a 
matter of judicial interpretation. Accordingly, Virginia exempts 
from its regulations (except those requiring the driver to obey 
Virginia rules and officers' directions concerning tunnels and 
bridges) substances transported in interstate commerce which are 
packed, labelled, and accompanied by shipping papers in conformity 
with federal regulations, and also those substances declared exempt 
from federal regulations by the DOT. 

Virginia exempts U. S. military forces, state militia, and 
Virginia fire and police departments from all HM regulations except 
those requiring the driver to obey state rules and officers' di- 
rections concerning tunnels and bridges. Federal regulations 
require compliance with HM rules except for radioactive materials 
shipped for national security purposes:.and supervised and escorted 
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by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) or the Department of 
Defense (DOD). Exemption from federal labelling requirements is 
afforded to carload or truckload shipments of ammunition for the 
DOD when loaded and unloaded by the shipper cr DOD, and also to 
packages of HM which are loaded and unloaded under the super- 
vision of and escorted by DOD personnel. 

Virginia also exempts flammable liquids from its HM regula- 
tions, stating that they "... may be transported in any manner." 
Va. Code §18.2-275. This exemption does not extent to petroleum 
products transported by tank truck, which are regulated under 
separate SCC rules. No similar sweeping exemption exists in the 
federal regulations. 

Both federal and Virginia regulations prohibit shipment or 
transportation of HM not !n conformity with applicable regulations. 
Virginia prohibits the act of shipping or transporting HM in non- compliance with its regulations• the federal prohibition applies 
to persons offering or accepting nonconforming HM for transporta- 
tion. Federal regulations also prohibit a person from representing, 
marking, certifying, or selling a package or container, as complying 
with the regulations unless it is in such compliance. 

Both Virginia and federal regulations provide for the imposi- 
tion of civil sanctions for violations of HM regulations. The 
Virginia SCC is authorized to levy a fine of not more than $i,000 
for judgements entered after hearing on notice. The federal DOT 
may impose fines not exceeding $i0,000 for knowing Violations of 
HM regulations and procedures. This penalty also applies to know- 
ing violations of federal procedures relating to packages and con- 
tainers. Each day of a continuing violation of federal regula- 
tions constitutes a separate offense. 

Criminal sanctions are available under both regulatory schemes. 
Any violation of the Virginia regulations constitutes a Class 4 
misdemeanor punishable by a fine not exceeding $I00; subsequent 
violation is a Class 2 misdemeanor punishable by a jail term not 
exceeding 6 months and/or a fine of not more than $500. Criminal 
sanctions leading to a fine of up to $25,000 and/or imprisonment 
for a term not exceeding 5 years may be imposed for willful viola- 
tions of federal regulations. 

Aut•oritx. for Enforcement and Inspection 
The enforcement of Virginia regulations is granted by statute 

to the SCC and the Department of State Police, together with all 
Commonwealth law enforcement and peace officers. Enforcement in 
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the federal regulatory scheme falls to the FHWA with respect to 
transportation or shipment of HM by highway vehicles (which in- 
cludes inspections of manufacturers, carriers, and shippers) and 
the MTB in all other aspects. The MTB exercises its enforcement 
responsibility through the Office of Hazardous Materials Operations, 
which conducts inspections ofcontainer manufacturers and inter- 
modal shipments. In addition, the Bureau of Explosives, an in- 
dustry agency of longstanding association with the DOT, conducts 
inspections of manufacturers, carriers, and shippers of HM. 

Cargo Resu,lation, s 

Virginia and federal regulations prohibit the transportation 
of HM in certain situations. Under the Virginia rules explosives 
cannot be transported in vehic].es licensed as, or customarily 
used as, passenger vehicles, unless written permission is obtained 
from the State Police. Additional authorization is required from 
local officials if the movement is intracity. Virginia allows 
other HM, including small arms ammunition, to be carried in passen- 
ger vehicles, so long as the total amount does not exceed I00 lb. 
Federal regulations prohibit the transportation of HM (except 
small arms ammunition, emergency shipments of drugs, chemicals, 
hospital supplies, and shipments of munitions accompanying the 
military) on vehicles carrying passenger.s for hire, unless no other 
practical means of transportation is available. Under all con- 
ditions, explosives may not be transported in the passenger space 
of the vehicle, and the total weight allowed on the vehicle cannot 
exceed I00 lb. of explosives, i0 lb. of explosive samples for 
laboratory examination, or 200 blasting caps. Federal regulations 
contain no notification requir-ements. 

Both sets of regulations prohibit transportation of certain 
combinations of HM. Virginia prohibits any combination of explo- 
sives (other than small arms ammunition), poisonous gas, or radio- 
active materials greater than 500 lb. gross weight. Explosives 
and blasting caps may nct be carried together in Virginia. Federal 
regulations list 22 categories of HM at 49 CFR §177.848 and specify 
permissible and prohibited combinations thereof. No prohibition 
exists in these regulations against the poisonous gas-radio- 
active materials combination forbidden by Virginia regulations. 
Blasting caps, when packed according to certain specSfications, 
are allowed in combination with explosives under the federal rules. 

Sensitive explosives, such as those containing ammonium 
chlorate, liquid explosives, compounds which explode when subjected 
to 48 hours of 167°F (75°C) temperatures, leaking explosives, con- 
demned or leaking d.ynamite which has been repacked, specified types 
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of fireworks, new explosives, and loaded firearms are generally 
prohibited for transportation under both regulatory schemes. 
Authorization from the Virginia SCC may be obtained to suspend 
these restrictions for intrastate transportation. In addition, 
the federal rules permit the transportation of desensitized 
liquid explosives which meet certain criteria, and condemned or 
leaking dynamite which has been repacked under the inspection 
and written authorization of the Bureau of Explosives. 

Cargoes of HM must be loaded, transported, and unloaded in 
conformity "÷• wl• the applicable Virginla and federal regulations. 
Federal law defers generally to state and local rules when they 
are equally or more restrictive than their federal counterparts 
(so long as they do not conflict or unreasonably burden commerce). 
Along these lines, Virginia prohibits the loading of motor tank 
trucks transporting petroleum products in excess of applicable 
state weight laws. There is no comparable federal regulation. 
The Commonwealth also forbids the use of radio transmitting equip- 
ment when carrying explosive devices which may be triggered by 
radio waves, the placement (except when contained in the bed body 
of the vehicle) of HM within 15 feet of the exhaust, and the load- 
ing or transport of explosives in the cab of a truck or tractor. 
Virginia mandates that petroleum products may not be loaded in 
excess of 99.25% of the cargo tank's shell capacity. Federal 
regulations apply to all flammable liquids and require that the 
amount loaded provide sufficient space in the cargo tank to pre- 
vent leakage or distortion resulting from expansion caused by 
rising temperatures a minimum •utage allowance of 10% of tank 
capacity. Federal regulations warn that during transfer special 
care must be taken to avoid wetting substances which may become 
hazardous when exposed to water (some flammable solids and oxidiz- 
ing materials). This rule applies to all such dangerous articles 
under the Virginia regulations. 

Because HM must receive special treatment during all phases 
of transportation, the identification of cargo contents is re- 
quired under both Virginia and federal rules. The Commonwealth 
provides that packages and containers of HM must be marked to 
indicate their contents. In Virginia, if the entire cargo is 
comprised of the same type of HM, only the vehicle need be marked 
or placarded, as appropriate, to indicate its contents. Federal 
regulations generally require all individual containers to be 
marked. Exact wording for the containers' contents is specified 
in a list of some 1,200 substances at 49 CFR §172.101. The 
federal labelling regulations are detailed and exempt only mili- 
tary ammunition shipments, supervised and escorted military HM 
shipments, tanks of compressed gas labelled in accordance with 
other specifications, and certain minimum-hazard regulated sub- 
stances. No exemption is granted for cargoes comprised of the 
same type of HM. 
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Virginia's labelling regulations, discussed above, are the 
Commonwealth's only requirements for the identification of indi- 
vidual containers. Federal identification requirements are more 
detailed in application, broader in scope, and include additional 
placarding provisions. Placards, described in greater detail in 
the section on Vehicle Regulations, provide a one- or two-word 
identification of the category of HM transported, and are most 
commonly used on trailers or cargo tanks to identify the type of 
HM carried. Placards are also required on individual containers 
of over 640 feet. 

Several requirements are stated identically under the federal 
and Virginia rules. No HM may be loaded or unloaded from a motor 
vehicle unless the handbrake is set and all reasonable precautions 
are taken to prevent movement of the vehicle. Reasonable care 
must also be taken to prevent an undue rise in the temperature 
of the cargo during transit. Tampering with any container is pro- 
hibited, as is discharging a container en route, or before removal 
from the vehicle. Articles or materials likely to damage the 
cargo are forbidden unless properly segregated or separated by 
bulkhead. Similarly, containers of explosives, flammable liquids, 
flammable solids, oxidizing materials, corrosive liquids, compressed 
gasses, and poisonous liquids or gasses must be loaded and braced 
to prevent relative motion or damage to valves and fittings during 
transit. Tools likely to damage the effectiveness of container 
closures are prohibited in the loading or unloading of HM, as are 
bale hooks, metal tools, and the practices of throwing or dropping 
containers of explosives. Special care is also required to pre- 
vent packages of explosives from catching fire from sparks or hot 
gasses from the vehicle exhaust. 

Both federal and Virginia rules require that cargo tanks be 
attended when being loaded and unloaded. The more detailed federal 
rules specify the limits of the carrier's obligation during these 
procedures. Under federal regulations, explosives may not be 
loaded or unloaded while the engine of the vehicle is running. Vir- 
ginia requires the same for the loading and unloading of HM, except 
that engine operation is allowed when necessary for this procedure. 
This exception also applies to petroleum products under Virginia 
rules, and to flammable liquids and flammable compressed gasses under 
the federal rules. Virginia requires that all HM cargo be contained 
entirely within the body of the vehicle during transport. Federal 
regulations make the same restriction for explosives, which must 
be transported in a closed-body truck or covered by a tarpaulin, and 
give specific instructions for the transport of blasting caps and 
liquid explosives. Virginia and•federal regulations alike contain 
restrictions on the loading capacity of cargo tanks, except when 
the amount of HM contained is less than 1,000 lb. Containers with 
a volume less than 640 cubic feet must also be placarded unless 
marked according to federal labelling requirements. 
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Vehicle Re•u!ations 

Hazardous materials regulations extend beyond practices and 
prescr±pgions pertaining to the substances carried; the vehicles 
transporting hazardous materials are also regulated. Both Vir- 
ginia and the federal government have requirements prescribing 
the vehicle's condition. Virginia mandates that a motor vehicle 
carrying HM must be strong enough to bear the load and must be 
in first-class condition. Motor tank trucks must be maintained 
in a safe operating condition at all times. The federal rule 
places responsibility for the condition of the vehicle on both 
the carrier and driver. The carrier may not require or permit a 

driver to operate a vehicle in such a condition that its operation 
would be hazardous or likely to result in a breakdown, nor may a 

driver drive a vehicle in such condition that breakdown is likely 
to occur. 

With regard to the construction and outfitting of the vehicle, 
both sets of regulations give specifications for the installation 
of electrical wiring. Virginia requires that wiring be protected 
and fastened to prevent short-circuiting and located so as not to 

come in contact with any explosives. Federal regulations provide 
detailed specifications governing the protection and installation 
of wiring, and require that it be located so as not to become 
charred, overheated, enmeshed in moving parts, or, as far as prac- 
tical not to run adjacent to a part of the fuel system. The 
regulations further provide specifications for the installation of 
detachable wiring, prohibit loose, chafed, and poorly connected 
wiring, and require, in general, that all wiring be arranged and 
installed in a workmanlike manner. The lighting system of a motor 
tank truck is required by Virginia regulations to be in proper con- 
d•tion before travel between a half-hour after sunset and a half- 
hour before sunrise. Federal regulations specify the type, place- 
ment, and installation of vehicle lights, and also require their 
use during the same sunset-sunrise period given in the Virginia 
rules. Lights other than those installed on the vehicle must be 
illuminated electrically for use when transporting HM in Virginia. 
Federal regulations allow for the use of any additional equipment 
on motor vehicles which is not inconsistent with the regulations 
and will not decrease the safety of vehicle operation. The regu- 
lations further prohibit the use of flame-producing emergency 
signals on motor vehicles transporting flammable, combustible, or 
explosive HM. 

Further provisions concerning the vehicle include Virginia 
rules requiring the cargo area to be free of inwardly-projecting 
objects likely to damage containers of HM in transit; federal rules 
require the same for cargoes of explosives. Both regulations also 
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specify that vehicles transporting explosives (Class A or Class B 
under federal rules, which also exempt military shipments) must 
have tight floors, with the interior of the cargo area lined with 
nonmetallic material or nonferrous metals. 

Finally, extinguishers are required on vehicles transporting 
HM by both sets of regulations. Virginia requires an extinguisher 
with a 10-1b. capacity (or a CO 2 type with a 4-1b. capacity) or 
equivalent on motor vehicles transporting HM. Motor tank trucks 
transporting petroleum products must carry an Underwriters Labora- 
tories' approved extinguisher of 5-1b. CO 2 capacity or equivalent. 
Federal regulations require a readily accessible extinguisher that 
gives a visual indication of its amount, is protected from freezing, 
does not give off vapors of specified toxicities, and conforms to 
the Underwriters Laboratories' 20 BC rating. 

Federal and Virginia regulation of the transport of HM extends 
to the determination of the vehicle's operating condition. Both 
regulatory schemes thus provide for routine vehicle inspections. 
Virginia places upon the owner or lessee of a vehicle transporting 
HM the duty of inspection before each trip to determine that the 
fire extinguishers, electric wiring, fuel system, and brakes are 
in proper working order; that the chassis, engine, and bottom of 
the vehicle's body are free from grease; and that the vehicle is 
in proper condition for handling HM. The same regulations apply 
to tank trucks transporting petroleum products, with the additional 
requirements that the cargo tank be adequately grounded to eliminate 
static electricity and that its valves have no leaks. 

Federal regulations require the motor carrier to conduct sys- 
tematic inspections to maintain compliance with vehicle equipment 
requirements. Drivers, agents of the carrier, and maintenance 
employees also must know the inspection and maintenance rules. Fire 
extinguishers, electric wiring, fuel system, and brakes all must 
be operational under the vehicle equipment rules. The regulations 
further specify that the service, trailer, and parking brakes, 
steering mechanism, and emergency equipment be in good working 
order before the motor vehicle is driven. The motor carrier must 
maintain proper lubrication and remove excess oil and grease; he 
must also make effective the rules concerning the grounding of 
cargo tanks and the closing and securing of valves and manholes 
before vehicle operation and instruct his employees on these rules. 
Carriers must keep inspection and maintenance records, and must 
obtain from the driver at the end of the workday a report detail- 
ing unsafe vehicle defects or deficiencies. Drivers and vehicles 
wholly engaged in intracity operations, and motor carriers and 
drivers of lightweight mail •trucks, are exempt from these federal 
regulations. 



Both federal and Virginia regulations require placarding of 
vehicles carrying HM. Federal placards are diamond-shaped.signs 
about i foot long on edge which identify with one- or two-word 
descriptions, and also in certain cases with illustrations, the 
type of HM carried. An exact description of the HM being trans- 
ported is usually not given on the placard; rather, the placard 
indicates the kind of danger the HM might present during an emer -• 

gency situation These emblems are most usefu7 to emergency 
sponse personnel in the event of a vehicle accident; they also 
provide an initial signal of a vehicle's contents to inspection 
and enforcement personnel, thus indicating which sections of the 
rules will apply in checking the vehicle for compliance with the 
regulations. Virginia requires placards indicating the type of 
H• in letters 3 inches high of a color which contrasts with the 
background of the letters. Federal regulations specify in detail 
placard size, color, and lettering; symbol size and visibility; 
and materials acceptable for their construction. Both sets of 
rules require the placards to be mounted on the front, rear, and 
each side of the vehicle. Virginia also requires that placards 
be reflectorized or illuminated on vehicles transporting HM after 
dark. 

The placards specified by the Virginia rules divide HM into 
seven categories and describe them as follows: HM defined as ex- 
plosive is identified by a placard marked EXPLOSIVES; poisonous 
gas, POISONOUS GAS; radioactive material, DANGEROUS-RADIOACTIVE 
MATERIAL; flammable liquids, FLAMMABLE; flammable solids, oxidizing 
materials, and corrosive liquids, DANGEROUS; compressed gas, COM- 
PRESSED GAS; poison, DANGEROUS-POISON. Virginia placards are re- 
quired on vehicles transporting any quantity of explosives, small 
arms ammunition, or poisonous gas; on vehicles transporting more 
than 500 lb. gross weight of radioactive materials; and on ve- 
hicles transporting more than 2,500 lb. gross weight of flammable 
liquids, flammable solids, oxidizing materials, corrosive liquids, 
compressed gas, or poison. 

Federal regulations specify seventeen placards to accompany 
shipments of HM. In addition to and different from the Virginia 
placards listed above, federal placards identify HM as follows: 
substances defined as explosives Class A must be identified by a 

placard marked EXPLOSIVES A{ explosives Class B, EXPLOSIVES B; 
poison A, POISON GAS; poison B, fluorine gas, and etiologic mate- 
rial• POISON; flammable solids, FLAMMABLE SOLID (compare with 
Virginia's DANGEROUS label for this HM); flammable solid likely 
to be dangerous when wet, FLAMMABLE SOLID; radioactive material, 
RADIOACTIVE; uranium hexaf!uoride, RADIOACTIVE and CORROSIVE; 
explosives Class C and flammable liquids, FLAMMABLE; nonflammable 
gas, NONFLAMMABLE GAS; chlorine gas, CHLORINE; liquid oxygen, 
OXYGEN; flammable gas, FL•MABLE GAS (compare with Virginia's 
CuM•R=SSED GAS label); combustible imqu:d, COMBUSTIBLE; oxid zer, 
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OXIDIZER (compare with Virginia's DANGEROUS label); organic 
peroxide, ORGANIC PEROXIDE• corrosive material, CORROSIVE (com- 
pare with Virginia's DANGEROUS label); and irritating material, 
DANGEROUS. Exempt from these requirements are vehicles trans- 
porting less than 1,000 lb. gross weight of any HM except ex- 
plosives Class A or B, poison Class A, flammable solids which 
are dangerous when wet, and quantities of radioactive materials 
greater than "limited quantities" (an amount determined by radio- 
activity rather than by weight). 

Virginia regulations also require the name and address of 
the carrier to be painted in contrasting color on the side of the 
tractor and rear of the tank of every motor tank truck transporting 
petroleum products. An addition, the words "GASOLINE,""F[AMM_•BLE, 
OR "INFLAMMABLE" must be painted in contrasting colors on both 
sides and the rear of the tank. Federal regulations require motor 
carriers in general to paint in contrasting colors visible at 50 
feet the name of the carrier az.d the place where he maintains his 
principal office or the place where the vehicle is customarily 
based. 

Driving Regulations 

Concern for the safe transport of HM extends to the manner in 
which the vehicle is operated while on the road. Consequently, 
both regulatory schemes provide driving rules for carrying HM car- 

goes. Both federal and Virginia rules prohibit unauthorized passen- 
gers on vehicles transporting HM. Federal rules require written 
authorization from the carrier before a person not assigned to the 
vehicle may accompany the driver. Both schemes also discourage 
the unnecessary movement of HM through places where people are 
likely to gather. Thus, federal regulations require vehicles 
carrying HM to avoid, unless no practical alternative exists, 
routes which pass through heavily populated areas. Virginia re- 
quires drivers of trucks carrying explosives to stop at wayside 
restaurants for meals. 

Presumably for safe visibility, Virginia requires vehicles 
carrying explosives or poisonous gas to be operated when nossible 
during daylight. Both sets of regulations prohibit coasting while 
transporting HM. For similar safety concerns, Virginia requires 
HM vehicles to be driven within the applicable speed limit; federal 
regulations defer to local rules on this matter. Virginia also 
requires motor vehicles transporting sufficient quantities of HM 
to warrant placarding ordinarily to keep at least 300 feet apart 
while on the road The Commonwealth prohibits both •u•! = and empty 
gasoline tank trucks from driving through tunnels• federal regu- 
la•tions again defer to local laws in this area. 
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Railroad crossings present a particularly dangerous situ- 
ation for vehicles transporting HM. Virginia regulations require 
vehicles containing explosives or flammable liquids to come to a 
full stop before crossing any uncontrolled railroad tracks, and 
then to proceed across only when •he way is clear and safe. When 
crossing tracks, vehicles carrying petroleum products must slow 
to five miles per hour and proceed only when the way is clear and 
safe. Federal regulations, which do not apply to certain con- 
trolled or abandoned tracks, require the driver of a vehicle trans- 
porting sufficient quantities of explosives Class A or B, poison, 
flammable, oxidizer, corrosive, flammable gas, radioactive, or 
dangerous HM or transporting HM by cargo tank (either loaded or 
empty), to stop between 50 and 15 feet of the tracks, and to pro- 
ceed across only when safe and without shifting gears. Virginia 
rules also demand the exercise of caution upon entering a highway. 
The driver transporting HM must bring his vehicle to a full stop 
before entering a highway, or yield to traffic where a "Yield 
Right-of-Way" sign is posted; a vehicle transporting petroleum 
products must always come to a full stop and proceed only when 
the way is clear and safe. 

The federal and Virginia regulatory schemes provide rules 
for parking and stopping vehicles containing HM. Virginia rules 
state broadly that all unnecessary stops must be avoided. Federal 
rules similarly require all HM shipments to be made without un- 

necessary delay. Both sets of regulations prohibit leaving the 
vehicle unattended unless the brake is set; Virginia also requires 
the motor to be stopped. In the Commonwealth, a vehicle carrying 
petroleum products must be stopped well away from traffic, fire 
risk, or parked vehic!es. Under the federal rules, all motor ve- 
hicles must, when practical, be stopped or parked off the traveled 
portion of a highway located in a residential or business district. 
Further, vehicles transporting HM other than explosives Class A or 
B must not be parked within 5 feet of the traveled portion of a high- 
way, unless the necessities of operation make it impractical to do 
otherwise. Vehicles carrying Class A or B explosives also must not 
be stopped within 5 feet of the highway, nor may they be parked on 
private property without the knowledge and consent of the person 
in charge of the property, nor, unless operational necessities make 
it otherwise impractical, may they be stopped within 300 feet of 
a bridge, tunnel, building, or place where people congregate. 

Emergency stopping and signaling procedures are provided under 
both sets of regulations. Under Virginia rules, in the event of a 
breakdown the vehicle containing HM must be parked as far to the 
righ< of the highway as possible, and emergency signals consisZing 
in the daytime of red flags, red reflectors or red electric lan- 
terns, must be displayed at specified intervals in front of and 
behind the vehici= •iame-•oduci•.g signals are prohibited un•e 
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all circumstances. Under the federal rules, when a vehicle 
transporting HM makes an emergency stop, the driver must imme- 
diately activate his emergency flashers; and within !0 minutes 
must set out the required warning devices. Reflective triangles, 
electric lanterns, or red reflectors are the only signaling de- 
vices authomized for emergencies involving loaded or empty cargo 
tank vehicles used for transporting flammable liquids or flammable 
compressed gasses, vehicles transporting explosives Class A or B, 
or vehicles which use compressed gas for motor fuel. Liquid- 
burning flares may be used with other HM cargoes, so long as they 
are placed sufficiently far away from leaking gasoline, flammable 
liquids, or combustible liquids to prevent fire or explosion. 
The three signals must be placed at specified intervals in front 
of, to the side of, and behind the disabled vehicle. Federal 
regulations further specify daytime placement criteria for flares 
set out in business or residential areas, on hills and curves 

near obstructions, and on divided or one-way roads. 

Under Virginia rules only, when the lighting system of a motor 
tank truck transporting petroleum products becomes inoperative, the 
vehicle must be stopped as soon as practical, must be marked as 
specified above with emergency signals, and must not proceed until 
the defect is remedied. Both regulatory schemes govern emergency 
repairs made in a garage. Virginia allows repairs inside a garage 
or repair shop only in an emergency and only after the repairman 
is given notice of the nature of the vehicle's cargo. Federal 
regulations prohibit in all cases repairs of HM-laden vehicles in 
a closed garage; otherwise, vehicle repairs are authorized only 
when they can be made without hazard. Virginia also has rules per- 
taining to placarded vehicles detained because of violations of 
state or DOT regulations. Such vehicles must be parked well away 
from places of work, dwellings, or main and secondary roads, and 
may be protected by a guard employed at the expense of the owner 

or lessee. Finally, both sets of rules require that the engine of 
a vehicle containing HM be stopped during the fueling process. 
Federal regulations also require that a person be present to con- 
trol the fueling procedure at the point where the fuel tank is 
filled. 

Both Virginia and the federal government require proper docu- 
mentation. Virginia mandates that the driver of every vehicle 
carrying HM have in his possession at all times a bill of lading 
or similar document giving the common or generic name and total 
quantity of the • cargo. Similar documents required for motor 
vehicles transporting petroleum products must also indicate the 
consignor, consignee, origin, and destination of each shipment. 
The original or a copy of these latter documents must be preserved 
by the carrier for at least 3 years. Under the federal rules, 
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the carrier must ensure that the required shipping pa•ers are 
readily available to and recognizable by authorities in the 
event of an accident or an inspection. Both the driver and the 
carrier •must clearly distinguish the HM shipping papers from 
other documents and keep them at all times either in a holder 
on the door or readily visible to a person entering the driver's 
compartment. Shipping papers must be placed on the driver's seat 
while the driver is away from the vehicle, information required 
on the shipping paper includes the name and class of the HM 
cargo as specified in a table of some 1,200 substances at 49 CFR 
•172.101, and the quantity of HM covered by those descriptions. 
Both regulatory schemes require the shipper or person offering 
HM for transportation to furnish papers which include the de- 
scriptions prescribed by the regulations. 

Federal and Virginia regulations are also directed to the 
driver of a vehicle transporting HM. Virginia makes the general 
requirement that the driver obey local HM ordinances when driving 
through a city or town. As mentioned before, federal regulations 
defer to local laws not at variance with a more stringen• federal 
rule. Virginia requires that at all times the driver have complete 
control of a vehicle laden with HM. Both sets of regulations pro- 
hibit the operation of a vehicle by a person under the influence 
of intoxicants or narcotics. Federal regulations specifically 
prohibit the use of amphetamines or any other substance likely 
to render the driver incapable of safely operating a motor vehicle, 
and also prohibit any carrier from knowingly allowing a driver in 
such a condition to operate a vehicle. Substances prescribed by 
a physician which will not impair driving ability are exempt from 
these regulations. Federal regulations also prohibit the con- 
sumption within 4 hours of going on duty, or possession while on 
duty, of intoxicating beverages, regardless of alcoholic content. 
The carrier may not permit a driver to violate the above rules 
nor allow him to operate a vehicle if he appears to have violated 
the rules. 

Both regulatory schemes also prohibit driving after less than 
the required amount of sleep. Virginia regulations state that no 
petroleum tank truck carrier shall cause or permit a driver to 
operate his vehicle longer than 8 consecutive hours, unless he has 
had at least I0 hours of sleep beforehand. Even then, the driver 
may not accumulate more than 13 hours driving time in any 24-hour 
period. Federal regulations apply to all motor carriers, their 
drivers, agents, and employees, and require generally that a ve- 
hicle may not be operated by a driver for more than !0 hours 
following 8 consecutive hours off-duty, nor after the driver has 
been on duty for 15 hours following the 8-hour off-duty period. 
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Personal qualifications for drivers appear in both Virginia 
and federal regulations. Virginia requires drivers of vehicles 
transporting HM to have a valid chauffeur's license. Federal 
regulations require drivers of motor vehicles in general to pos- 
sess a currently valid motor vehicle operator's permit. Drivers 
of HM-carrying vehicles in Virginia. must be experienced, careful, 
capable, and able to read and write in English; petroleum tank 
truck drivers must meet these requirements and also be at least 
21 years old. Under federal rules, the driver of a motor vehicle 
must have sufficient experience and/or training to be able to 
operate the vehicle safely, must have sufficient knowledge of 
English tO allow him to fill out required reports, read road signs, 
and answer official inquiries, and must be at least 21 years old. 
Neither set of regulations permits a driver who is addicted to 
intoxicants or narcotics to operate a motor vehicle In Virginia, 
drivers are required to be familiar with state and local traffic 
laws and also the regulations governing the transportation of HM. 
Under federal regulations, both the motor vehicle carrier and the 
driver are required to know and be familiar with the federal rules 
on qualifications of drivers, the federal rules on driving and park- 
ing of motor vehicles transporting HM, and the local rules (where 
applicable) governing the transportation of HM. In Virginia, the 
driver must also be familiar with the Commonwealth's safety rules. 
Under federal regulations the carrier must make effective and 
thoroughly instruct his employees on the rules prescribed for the 
transportation of HM. 

Summary 

Virginia regulations on the transportation of hazardous mate- 
rial were promulgated in the 1950's and have never been revised. 
More detailed federal regulations govern the transportation of 
HM in interstate commerce, and preempt any inconsistent and less 
rigorous Virginia requirements. However, the regulations of Vir- 
ginia's SCC would govern any intrastate shipment beyond the scope 
of the federal provisions. It is possible that HM are presently 
transported on Virginia highways by carriers or on vehicles not 
subject to federal regulation. 

In general, the federal regulations on HM cargo, vehicle, and 
driver are more thorough and safety conscious than comparable Vir- 
ginia regulations. The Commonwealth presently exempts flammable 
liquids, and fails to include certain dangerous substances regu- 
lated by the federal government. Virginia regulations on con- 
tainers and placarding lack the detail of and are in places incon- 
sistent with their federal counterparts. Finally, the Commonwealth 
authorizes much lighter penalties for violations of the regulations 
than does the federal government. 
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SURVEY OF EXISTING PROGRAMS 

This section examines programs for enforcing the laws re- 
lating to truck weights, safety and the transportation of hazard- 
ous materials. The first part of the section deals with programs 
in Virginia, both state and federal. The second part deals with 
programs conducted by other states and includes an evaluation of 
the effectiveness of truck weighing programs across the country. 

Enfgrcement Programs in .Virginia 

In Virginia, three state agencies have the responsibility 
for enforcing state laws relating to truck weights, safety, and 
the transportation of hazardous materials. The SCC, State Police, 
and the Department of Highways and Transportation all have roles 
in Virginia's enforcement programs. Additionally, the BMCS of 
the FHWA bears the burden of enforcing the federal regulations on 
truck safety and the transportation of hazardous materials. 

Truck Weighing 
The Department of State Police and the Department of Highways 

and Transportation (VDHT) share the responsibility for enforcing 
the state laws on truck weights. The latter operates the equipment 
necessary to perform truck weighings but does not have the authority 
to issue citations or summonses for violations. Consequently, a 
State Police officer works with theweighing personnel to write 
tickets and issue citations. 

In conducting the truck weighing program, the Traffic and 
Safety Division of the VDHT operates 14 permanent scales. Seven 
are operated 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, while the remainder 
are operated on a limited basis. Exhibit 27 lists the locations 
and hours of operation of the scales. In addition to performing 
the weighing of vehicles, the Division has the responsibility of 
testing and maintaining the scales. 

The Division also operates 9 mobile units equipped with port- 
able scales. Through the use of the mobile units, temporary weigh- 
ing stations may be established on any state maintained highway. 
Generally, the mobile crews operate during daylight hours on week- 
ends and nights. 

The portable scales currently in use are known as loadometerso 
Use of these scales requires 3 men in each mobile team. Also in 
use are I0 scales manufactured by the General Electro-Dynamics Corp. 
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which are lighter and easier to handle than the !oadometers, 
and consequently, these require only a 2-man team. The GED 
scales, however, have a disadvantage; they have a built-in, 
inclined ramp that causes difficulty in getting trucks onto 
them. 

If a vehicle is overweight the State Police officer assigned 
to the weighing operation can issue a summons and/or make an arrest 
and require the driver to unload zhe overweight portion of the load. 
The owner or operator of an overweight vehicle will usually be as- 
sessed a fine and liquidated damages (based on the number of pounds 
overweight) by the court. When a vehicle not registered with the 
Virginia DMV is involved in an overweight violation the police 
officer is also authorized to hold it until the amount assessed by 
the court is paid. 

The State Police may conduct weighing activities independent 
of the VDHT. An officer may stop a truck he suspects is over- 
weight and direct the driver to travel up to i0 miles to a perma- 
nent weigh station. The police are authorized to weigh such trucks 
at any permanent station, even if it is not "officially" open at 
the time. If the distance to the nearest permanent weigh station 
is greater than i0 miles, the officer may weigh the truck on 
portable scales. However, over the last 3 years only 8,000 of the 
approximately 7,000,000 vehicles weighed annually were weighed in 
this manner. 

When a truck is driven onto the scales three results are possi- 
ble: the vehicle may be within the gross vehicle weight limit and 
each axle weight limit; the vehicle may exceed the gross vehicle 
weight limit; or the vehicle may not exceed the gross vehicle 
weight limit but violate one of the axle weight limits. In the 
first instance no violation has occurred. In the second instance, 
there is a clear violation of the weight limit. In the third in- 
stance, where the limit on an axle is exceeded but not the gross 
vehicle weight limit, the driver is given the opportunity to shift 
the load from that axle to another axle on which the load is below 
the weight limit. After the driver shifts the load, which may be 
achieved by physically moving part of the cargo from one part of 
the truck to another, by shifting the location of the rear trailer 
axle, or by shifting the location of the fifth wheel and thereby 
shifting the location of the trailer over the drive tandem axle 
on the tractor cab, he can have the truck weighed again. If the 
load on an axle still does not meet the weight limit, the driver 
may shift the load again. 
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•Truck Types and We_ights 

In addition to carryinz out the normal activities at the weigh 
stations in the state, the Traffic and Safety Division conduc•s a 
biennial truck weight study in cooperation with the FHWA. The data 
collected for this study include the percentage of vehicles on the 
road, the average weight of loads carried by trucks, and the per- 
centare of trucks carrying loads in excess of the state weight 
limits. Data from each state are combined by the FHWA into a report. 

Single-unit trucks, mainly 2-axle, 4-tired vehicles, comprise 
the largest portion of nationwide truck traffic. The 5-axle tractor 
trailer is the most com•on mu!ri-unit vehicle on the highways. It 
is the most common form of truck traffic on interstate roads, ac- 
counting for. almost 43% of the trucks, and is second only to pickups 
and vans on the primary rural routes. The percentage of tractor 
trailers on U. S. roadways varies from 28% of the trucks on primary 
rural roads to just over 50% of the truck traffic on interstate 
roads (see Exhibit 28). 

Exhibit 

PERCENTAGES OF TRUCKS COUNTED U.S. 

Type, Vehicl9 
Single-Unit 

2-axle, 4-tire 
2-axle, 6-tire 
3 or more axles 

All Federal Aid Primary 
Roads Interstate Rural 

48.30 36.39° 55.86 
ii.7• 10.18 12.26 
2.47 1.86 3.14 

Tractor Trailers 

3-ax!e 1.51 1.71 1.19 
4-axle 5.49 6.11 4.71 
5-ax!e 29.68 42.73 22.02 

Other 0.82 1.02 0.82 

Source: 1975 National Truck Characteristic Report 

In Virginia •h• data eo i97u through •77 indicate a 2 2% 
decline in the percentage of small passenger cars and a 2.8• in- 
crease in the percentage of pickup and nanei trucks (see Exhibit 29). 
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The other categories of vehicles, with the exception of st_n•ard 
size passenger cars at a 1.1% change, did not have variations in 
excess of 0.5%. In general, passenger cars accounted for about 
75.0% and tractor trailers for about 8.5% of the total vehicles 
on a±• roads •n the state. 

Exhibit 29 

PERCENTAGES OF VEHICLES COUNTED VIRGINIA 
ALL ROAD SYSTEMS 

Type Vehicle 1977 1975 1974 

Motorcycle 0.50 0.55 0.50 

Passenger Car 

Small 7.79 10.29 10.02 
Standard 66.49 65.59 65.55 

Buses 0.40 0.46 0.49 

Single-Unit Truck 

Pickup/Panel 
2-axle, 4-tire 
2-axle, 6-tire 
3 or more axles 

12.62 10.89 9.84 
0.40 0.47 0.45 
2.83 2.76 2.87 
0.47 0.51 0.67 

Tractor Trailer 

2-axle tractor 
3-axle tractor 

1.39 1.57 1.76 
7.12 6.91 7.85 

Source" Virginia Truck Weight Studies 

Frior to 1975, truck weight studies were conducted on an annual 
basis; since then the studies have been carried out at 2-year inter- 
vals. For this reason data were not available for 1976. 

Considering only trucks on Virginia roads, Exhibit 30 shows 
that over the period from 197• to 1977 there was an increase in 
single-unit trucks and a decrease in the percentage of tractor 
trailers. The percentage of trucks in all categories decreased, 
except for pickups and panels, which rose from nearly 42% in 1974 
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to 50.8% in 1977. The percentage of trucks pulled by a 3-axle 
tractor decreased by 4.8%• from 33.48% in 1974 to 28.7% in 1977, 
and the percentage of tractor trailers with 2-axle tractors decreased 
•y nearly 2%. While the percentage of pickup and panel trucks in- 
creased almost 9%, the percentage of tractor trailers dropped by 
6.7%. 

=xh-•bmt 30 

PERCENTAGES OF TRUCKS COUNTED VIRGINIA 
ALL ROAD SYSTEMS 

Type Vehicle 1977 1975 1974 

Single-Unit Truck 

Pickup/Panel 
2-axle, 4-tire 
2-axle, 6-tire 
3 or more axles 

Tractor Trailer 

2-axle tractor 
3-axle tractor 

50.80 47.12 41.97 
1.59 2.01 1.90 

11.39 11.94 12.25 
1.91 2.22 2.87 

5.5•8 6.78 7.50 
28.70 29.90 33.48 

Source: Virginia Truck Weight Studies 

The percentages of all vehicles on the interstate system in 
Virginia also varied during the 1974 to 1977 period. Small passen- 
ger cars decreased 4.4%, from !.0.93% to 6.55%, and standard sized 
passenger cars increased Dy $.6%, from 64.29% to 67.90% of all 
vehicles. There was a rise in the percentage of pickup and panel 
trucks and a drop in the other categories of trucks. In general, 
the interstate system carried fewer single-unit trucks and more 
tractor trailers than did all other Virginia road systems (see 
Exhibit 31). 



Exhibit 31 

PERCENTAGES OF VEHICLES COUNTED VIRGINIA 
INTERSTATE SYSTEM 

Type Vehicle 

Motorcycle 

Passenger Car 

Small 
Standard 

!977 1975 !974 

0 38 0.41 0.39 

Buses 

6.55 i0.05 i0.93 
67.90 64.73 64.29 

O.40 0.51 0.46 

Single-Unit Truck 

Pickup/Panel 
2-axle, 4-tire 
2-ax!e, 6-tire 
3 or more axles 

I!.05 9.54 9.63 
0.28 0.33 0.32 
2.66 2.66 2.64 
0.31 0.39 0.59 

Tractor Trailer 

2-axle tractor 
3-axle tractor 

1.73 2.03 1.98 
8.76 9.35 8.78 

Source" Virginia Truck Weight Studies 

The data presented in Exhibit 32 show the percentages of 
trucks operating on the interstate system in Virginia for a period 
of 3 years. When these data are compared with those from all road 
systems in the state, it can be seen that there were comparatively 
fewer single-unit trucks and more tractor trailers on the inter- 
state system in 1977 than in 1974. Over this time span, there was 

an increase of over 4.4% in the number of pickup and panel trucks 
and over a 2.6% drop in the number of tractor trailers. 

Exhibit 33 presents national data on the average weight of 
loads carried by selected types of trucks. Single-unit straight 
vans and refrigerated vans haul loads in the 4-5,000 lb. range. 
Single-unit petroleum tankers and flatbed trucks carry loads in the 
6-7,000 lb. range. Single-unit dump trucks and combination vans 
generally haul loads from 21,000 to 24,000 lb., while refrigerated 
and flatbed combinations have loads near 30,000 lb. The heaviest 
loads, those in the 41,000 to 4u,000 lb. category, are carried by 
the tractor trailer combination dump trucks and petroleum rankers. 
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PERCENTAGES 

Exhibit 32 

OF TRb•K• COUNTED 
INTERSTATE SYSTEM 

VIRGINIA 

Type Vehicle 1977 1975 1974 

Single-Unit Truck 

Pickup/Panel 44.5? 
2-axle, 4-tire I.•.•i• 
2-axle, 6-tire 10.'7i 
3 or more axles 1.24 

Tractor Trailer 

2-axle tractor 6.97 
3-axle tractor 35.35 

Studies Source" Virginia Truck Weight 

39.25 
1.37 

10.93 
1.61 

8.34 
38.46 

40.24 
1.32 

11.02 
2.46 

8•26 
36.67 

Exhibit 33 

AVERAGE TRUCK LOADS CARRIED U.S. 
(IN POUNDS) 

Vehicle Type All Roads Federal Aid Interstate 

Single-Unit 
Van 4,300 4,260 
Refrigerated 4,160 4,800 
Petroleum 6,040 6,580 
Flatbed 6,880 7,040 
Dump 21,340 21,600 

Semi- Comb inat ion 

Van 22,960 24,260 
Refrigemated 28,800 30,240 
Petroleum •-2,600 43,160 
Flatbed 30,060 30,700 
Dump •1,360 43,820 

Source" 1975 National Truck Charac•eristic Report 
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There was little difference in the loads carried by single- 
unit trucks on the interstates as compared to all roads. However, 
tractor trailers on the interstates carried loads slightly greater 
than those on all roads, although this difference was less than 
6%. 

Three-year data on the average load car.ried by trucks traveling 
on highways of Virginia are shown in Exhibit 34 for all of the road 
systems and in Exhibit 35 for the interstate system. For single- 
unit trucks, loads did not typically exceed !,000 lb. for pickups 
or 2,000 lb. for 2-ax!e, 4-tire trucks. Two-axle, 6-tire, single- 
unit trucks carried weights in the 4,500 lb. range and single-unit 
trucks with 3 or more axles had loads in the 19,000 lb. category. 
For tractor semi-trailers, those pulled by 2-axle tractors had loads 
around I0,000 lb. and those pulled by 3-ax!e tractors were loaded 
at about 30,000 lb. 

There was consistency across time in the loads carried on both 
the interstate system and on all roads in the state for pickups, 2- 
axle, 6~tire, single-unit trucks, and tractor semi-trailers. There 
were some large differences in loads carried by 2-axle, 4-tire 
trucks and those single-unit trucks with 3 or more axles. In addi- 
tion, the average load carried on the interstate system by large 
single-unit trucks was much lighter and that for tractor trailers 
was slightly lighter than the average loads for these vehicles on 
all roads. 

Exhibit 34 

AVERAGE TRUCK LOADS CARRIED VIRGINIA 
ALL ROAD SYSTEMS 

Vehicle Type 1977 1975 197• 

Single-Unit 
Pickup 
2-axle, 4-tire 
2-axie, 6-tire 
3 or more axles 

993 951 1,015 
1,570 1,218 1,914 
4,507 4,497 4,703 

18,954 19,019 19,887 

Tractor Semi-trailer 

2-axle tractor 
3-axle tractor 

9,815 13,640 10,906 
30,505 30,662 30,832 

Source: Virginia Truck Weight Studies 
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Exhibit 35 

AVERAGE TRUCK LOADS CARRIED VIRGINIA 
INTERSTATE SYSTEM 

Vehicle TyRe 1977 1975 1974 

Single-Unit 
Pickup 764 1,094 1,032 
2-axle, 4-tire 3,341 625 2,636 
2-axle, 6-tire 4,737 4,640 4,492 
3 or more axles 14,659 15,290 19,981 

Tractor Semi-trailer 

2-axle tractor 
3-axle tractor 

9,G44 13,619 10,176 
28,757 28,8G7 29,685 

Source: Virginia Truck Weigh• S•udies 

A number of comparisons among the data on the average loads 
carried in Virginia and those collected in the other states and 
aggregated into U. S. data can be carried out. Loads carried in 
single-unit vans and refrigerated trucks in the national data were 
roughly the same as those carried in single-unit, 2-axle, 6-tire 
trucks in the state data, with both groups carrying loads in the 
4,500 lb. range. Single-unit dump trucks (national data) and 
trucks with 3 or more axles (state data) each carried loads of 
20,000 lb.. Combination vans, refrigerated vans, and flatbeds 
(national data) carried nearly the same 30,000-1b. load as that 
carried by 3-axle tractor semi-trailers. The major difference in 
the two sets of data is that those vehicles which carried loads in 
excess of 40,000 lb. tractor trailer dump trucks and petroleum 
tankers cannot be factored out of the Virginia data for compari- 
son purposes. However, in genera •, the weight of loads carried by 
the various classifications of trucks on the highways of Virginia 
were the same as those carried on the roads throughout the U. S.. 

The state Truck Weight Study also collects data on the per- 
centage of trucks carrying loads in excess of the weight limits 
for the state. Data from all the road systems in the state are 
summarized in Exhibit 36. Practically speaking, none of the pick- 
ups and 2-ax!e, 4-tire, slngle-unit trucks were in violation of 
the load limits. In addition, between 1974 and 1977, there was a 
drop in the percentage of 2-axle, 6-tire trucks in violation. 
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This change was from 3.51% in 1974 to 0.76% in 1977, with a corres- 
ponding drop from 1.65% to 0.51% of those carrying loads in excess 
of the limit by 5% or more. For trucks with 3 or more axles, there 
was a decrease in the percentage of vehicles with loads in excess 
of the limit from 19.52% in 1974 to 11.73% in 1977. Those with 
loads in excess of the limit by 5• or more also dropped, from just 
over 10% in 1974 to 4.2% in 1977. 

Exhibit 36 

PERCENTAGES OF TRUCKS WITH LOADS 
OF VIRGINIA WEIGHT LIMITS 

ALL ROAD SYSTEMS 

IN EXCESS 

Vehicle Type. 

Single-Unit 

1977 

Pickup 

2-axle, 4-tire 

2-axle, 6-tire 

3 or more axles 

Tractor Semi-Trailer 

2-axle tractor 

3-axle tractor 

not in excess 
all in excess 

excess by 5+% 

not in excess 
all in excess 

excess by 5+% 

not in excess 
all in excess 

excess by 5+% 

not in excess 
all in excess 

excess by 5+% 

not in excess 
all in excess 

excess by 5+% 

not in excess 
all in excess 

excess by 5+% 

!00.00 

i00.00 

99.24 
0,76 
0.51 

88.27 
11.73 
4.19 

97.97 
2.03 
1.08 

89.45 
10.55 
3.42 

Source" Virginia Truck Weight Studies 

1975 

!00.00 

i00.00 

99.49 
0.51 
0.30 

86.55 
!3.45 
5.58 

98.20 
1.80 
i.i0 

92.13 
7.87 
2.!2 

1974 

98.88 
0.12 
0.06 

i00.00 

96.49 
3.51 
1.65 

80.48 
19.52 
10.02 

94.06 
5.94 
2.02 

80.05 
!9.95 
6.17 
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During the last two surveys• only 2% of the 2-axle tractor 
semi-trailer combinations were in violation of the weight limits. 
About half of these exceeded the weight limit by 5% or more. For 
rigs pulled by 3-axle tractors, there was a variation in the data 
for the three surveys, with vehicles in violation of the limits 
ranging from a high of nearly 20% in 1974 to a low of 7.87% in 
1975, to 10.55% in 1977. This same fluctuation was found in the 
data for 3-axle tractor semi-trailers in excess of the limit by 
5% or more; with 6.17% in 19'74. 2.12% in 1975, and 3.42% in 1977. 

The percentages of trucks in excess of Virginia weight limits 
on the interstate system are given in Exhibit 37. The situation 
on the interstates was similar to that on all road systems for pick- 
ups •nd 2-axle, 4-tire, single-unit trucks in that they were not 
over the weight limits. Also, for the last two surveys nearly all 
of the 2-axle, 6-tire trucks were within the state weight limits. 
For single-unit trucks with 3 or more axles• the data for 1975 and 
1977 show a much improved situation as far as excessive weight was 
concerned. In 1975, 4.73% and in 1977 5.51% of these large single- 
unit trucks were in excess of the weight limits while those in excess 
by 5% or more totaled about 1.4% in 1975 and 1.6% in 1977. 

Adherence to the weight limits improved over the three surveys 
for both categories of tractor semi-trailers. Less than 1% of the 
2-axle tractor rigs were found to be over the weight limit, and only 
about 0.2% were in excess of the limit by 5% or more during the 1975 
and 19.77 surveys. More.3-axie tractor semi-trailers than the other 
classes of trucks were over the limits (16% in 1974, 4.98% in 1975, 
and 6.43% in 1977). For those over the limit by 5% or more, the 
figures were 2.47% in 1974, 1.37% in 1975, and 1.47% in 1977. 

Comparisons carried out between the data for the interstate 
system and those for all road systems showed that trucks using the 
interstate system were more likely to be within the state weight 
limits than were those on all road systems. The most dramatic dif- 
ferences were for single-unit trucks with 3 or more axles and for 
tractor trailers pulled by 3-axie tractors. These are the two cate- 
gories of trucks which haul the heaviest loads. 
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Exhibit 37 

PERCENTAGES OF TRUCKS IN EXCESS OF 
INTERSTATE SYSTEM 

Vehicle Type 

Single-Unit 
not in excess 

Pickup all in excess 

excess by 5+% 

not in excess 
2-axle, 4-tire all in excess 

excess by 5+% 

nor in excess 
2-axie, 6-tire all in excess 

excess by 5+% 

not in excess 
3 or more axles all in excess 

excess by 5+% 

Tractor Semi-Trailer 

2-axle tractor 

3-axle tractor 

VIRGINIA WEIGHT LIMITS 

1977 1975 1974 

i00.00 i00.00 99.54 
0.46 
0.23 

i00.00 I00.00 I00.00 

99.77 99.53 97.36 
0.23 0.47 2.64 
0.23 0.36 i. 18 

94.49 95.27 81.13 
5.51 4.73 18.87 
1.57 1.35 7.61 

not in excess 99.20 99.31 96.51 
all in excess 0.80 0.69 3.49 
excess by 5+% 0.20 0.23 0.62 

not in excess 93.57 95.02 83.92 
all in excess 6.43 4.98 16.08 
excess by 5+% 1.47 1.37 2.47 

Source: Virginia Truck Weight Studies 

Safety Inspections 
Vir$in•:.a 

The SCC and State Police have responsibility for safety inspec- 
tions of motor vehicles in Virginia. However, SCC invesrigators do 
not work directly with the State Police, though they do have contact 
with the police when working at the weigh stations. 

The 
the laws, 
vehicles 

SCC has 30 investigators who have the authority to enforce 
rules, and regulations governing the operations of motor 

on the highways of Virginia, and these investigators have 
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the authority to issue a summons to or arrest any person found 
in violation. They may stop and examine the lading and documents 
of any motor vehicle, trailer, or semi-trailer operating on any 
highway in Virginia. The investigators are also given the au- 
thority to remove from any motor vehicle or to secure from any 
person any warrant, exemption card, registration card, tag, plate 
or other evidence of authority to operate such motor vehicle that 
was issued by the Com•ission which is being improperly used or 
which has been properly suspended or cancelled. 

The SCC investigators have conducted safety inspections at 
the permanent weigh stations after first checking vehicles for 
SCC authority. Generally, investigators will stand at the scales 
and give the trucks cursory visual inspections. When an investiga- 
tor sees a truck he thinks is likely to have safety problems, he 
can order the driver tc pull his vehicle into the inspection area 
for a thorough inspection. Items checked include lights, wind- 
shield, exhaust system, brakes, tires, and the driver's license and 
other papers. Two of the SCC investigators' primary tasks are to 
check for the proper SCC authorization to operate in Virginia and 
to check for the fuel tax permit• though these are not safety- 
related items. These safety checks may be conducted at the 
permanent weigh stations during day or evening hours. 

Though the SCC has conducted intensive safety inspections 
since April 1979, State Police officers may also undertake safety 
inspections. Officers may check vehicle registrations and licenses 
and inspect for safety violations at the weigh stations at their 
discretion. The safety inspections are essentially the same as the 
SCC checks and are modeled after inspections conducted by the BMCS 
inspectors. 

Federal Activities in Virginia 

BMCS activities can be divided into two general categories: 

I. educational activities 

2. highway and facility inspections 

included under educational activities is the task of ensuring 
widespread familiarity with the FMCSR. When a motor carrier begins 
operation, the BMCS sends him a copy of the FMCSR. This is usually 
followed by a visit from a BMCS investigator to discuss the meaning 
of the regulations and to advise the carrier of what steps• if any, 
he must take to comply. As new regulations are issued, BMCS in- 
vestigators again visit carriers to determine whether they are aware 



of and have complied with the new requirements. Attention here is 
directed toward small carriers whose knowledge of recent regulations 
may not be as up to date as that of the large carriers. 

The bulk of the Bureau's activity regarding highway and facil- 
ity inspections is concerned with carrier compliance with the FMCSR 
and the Federal Hazardous Materials Regulations (FHMR). Five mem- 
bers of the Bureau are charged with the responsibility of inspecting 
trucks on the highways and visiting carrier facilities in Virginia. 
This relatively modest force is composed of four safety investigators 
and one supervisory officer who coordinates their activities. They 
are stationed as follows: 

Richmond: 3 (2 safety investigators, I officer in charge) 
Roanoke i safety investigator 
Hampton i safety investigator 

Working independently of one another, the four investigators 
are often found at the permanent weighing stations throughout the 
state. The rest of their time is spent visiting andinspecting 
carrier facilities. The primary function of the investigators at 
the weighing stations is to ensure that interstate carriers are 
complying with the FMCSR and the FHMR. 

The BMCS investigator follows a procedure similar to the one 
followed by Virginia's SCC investigators. The major differences 
are that the BMCS investigator focuses more on the driver, particu- 
larly his.hours of service as indicated in his daily log, and the 
federal investigator may place a vehicle or driver immediately out- 
of-service. The SCC investigators presently lack authority to en- 
force hours-of-service requirements and to place drivers or vehicles 
out-of-service. 

The following is a description of the BMCS investigation pro- 
cedure. As the truck enters the area of the weighing station, it 
is given a relatively cursory examination to determine its overall 
condition. If a violation of the FMCSR is evident, the vehicle will 
be delayed and more thoroughly inspected, in this latter stage 
the investigator, after having first determined that the vehicle is 
indeed engaged in interstate commerce, will concentrate initially 
on evidence of the more common types of violations, such as those 
involving the hours-of-service or physical qualifications of the 
driver. The driver's daily log is checked to determine if he has 
driven in excess of permitted hours. The investigator will also 
verify that the 2-year doctor's certificate required by the Bureau 
is current. If violations are found, the driver can immediately be 
declared out-of-service. 
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During the general•inspection of the vehicle, the BMCS inves- 
tigator will verify whether it is properly loaded and, more im- 
portantly, whether the vehicle complies with §393 (Parts and 
Accessories Necessary for Safe Operation) and §397 (Transportation 
of Hazardous Materials)of the FMCSR. If a vehicle is found to be 
"imminently hazardous" or likely to break down or cause an acci- 
dent, the investigator can declare it out-of-service on the spot. 
If the defect is less severe, the carrier will be directed to notify 
the BMCS within 15 days that corrective action has been taken. In 
addition, if the vehicle is transporting hazardous materials, the 
shipping papers, the vehicle and its cargo are checked for compli- 
ance with the FHMR. 

In addition to the five-member staff working regularly within 
Virginia, the BMCS intermit:entiy assembles a "strike force" made 

up of personnel from both within and outside the state to inspect 
vehicles at a variety of locations. These mobile inspection teams 
will stop and examine vehicles at rest areas, toll facilities, 
weighing stations, or on the shoulder of the road. Although no 

statistics were available to indicate the frequency of these in- 
spections within Virginia, it may be assumed from the overall size 
of the Bureau's investigatory staff (133 persons) that they are 

rare. 

The inspectio•of carrier facilities by investigatory staff 
are known as "safety compliance surveys." During the survey, the 
carrier's records are examined -to determine whether the carrier has 
complied with FMCSR sections governing drivers' hours-of-service, 
maintenance and inspection of vehicles, driver qualification records, 
and the reporting and recording of accidents. The carrier is also 
required to keep an accident register listing motor vehicle acci- 
dents which have resulted in death or personal injury or damage 
to property. 

A safety survey may also be undertaken to determine the valid- 
ity of complaints often from the carrier's employees concern- 

ing violations of the FMCSR. 

The results of safety surveys, as well as of road checks, are 

kept on file by the Bureau. The information thus collected forms 
the data for periodic studies used in establishing, revising, or 
revoking safety regulations. 

The Bureau may employ several types of enforcement actions in 
its efforts to secure compliance with the FMCSR. Under the Inter- 
state Commerce Act, for example, the Bureau may initiate civil, 
administrative, and criminal proceedings against offending carriers. 
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Civil penalties are imposed in the form of forfeitures.. To 
illustrate, a carrier who violates the record keeping and re•orting 
requirements of •he_ F•CS •:• may ,_••=•:• un• to $500 for each offense 
and up to $250 for each day the violation continues. 

Administrative nrc.c=ed{no-s =•{•÷ a c -•-_..me" •, as authoz"ized 
• are broueht in the form of by the Interstate Comme. c,_ Act, 

compliance orders. A serious violaticn of the FMCSR found at a 
carrier, facility may activate this enforcement too!. The carrier 
may contest the Bureau's allegations that a violations, exi •,=•s, but 
once the final orSer is issued by •n:_ administrator of the FHWA, 
failure to comply is grounds for suspension or revocarion o the 
carrier's authority to operate. 

Criminal prosecution for violation of the FMCSR ia also 
provided for in the :_nterstate Co•TJ•nerc.e Act, and f•nes .•+ up 
8500 per offense can be levied. 

Hazardous Materials 

Virginia 

The state agencies responsible for the enforcement of the 
hazardous materials regulations are 'the State Police and the SCC. 
State Police officers and SCC investigators are given the 
authority to stop and examine the lading of any motor vehicle 
suspected of being used to transport dangerous articles to 
determine whether it is in compliance with the rules and 
regulations governing the transportation of dangerous articles. 
These investigations are carried on as part of the safety checks 
conducted at the permanent weigh stations. 

Federal 

the Under the Hazardous Materials Transportation .•c•, 
Explosives and Other Dangerous Articles Act, and delegations of 
authority by the Secretary of Transportation, the BMCS is charged 
with enforcing the various regulations governing motor carriers 

LmK= the en8aged in the transportation of hazardous materi 
state investigators the BMCS investigators often conduct their 
inspections in conjunction with the general safety inspections. 
The Acts also sire the Bureau the authority to conduct inves '• 

tions, issue subpoenas, and require the submission of evidence 
re!evanr zo hazardous materials violations and compliance. 
Various penalties are available at the Bureau's discretion, as 

are other means o enforcement such as compliance omder.s and 
requests for injunctive relief and punitive damages. Sanc<ic.ns 
may h•e severe. For example, a finding of noncompliance wish j397 
of the r•[CSR (Transportation of •.a•mrdcus •t=ria!s) dur•n• the 
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operation of a motor ven&c:e or the c•r•{er's facility may 
result in civil penalties of up to $I0,000 per violation. 
Criminal penalties are provided for as well, with fines for 
willful violations ranginz as hish as $25,000 per offense and 
imprisonment for up to 5 years. 

in addition to the duty of enforcing the regulations, the 
Bureau has been given the responsibility of training state person- 
nel in the proper handling of hazardous materials. 

Training programs are held in a variety of locations. For 
example, BMCS instructors particinate in several courses at the 
Transportation Safety Institute in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. On 
the local level, BMCS investigators and hazardous materials 
specialists routinely train or supervise the training of state 
personnel in the field. Police, rescue squad, fire and civil 
defense personnel are taught to identify hazards and to safely 
evacuate threatened areas, in 1977, the most recent year for 
which statistics were available, the Bureau completed 1,044 
sessions in the various locations, reaching 64,310 participants. 

Finally, in a supervisory role, the Bureau has helped 
design other training programs sponsored by public interest 
organizations such as the }[ational Fire Protection Association. 

•.pecia! State Safety Programs 

In California, the Highway Patrol (CHP) enforces commercial 
vehicle regulations through the on-highway commercial enforcement 
program, which consists of weighing operations and safety 
inspections conducted at inspection facilities, permanent platform 
scales, and temporary stations set up by mobile crews. Since 
September 1977, when truck inspections on Interstate 8 and 80 
revealed that over 50% of the vehic].es inspected had. brake defects, 
the CHP has conducted the Truck Accident Reduction Program (TARP). 

The CHP operates 9 large inspection facilities staffed with 
7 sergeants, 41 traffic officers and 87 non-uniformed commercial 
vehicle inspection specialists. Located on interstates and other 
primary highways, these inspection facilities are operated on an 
irregular schedule and may be open on any day of the week at any 
hour. When open, the facilities are operated in 8-hour shifts. 
However, the objective of the TARP is to extend safety inspections 
•o commercial vehicles that avoid inspections at these central 
inspection stations. 
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In order t• do this, the CHP has 63 traffic officers assigned 
to 40 platform scales. The scales are much smaller than the 
central stations, they have less traffic, and the inspections 
conducted are generally limited in scope. The scales are manned 
by traffic officers only, with no civilian support staff. Like 
the inspection facilities, the permanent scales can be operated 
on any day of the week and at any time of the day or night. 

Ar• additional 65 traffic officers are assigned to mobile 
road enforcement teams. They cover the secondary road system and 
supplement the central station and platform scale inspections. 
Generally, one man is responsible for this operation and handles 
both the safety inspections and the weighing of the vehicles on 
portable scales. 

A TARP inspection conducted at a platform scale or other 
roadside location takes 15 minutes or less and does not require 
any disassembling of the vehicle. Primary areas of focus include 
brake shoes, brake adjustments, spring hangers, suspension system, 
steering mechanisms, tires, air brakes, and drivers' logs. 

Approximately 30% of the man-hours expended on the entire 
commercial enforcement program are expended on the TARP. Through 
this program, the CHP was able to inspect nearly 300,000 trucks 
in 1978 and found that 59% of the vehicles had faulty brakes. 

Anotherstate safety inspection program produced a positive 
safety impact in a very short period of time. In New Jersey, a 
total of 37 road safety checks were performed between August i0 
and December 3, 1978. In 27 of the checks, BMCS investigators 
assisted the State Police. During the safety checks, 531 
commercial vehicles were selectively inspected and 251 (•7%) 
were placed out-of-service for defects requiring correction before 
the resumption of their trip. State officials found that bus and 
truck accidents on the New Jersey Turnpike decreased 12.3% during 
the four month period of the program, even though the-total 
number of accidents involving all vehicles increased. (78) 

Questionnaire Survey of Other S•ates' •rggrams 

In order to evaluate Virginia's existing truck safet• 
enforcement programs, a questionnaire was sent to highway officials 
of the other forty-nine states and the District of Columbia. The 
questionnaire contained questions dealing with programs for 
enforcing regulations on truck weight and safety and on the trans- 
port of hazardous materials. (Appendix B contains a copy of the 
questionnaire.) With 4• states and the District of Columbia 
responding, a fairly complete picture of enforcement activities 
around the country was obtained. 
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•,•ighi_ng Operation• 
All of the respondents had some sort of truck weighing 

-w-v there was a'great deal of variation among the program H• 
• •, 

states in the manner in which they conducted their programs. 

Most states used both permanent (fixed) scales and portable 
scales (see Exhibit 38). Frequently, portable scales were used 
in conjunction with permanent scales in an effort to detect 
trucks attempting to bypass the permanent scales. One state used 
only permanent scales and 5 states used only portable scales. Of 
the states using portable scales, 40 utilized wheel weighers and 
15 utilized axle weighers. 

Exhibit 38 

TRUCK WEIGHING SYSTEMS 

Weighing Met.hods No.: Percent of Respondent•s 

States using: 

Permanent Scales 40 
Portable Scales 44 

Axle Weighers 15 
Wheel Weighers 40 

Permanent and Portable Scales 39 
"Weigh-in-Motion" 3 

88.9 
97.8 
33.3 
88.9 
86.7 
6.7 

Only three states indicated that they used the "weigh-in-motion" 
method of weighing trucks. •other state was in the process of 
installing the necessary equipment and 3 states were considering 
implementing the system. All of the states using the "weigh-in- 
motion" system were using it to screen out vehicles within the 
weight limits before weighing at a full stop. One stace also 
was using the weigh-in-motion system for data gathering. 

While most states used the same basic equipmenz to weigh 
trucks the number of scales used and hours of operation varied 
greatly. The number of permanent scales in use ranged from i to 
66, with an average of 17.1, and the number of portable scale 
teams assigned for duty each day of operation ranged from 2 to 132. 
On average, each state assigned 17.1 teams of 1.7 persons each 
on. days that portable scales were in operation (see Exhibit 39). 
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Exhibit 39 

UTYL!ZATION OF WEIGHING EQUIPMENT 

Equipment Percent 

Avg. •o. of Permanent Scales/State 
Median No. of Permanent Scales/State 

Avg. No. of Portable Scale Te•ms/State 
Median No. of Portable Scale Teams/State 

Avg. Ho. of People/Te•m 
Median No. of People/Team 

i7.1 
12 

17.! 
!! 

1.7 
2 

The hours of operation also varied considerably. 0he-third 
of the states operated at least one permanent scale 7 days a week, 
24 hours a day. Over two-thirds of the states had perman6nt 
scales open at least 5 days a week. In addition, over one-third 
of the respondents conducted truck weighing operations at fixed 
scales on weekends. 

While portable scales can be set up in different locations, 
they are generally used only in daylight hours, since most locations 
are not lighted. Consequently, no state used portable scales on 

a 24-hour-a-day basis. Thirty states had portable scale teams in 
the field at least 5 days a week, however, and 12 states used 
portable scales for weekend weighing operations. 

Many states used irregular scheduling, particularly for the 
mobile weighing teams. Over one-half of the states scheduled 
their portable weighing teams on an irregular basis, and more 
than one-third of the respondents stated that they operated 
permanent scales on an irregular schedule (see Exhibit '•0). 
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Exhibit 40 

HOURS OF OPERATION 

States with: 

Permanent Scales Operating: 
7 days/week, 24 hrs./day 15 
5 or more days/week 32 
On weekends 19 
On irregular schedule 17 

Portable Scales Operating: 
5 or more days/week 30 
On weekends 12 
On irregular schedu • •.e 27 

Percent of Respondents 

33.3 
71.i 
42.2 
37.8 

66.7 
26.7 
60.0 

While most states (24) weighed every truck passing a permanent 
weigh station, a substantial minority (16 states) did not weigh 
all trucks. Eight of these states said that they did not weigh 
obviously empty trucks and 4 states cited discretion on the part 
of scale personnel as the determining factor. The other criteria 
for determining whether to weigh a truck included traffic flow 
and exemptions for certain types of trucks (see Exhibit 41). 

Exhibit 41 

CRITERIA FOR WEIGHING AT PERMANENT SCALES 

No Criteria 

Percent of States 
w/Permanent Scales 

2" 60 0 

Criteria Used 16 
Empty trucks exempt 8 
Discretion 4 
Type of truck 3 
Traffic flow 2 
Local trucks exempt ! 

40.0 
20.0 
i0.0 
7.5 
5.0 
2.5 
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Only 3 states indicated that they weighed all trucks passing 
portable scales. Thirty-three states relied on the discretion 
of the scale personnel to determine whether to weigh a truck at 
a mobile scale. Decisions were generally based on the appearance 
of the vehicle and the truck's ability to pull its load. Other 
states indicated that vehicles were weighed at random, empty 
vehicles were not weighed, or that factors such as the type of 
vehicle, commodity carried, traffic flow, and the bill of lading 
entered into the decision to weigh a truck (see Exhibit 42). 

Exhibit 42 

CRITERIA FOR WEIGHING AT PORTABLE SCALES 

No Criteria 

Percent of States 
w/Portable Scales 

3 68.1 

Criteria Used 
Overweight appearance 

(discretion) 
Random 
Empty trucks exempt 
Bill of lading 
Traffic flow 
Commodity carried 
Type of truck 

41 
33 

5 11.4 
5 11.4 
5 ii.• 
2 4.5 
2 4.5 
I 2.3 

Virtually every respondent pointed to state law as a source 
of state rules governing truck weight and size limits. In 
addition, 9 states, 20.0%, indicated that state weight rules 
stemmed from agency regulations. Few states cited a legislative 
resolution or a departmental or commission policy as a source of 
truck weight rules (see Exhibit 43). 
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Exl•ibit 43 

SOURCE OF STATE RULES 

State law 44 
Agency Regulations 9 
Departmental or commission policy 5 
Legislative resolution 2 

Percent of Respondents 

97.8 
20.0 
i • I 

According to the responding states, both state police and 
highway or transportation departmer•ts played a significant role 
in operating weighing programs. More than half of the states 
named the state police as an agency responsible for the weighing 
program, while roughly 40% of the respondents named the highway 
or transportation department as a responsible agency. In 16 of 
the states, the state police had the sole responsibility and in 
9 states the highway department had the sole responsibility. 
State regulatory commissions, such as the SCC in Virginia, and 
motor vehicle agencies were also named as organizations having 
responsibility for truck weighing programs (see Exhibit 4•). 

Exhibit 44 

RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES 

Permanent Scales 

State police 21 
Highway or DOT 17 
State regulatory comz•.•ission 5 
Motor vehicles 2 
Other 2 

Portable Scales 

State police 25 
Highway or DOT 18 
State regulatory comr•ission 3 
Motor vehicles 3 
Other 2 

Percent of States 
w/Permanent Scales 

52.5 
•2.5 
12.5 
5.0 
5.0 

Percent of States 
w/Portable Scales 

56.8 
40.9 

6.8- 
6.8 
4.5 

No. of states with state police having sole responsibility --16 (35.6%) 
No. of states with highway (of DOT) having sole responsibility 

9 (2.0.0%) 
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Exhibit 46 shows the results of these calculations with the 
states ranked from best to worst, it is interesting that most 
of the states with permanent scales operating 7 days a wee]<, 2• 
hours a day were among the states with the mosz effective weight 
programs. Also, the 5 states which had no permanent weigh stations 
were all among both the states cited by the U. S. DOT for 
inadeauate weight enforcement a•d the !owest ranked states 
according to these calculations. 

All of these rankings have certain problems. One is that 
the numbers used in the computations are proxy values and, there- 
fore, are not completely accurate representations of the amount 
of truck traffic in a state. Additionally, not all of the states 
with permanent scales weigh every truck passing the scales. 
Consequently, the number of trucks weighed for those states is 
lower than if all trucks were weighed, even though those allowed 
to pass the weigh stations are probably under the weight limits. 

On-Road Safety..19spection Programs 

Unlike the weighing programs, on-road safety inspection 
programs were not conducted by all states. However, most states 
(36 of the respondents) had on-road safety inspection programs. Unfortunately, many states lacked data on the number of trucks 
inspected so no attempt was made to determine the relative 
effectiveness of these programs. 

Exhibit 47 shows the areas of primary focus in safety 
inspections. Brakes and tires were both cized by 32 states, the 
most of any of the items. The suspension system was the only 
item listed on the questionnaire that was checked by less than 
half of the states conducting safety inspections. 
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<4e i &hing Wei zhia Z Z'ei ghing 
Zg•,is•raZions '.,e_ Ccr.• 

.'•. (P) Va. (?) :'[. Me:<. 
i•. :.[e x. (?) N. Uex. (?) Ark. 
Ark. (P) UZah (P) l't•h (?) 
Tenn. (P) Ark. (P) 7{. (P) 
:.Jrzh (P) Wash. (P) •. Dak. (P) 
La. (P) N. Dak. (•) La. (?) 
}[. C. La. (?) Tenn. (P) 
Wash. P Tenn. ? Wash. P 
!lii. Cole. (=) •I. C. 
•[. Ca.k. (•) ]'•. C. Colo. (•) 
c_a. (?) Fla. (?) 

Chio iili. Ii!i 
<[ebr. Me (P) }[.on • "P)', 
Colo. •2) Ohio Crag. 
OreS. (P] 0•eg. <P) Fla. (•) 
•.;is. Mont. (?, Ohio 
].•i ch. Micn. Wi s. 
•:.:n t. ? Wis. Calif. 

Calif. Mich. 
qa "'"• W. Va. (•) W. Va 
g. C. (,.: •'' •,. C. (M) ind. 
L==. Ga. (•[) Ga. ,..'") 
<•. V•. (H) Ky. S.C. (M) 
Ariz. (C) (P) K•s. (P) 'K•s. (P) 
Ky. ind. •miz. (C) 
•an s. Hd. (M) l<y 
',,• gw) Ariz (C• (P) idaho 
Conn. (,Z) Hawaii (C) (N) S. D•. (C) 
S. Dak. (C) S. Dak. (C) Md. 
idaho Idle Hawaii (C) (N) 
Hawaii (C) (N) Conn. (C] Wyom. (M) (P) 
B. ". (M) Maine (C) •) Conn. (C) 
%•. (M) Okia. (C) Vr. 
Wyom. (H) (?) Vt. (M) Okla. (C) 
?[. J. (C) N.H. (M) Maine (C) (N) 
•?.•ine (C) (l[] Wyom. (M) (P) Nov. (C) (N) 
'Skia. (C) •[. Y. (C) (••) N. J. (C) 
.•.. ,,.u (•,•, N. J. (C) D. C. (M) 

•;ev. (C] (N) D.C. <M) Z[. Y. (C) 
?a. (C) Aia. (C) (N) Ala. (C) 
•-[ass. (C) ?a. (C) Pa. 
Aia. "C) (N) >!ass. {C) •':as" "s. 

(C) Cized by U. S. DCf in February i57% fez' in.=.daquat•; weigh-, enfor.cemenr. 

(M) Classified as marginal in wei:•hr enf•zcemenr by U. S. DOT in ?ebruaz•l, 

•;) •'o zemmanen: scales. 

(P) v'•oerating at lease, one permanent scale 2• hours 7 days/week. 

Source: Data on vehicle regis=rations, fuel consumption• and vehicle miles 
obtained from Highway. Sra•iztics !977, U. S. DOT• FHWA. 



Exhibit 47 

SAFETY 

States conducting inspections 

States with no inspection program 

No. Perc.ent of Respondents 

36 80.0 

9 20.0 

Areas of Primary Focus: Percent of States wlProg•am 
Brakes 32 88.9 
Tires 32 88.9 
License 29 80.6 
Registration 29 80.6 
Lights 27 75.0 
Turn signals 25 69.4 
Exhaust system 23 63.9 
Driver's logs 22 61.1 
Steering mechanism 20 55.6 
Suspension system 16 44.4 
Driver condition 2 5.6 
Fifth wheels 2 5°6 
Emergency equipment i 2.8 

Seventeen states (47.2%) indicated that certain criteria were 
used to determine which truck• to inspect for safety violations. 
Many respondents stated that they conducted their inspections in 
conjunction with weighing operations, which provided an opportunity 
to make the determination of whether to inspect a truck. Several 
states said that a cursory visual inspection for obvious safety 
problems was undertaken to determine whether mo give a truck a 
complete safety inspection. As Exhibit 48 shows, other factors 
included the type of vehicle, the age of the vehicle, and the 
carrier operating the truck. 
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Exhibit 48 

CRITERIA FOR SAFETY INSPECTIONS 

No criteria 

Use criteria 

Did not respond 

17 

17 

Percent of States w/Pro@ram 
47.2 

47.2 

5.6 

Criteria Used: 

Visual inspection 7 
Type of vehicle 3 
Age of truck 2 
Private carriers exempt 2 
Carrier's record I 
Traffic flow ! 
Lack of inspection sticker i 
Traffic infraction ! 

19.4 
8.3 
5.6 
5.6 
2.8 
2.8 
2.8 
2.8 

The violation rate for safety inspections was far higher than 
the violation rate for truck weighings. For the 19 states which 
had data, the average violation rate was 20.5%. Rates ranged 
from a low of 0.03% to a high of 92.5% (see Exhibit 49). 
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Evaluation of Effectiveness of Weighing Programs 

In analyzing the results of this questionnaire an attempt 
was made to determine the relative effectiveness of the truck 
weight enforcement programs. In trying to develop a measure 
of the effectiveness of the programs, various alternatives were 
considered and, while none of them was without problems, a 
number of them produced fairly consistent results. 

The number of trucks weighed varied tremendously from state 
to state. At one end of the spectrum Virginia weighed over 
7,000,000 trucks in 1978, and at the other end the District of 
Columbia weighed only 2,240. However, the number weighed, by 
itself, does not indicate th• effectiveness of the program, 
because the volume of truck traffic varies considerably amcng 
the states (see Exhibit 45). 

The violation rates were also examined, but these tended to 
increase as rhe number of trucks weighed decreased. This would 
be expected, because a program known to be effective in weighing 
a large percentage of the trucks traveling through a state would 
tend to deter truckers from running over the weight limit. On 
the other hand, if the probability of being caught is low, 
truckers would overload their trucks. Therefore, the states 
with ineffective programs would often have high violation rates 
while states with effective programs would have low violation 
rates (see Exhibit 45). 

It should be noted that these violation rates do not give a 
completely accurate picture of the percentage of trucks exceeding 
the weight limits because truckers are allowed to shift their 
loads for weighing when it is found that they have been over the 
weight limit on an axle when traveling on the road. 

The measures that produced the most consistent results 
involved comparing the number of vehicles weighed to another number 
representing the volume of truck traffic in a state. The figures 
used as proxies for the number of trucks travelinz in a state 
were the number of commercial and private trucks registered in 
the state, the amount of highway diesel fuel consumed• and the 
number of truck vehicle miles (as estimated by the FHWA). If 
the effectiveness of a truck weighing program increases as the 
percentage of trucks weighed increases, which should be true as 

more trucks carryin• weights over the limit should be detected, 
these ratios should indicate the relative effectiveness of truck weight 
enforcement programs. As the ratio increases, the effectiveness 
of the program increases, since all of the figures used fn the 
denominator of the ratios truck registrations, diesel fuel 
consumption, and truck vehicle miles are directly related to 
the amount of truck traffic in a state. 
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Exhibit 45 

TRUCKS WEIGHED •.[D VIOLATION RATES 

State 

Ala. 
Ariz. 
Ark. 
Calif. 
Color. 
Corm. 
D. C. 
Fla. 
Ga. 
Hawaii 
idaho 
Iii. 
ind. 
Kans. 
Ky. 
La. 
Maine 
Md. 
Mass. 
Mich. 
Ho. 
Mont. 
Nebr. 
Nev. 
N. H. 
N. J. 
N. M. 
N. Y. 
N. C. 
N. D. 
Ohio 
0kla. 
0reg. 
Pa. 
S. C. 
S. D. 
Term. 
Utah 
Vt. 
Wash. 
W. Va. 
Wis. 
Wyo. 

Va. 

Nation 

No. of Tru,ck s Wei, g.h,ed 
5 856 

195,654 
3,800,000 
4,472,809 
1,789,115 

43,310 
2,240 

3,842,349 
"59 681, 

14,80.3 
53,1'29 

4,972,900 
•80,77B 
223,362 
289,740 

3,•II,2i6 
12,986 

146 000 
5,900 

1,808,267 
2,666,531 

492,735 
1,208,203 

6,100 
4,895 

38,855 
3,198,•79 

39,968 
4,329,065 
1,0•0,680 
3,927,000 

54,79 • 

1,194,552 
28,898 

3i4,197 
•6,292 

5,000,000 
1,906,949 

8,401 
3,55i;546 

288,861 
1,333,823 

16.073 

7,403,184 

6 721 878 

Percent in Violation 

27.3 
0.2 
0.2 
!.3 
0.3 
7.8 

83.8 
0.8 
1.0 
1.9 

i6.7 
0.8 

I0.0 
1.8 
2.1 
0.i 

15.5 
4.3 
9.4 
0.2 
0.7 
0.5 
1.4 
5.3 

16.5 
16.8 
0.I 

25.0 
0.4 
0.2 
0.2 
6.6 
4.6 
4.3 
2.5 

20.0 

Not Available 
9.5 
4.3 

Not Available 
4.9 

0.2 

0.8 
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VEHICLES 

Exhibit 49 

INSPECTED AND VIOLATION F•ATES 

Average violation rate 

Median violation •a•e 

20.5% 

25.9% 

State No. I•Spected Percent in Violation 

Colo. 96,702 43.6 
Illi. 1,671,329 24.4 
Ind. 691,140 i0.0 
Ky. 18,415 59.1 
Md. !00,000 20.6 
Mass. ii,000 37.6 
Mich. 56,308 25.9 
Mont. 492,735 0.03 
Nev. 27,101 9.4 
N.H. 18,144 13.7 
N. J. 40,846 92.5 
N. H. 290 20.3 
N. D. 21,754 1.0 
Ohio 60,000 33.0 
0reg. 1,383 34.6 
Pa. 3,7•4 16.9 
Tenn. 16,737 46.1 
Tex. 505,679 28.8 
Utah 2,312 34.0 

As Exhibit 50 illustrates, over 80% of the states cited the 
State Police as having some responsibility for safety inspections. 
Regulatory commissions were involved in roughly 30• of the states 
and highway departments had some responsibility for inspections• 
in slightly more than 20% of the states. In 18 of the states the 
State Police were the sole agency inspecting trucks for safety 
violations. 
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•. 
ExhibiZ 50 

RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES 

No. 

State Police 30 

Highway or DOT 8 

State Regulatory Commission !i 

Motor Vehicles 3 

Other i 

Percent of States w/Prozram 

83.3 

22.2 

30.6 

8.3 

2.8 

Hazardous Materials 

Although only i state indicated that it had no rules 
governing the transportation cf hazardous materials, only 24 
states actively enforced their regulations. Thus, far fewer 
states had hazardous materials programs than either weighing or 
on-road safety inspection programs (see Exhibit 51). 

Exhibit 51 

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS 

Actively enforcing 

Not actively enforcing 

Did not respond 

24 

19 

Percent of,,,Respgndents 

53.3 

42.2 

4.4 
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When compared with the responses for weighing •rograms, 
more states had agency regulations as a source of state rules on 
hazardous materials. State •aw• was •• the most frequently 
listed source of state rules, however. Though the question was 
not specifically asked, 13 states noted that they had adopted 
the federal regulations governing the transportation of hazardous 
materials. Two other states also said they were considering 
adopting the federal regulations (see Exhibit 52). 

Exhibit 52 

SOURCES OF STATE RULES FOR REGULATION OF 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS T•NSPORTATION 

State law 32 

Agency regulation 20 

Department or commission policy 7 

Legislative resolution i 

No rules exist i 

Federal regulations adopted 13 

Percent of Respondents 

71.1 

44.4 

15.6 

2.2 

2.2 

28.9 

As Exhibit 53 shows, a substantial number of states either 
had studied the transportation of hazardous materials or had 
a study under way. Seven of the 14 states doing studies did 
not have active enforcement programs, so there may be an 
increase in the near future in the level of enforcement across 
the country. 
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Exhibit 53 

STUDIES OF TRANSPORTA•±0•,f OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

Had conducted study 

Had not conducted study 

Did not respond 

Percent of Respondents 

18 40.0 

23 57.5 

8.9 

Was conducting study 

Was not conducting study 

Did not respond 

14 31.1 

26 57.8 

5 ii.I 

As Exhibit 54 illustrates, most states conduct random 
inspections on the road, as opposed to systematic roadway 
inspections and/or inspections at the terminal. Those states 
which inspect office records tend to inspect them at the terminal 
rather than on the road. As the exhibit shows,fewer states 
inspected private carriers than for-hire carriers. This 
difference occurred because some state agencies did not have the 
authority to inspect private carriers. 



Exhibit 54 

INSPECT!O• HETHODS 

Inspecting 

Inspecting 

For-Hire Carriers 24 

Private Carriers 21 

Percent of Enforcing 

i00.0 

87.5 

States 

For-Hire Carriers: 

Inspecting Office Records 13 
inspecting Records on Vehicle 23 
Inspecting Vehicle 22 
!nsnecting Cargo 21 

Private Carriers: 

Inspecting Office Records i0 
Inspecting Records on Vehicle 20 
Inspecting Vehicle 20 
Inspecting Cargo 18 

54.2 
95°8 
91.7 
87.5 

41.7 
83.3 
83.3 
75.0 

Method 
For-Hire Carriers: Random Systematic 

Office Records 10(41.7%) 3(12.5%) 
Vehicle Records 20(83.3%) 6(25.0%) 
Vehicle 19(79.2%) 7(29.2%) 
Cargo 19(79.2%) 5(20.8%) 

Private Carriers: 

Office Records 7(29.2%) 3(12.5%) 
Vehicle Records 17(70.8%) 7(29.2%) 
Vehicle 16(66.7%) 9(37.5%) 
Cargo 16(66.7%) 6(25.0%) 

Location 
Terminal On-Road 

11(45.8%) 2( 8.3%) 
6(25.0%) 21(87.5%) 
8(33.3%) 20(83.3%) 
7(29.2%) 16(66.7%) 

7(29.2%) 3(12.5%) 
7(29.2%) 18(75.0%) 
7(29.2%) 18(75.0%) 
5(20.8%) 15(62.5%) 
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In two-thirds of the states the state police had some 
mesponsibility for enforcing hazardcus materials regulations. 
State regulatory commissions and highway or transportation 
departments each had some responsibility in one-third of the 
states. The police had the sole responsibility in only 5 states 
and regulatory commissions had the sole responsibility in only 
3 states. The responsibility for enforcing regulations on the 
transportation of hazardous matemials was often shared with 
other agencies concerned with health, environmental protection, 
and emergency services (see Exhibit 55). 

Exhibit 55 

RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES 

State police 16 

Highway or DOT 8 

State regulatory commissicn 8 

State fire marshall 3 

Health and environmental agencies 6 

Local police i 

Disaster and emergency services i 

Ports of entry i 

Percent of Enforcin• States 

66.7 

33.3 

33.3 

12.5 

25.0 

4.2 

As with safety regulations, though to an even greater degree, 
states lacked data on the numbers of inspections and violations. 
Consequently, no attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
state programs was undertaken. 

Sumlnary 

In Virginia, both state and federal agencies are active in 
enforcing regulations o• truck weight limits, safety, and the 
transport of hazardous materials. The Department of Highways 
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and Transportation and the State Police share the responsibility 
of enforcing weight limits through the operation of permanent 
and portable scales. The SCC and State Police have the respon- 
sibility of enforcing the state safety and hazardous materials 
regulations. On the federal side, the BMCS enforces the regulations 
concerning safetF and hazardous materials primarily through 
inspections at weigh stations and by the same method used by 
SCC investigators. 

The questionnaire survey disclosed that all states responding 
had some sort of weighing program, though the effectiveness of 
the programs varied widely. Most states used both permanent 
and portable scales, as does Virginia. The evaluation of the 
effectiveness of the state weighing programs indicated that 
Virginia's program, with around-the-clock weighing at 7 of its 
permanent scales, was one of the most effective in the country. 

Many states also had on-road safety inspection programs. 
However, data on these were lacking so no evaluation of their 
effectiveness could be performed. Most of these programs 
concentrated On easily detectable violations, such as those 
involving brakes and tires. In many cases the discretion of 
individual personnel played a very important role in determining 
which vehicles to inspect thoroughly, as inspectors gave vehicles 
at weigh stations acursory visual inspection to decide whether 
to give them a complete inspection. 

A smaller number of states were engaged in active prozrams 
for enforcing regulations on the transport of hazardous materials. 
More may do so in the near future, as several states were 
studying problems associated with the transportation of hazardous 
materials. Data on the number of inspections and violations were 
lacking to an even greater degree than for the safety inspections, 
however. The results of the questionnaire indicated that most 
states' enforcement activities were carried o.ut on the road 
rather than at terminals where the materials were loaded onto 
the vehicles. 

California's TARP program is an example of an intensive 
effort to enforce comm•ercia! vehicle safety regulations. The CHP 
conducts inspections at mobile scale locations as well as at 
permanent scales and central inspection facilities. Thus, the 
CHP is able to inspect trucks operating on a variety of road 
systems° 

Another intensive state safety effort was undertaken by }Sew 
Jersey over a 4-month period. This effort resulted in a decline 
in commercial vehicle accidents despite an increase in the total 
number of motor vehicle accidents during the same time period. 
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APPENDIX A 

VIRGINIA AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS GOVERNING 
THE TRANSPORTATION OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

Scope of A.•e!ication 

General 

(Va.) "It shall be •miawful to 
ship or transport wi:hin ehe ter- 
•-orial. limits o= •ozs Common- 
weai=n, wne•Ner by motor •e, boa{, aircraft, or any other me•ns 
of conveyance, any dsn•er•us article 
excemt in the manner prescribed by 
the "[SCC] (Emphasis added.) 
Va. Code §187-275. 

Exceptions, Gener•l 

•Va.) "Nothing [contained in the 
SCC =egulations of l•i, ezcept E&DA 
Rolef6, which requires the driver 
to obey Va. rules and officers' 
directions ¢once•ing tunnels •nd bridges] s•all apply to shipments 
or transportation of dangerous ar- 
ticles in interstate commerce when 
packed, marked, labeled and accom- 
>ended by sgipping •apers in do•- 
formity with the applicable regu- 
lations of the [U. S. Department o• Transpo•ta=ionl and placarded in 
conformity therewith "E&DA 
Rule 3(•]; Rule 4(d). 

"Exempticn will be pc!mitred under 
these rules andregulat•ous, except 
Rule 16 [requiring the drive• •o 
obe-• Va. ruies and officers' direc- 
tions conernin Z tunnels and 
bridges ], for any article or sub- 
seance due to •ns amount or its 
composition or the method in which 
it is conEainad if declared exempt 
,•%de• the rules and regulations of 
the [U. S. Degartment of TransDor- tatio•governin• the transportation 
of dangerous articles." E&DA Rule 
3(b). 

Exceptions, Hilitarv. ana other 
Government Agencies 

(Va.) "Nothin Z [contained in the 
$CC regulations of •, e:•cept E&DA 
Rule 16, which requires the driver 
•o obey Va. rules and officers' di- 
rections concerning tunnels and brid•es] shall apply to the 
regular milltarv or naval forces of 
the United States, nor to the duly 
aut•orized militia 

(Fed.] Regulations apply to the trans- 
portation of H}i in commerce; •ur[ner, 
"'commerce' means trsde, •raff!z, com- 

merce, or transmortation, within •he 
•#isdiction of the Unlted•'•cates, (A) 
oe[ween a D[a6e in a •ta•'g •nd 

any 
outside o= suc• szate•, or (B) whihh 
a__ff•t• cra•e •razzic. commerce, or 
•ransport•tion mescrib•-in clause (,A) 

•1802.(I). 

(Fed.) •'Except [upon special aDpiicacion 
by a sta•e to. and authorization from. 
the Secretary of Transportation 
requi=ement, of a state or political 
subdivision thereof, which is inconsist- 
ent with any requirement set forth [in 
49 USC §180• to •18i2, •he Hazardous 
Materials Transportation Act ], 

or in a 
regulation issued under •his [Act ], is 
preempted." 49 USC §lSll(a). 

"Any requirement, of a State or 
political subdivision thereof, which is 
not consistent with any r•=quirement 
forth [in the Hazardouh Materials Trans- 
portation Act ], 

or in a regulation 
issued under •his [Ac• ], is not pre- 
empted if. upon application of an 

ppropriaze state asency, -.he Secretary 
of Transportation] de.zermined 

that such requirement (I) affords an 
equal or greater level of protection 
•.he public than is afforded by [federal 
requirements]. and .',2) does not •n- 
reasonably burd•_n cor•.•erce." A9 USC 
§lSll(b) 

(Fed,) [E ]acn •erson who offer• 
a package, overpack, or freigh• con- 

tainer containing a hazard6us material 
shall label it, •.•hen required, with 
labels prescribed f•.•r uhe material 

except that a] ].ab•l is noc 
required on [m ]ilitary amm•uni[i<,n 
shipped by, for, or •o the U. S. Depart- 
ment of Defense (DOD) when in carload 
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o. any S•a•e or Territory •hereof• 
nor no •he po•ce or fire depart- 
menns of this Commonwealth, pro- 
viding the same are acting within 
their official capacity and in the 
•erformance of their duties 
E&DA Rule 3(a) 

or truckload shipments, if loaded an• 
unloaded by the shipper, or DOD 

containin .g• [ 
nor on a package] •her hazardous material o than amm•an• 

that is (i) Loaded and unloaded un 
the supervision of DOD •ersonnel, and 
(ii) Escorted by DOD personnel in a 
separate vehicle." 49CFR •i72o400(a) 
(• & •). 

"Shipmen:s of hazardous materials 
offered by or consign6d to •he [DOD] 
must be •ackaged, including li•.itatio• 
of weigh•, in accordance wi•_h .•ederall = 

regulations or in containers of 
equal or greater strength and efficie• 
as required by DOD regulations." 49 CF 
§177o806 (a). 

"Shipments of radioactive material• 
made by or under the direction or sup• 
vision of the U. S. Atomic Energy 
Commission or the [DOD] and whJ 
are escorted by personnel s•ecial!y 
designated by or u•nder the authority 
these agencies, •o• the purpose of 
national security, are exempt from [ federal regulations] " 49 CF• 
§177.806 (b). 

Exce•.-_ions, F!ammable Liquids 

'Va•) "It shall be the du•v of the 
[ SCC ]• 

o, 

from time •o time, 
wi_hm, in• discretion to promulgate 
rules and regulations, excem= as 
to f!ammable-ii•uids w•i•h--may be 
:rans•orted in any manner and the 
me ho•s or pac•mng and marking the 
same." (Emphasis added.) Vao Code 
•18o2-275. 

"Nothing [contained in Va. Code 
•18.2-274 to §18.2-278, which confer 
authority on the SCC to promulgate 
HN rezul•=ions having the full force 
of ia•-,] shall apply to 

b6!k fimmmmb!e ii@u.ids[b•" tank truck." 
'¢Empha•'•S added.) "Vao •C6de •18[2-27"•. 

(Fed.) No similar specific exemDnion 
exists in the regulations. 

_=: 
:•ffect of Resulations 

General 

(Vao) "I= shall be um•lawful to shi.D (Fed°) "Except as provided in [a9 CFR 
or nransDor• within the territorial §17!o!2, which concerns import an,• ex- 
limits, of this Commonwealth [by 

motor port shipments ], 
no person may offer vehicle] any dangerous article or accept a hazardous material for =rats, 

except in t•e 
manner prescribed by por<a=ion in commerce within the United 

the [SCg ] ." Va. Code §182•275, S•a•es unless that material is proper!v 
E&DA Rule i classed, described, packaged, marked, 

labeled, and in Zhe condition for sb_iD-. 
ment as 

required[by federal reguia:_iohsl 
A-2 49 CFR •171•2(a). 



"Except as provided in [49 CFR 
•171 to which concerns imoor• and 
export shipments ], 

no person may 
transport a hazardous material in 
commerce within the United States 
mnless that maneria! is handled .and 
transported in accordance with [federa- 

l 49 CFR §171 o reguianions 
•_ 

(b) 
"No person may represent, mark, 

certify, or sell a packaging or con- falter'as meeting [•edera! require- ments] gove•-ning the use of that 
packaging or con•.ainer in ehe transpor- 
tation in commerce of a hazardous 
material unless the packaging or con- 
tainer is manufactured, fabricated, 
mmrked, maintained, reconditioned, or 
repaired, as the case may be, in 
accordance with [federal regu!anions] 

49 CFK §17!.2(c). 

Penalties, Civil Sanctions 

(Va,) •'•- •.e Commission may, •y judg- 
ment entered after a hearing on 
notiee duly served on the defendant 
a•* less •han ten days before the 
date of the hearing, if it be 
•roved tha• •he defendant has 
failed to comply with any 

ia-•f•l 
order, rule or regulation of the 
Commission, impose a penalty, no• 
exceeding one thousand dol 
iars Va Code ;56 304 ! ° 

(Fed.) "•£nen the [Office of "•m_zardo•.• 
Materials Operations (O•E•O) gf •_he 
Department of Transportation] has 
reason to believe tha• a person has 
knowingly committed an act which is a 
violation of any provision of [ 49 CFR 
§107 and 49 CFR •171 •o •179, which 
contain federal procedures and regu- 
lations of HM, respectively,] for 
which the OF•O exercises enforcement 
•espons -"- •Ol•V or of any exemption 
issued under "[ 49 CFR §10•.i01-I07.125, 
containing-requirements for exemption 
from the regulations] i• may 
conduct proceedings to assess and, 
appropriate, cempromise a civil p 
49 CFK •107.341. 

"A person who knowingly violates a 
requirement of [•he above mentioned regulations] applicable to the 
transporting of hazardous materials or 
•o •he causing o.. •hem to be .-_ranspo•,- 
.'.ated or shipped is liable for a civil 
penalty of no• more than $I0,000 for 
each violation. W-net •he violanion is 
a continuing one, each day of .-.he 
vio!a•ion constitutes a separate of- 
lense." 49 CFK S!07.343(a). 

"A person who knowin.=•!y violates a 
requiremen• of [49 CFR §107, which con- 
•ains the federal •_,-• procedures, ] 
p,_•cable to the manufacture, fabrica- 
tion, marking, maintenance, recondition- 
ing, repair or testing of a package or 
connainer which is represented, marked, 
certified or sold by chac person for 
use in the transportation of hazardous 
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Penalties, Criminal Sanctions 

(Va=) "f-.ny .violation of any oro- 
vision of L Va. Code i 18.2-27a to 
§•o.•_-• • 278, which confer authority 
on the SCC to promulgate •IM regu- 
lations having the full force of law] 

or the rules and 
-eguia•-ions of =he [State Corpora- •ion] Commission promulgated pur- 
suant thereto, shall constitute a 

•ass 4 misdemeanor; and every sub- 
sequent offense shall constitute a 
Class 2 misdemeanoro" Va. Code 
§i8o2-275o 

"The authorized punishments for 
conviction of a misdemeanor are: 

For Class 4 misdemeanors, a 
fine of non more than one hundred 
dollars For Class 2 mis- 
demeanors, confinement in jail for 
no• more •nan six months and a fine 
of not more •han five hundred dol- 
iars, either or bo•h." Va. Code 
§18.2-11. 

Authority for Enforcement and 

Enforcemen-_, Agencies Responsible 

(Va.) "The enforcemen= of the pro- 
visions cf[Va. Code •18.2-274 no 
•!8.2-•78, which confer authority =o 
-•he SCC •o promulgate H•[ regulations 
havin=• •he full force of law,] 
shall be =he duty of the S•a=e Co_•- 
potation Commission and the Depart- 
men• of S=ate Police, together wi•h 
all law-enforcemen• and peace of- 
ricers of this Commonwealth." •ra. Co-de 
§18o2-276. 

materials in commerce is liable for a 
civil •enaltv of not more =hat 
$I0,000. • 49 CFR §i07.343(b). 

(Fed.) "A person is guilty of an 
lense if he wilful!y violates a pro- 
vision-of [49 USC •i80! =o •!812, the 
Hazardous l•terials Transportation Act,] 

or a regulation issued u•nder [ Act ]. Upon convic=ion, such perso• 
shall be subject, for each offense, 
a fine of not more than $25,000, 
imprisonment for a te_•m not to exceed 
5 years, or both." 49 USC §1809(b) 

(Fed.) "In accordance with deiegazions 
of authority from =he Secretary of 
Transportation responsibility 
for enforcement o• •49 CFR •i07 and 49 
CFR •171 to ;!79, which contain federa 
procedures and regulations of h_•, respec=ively,] is exercised by: 

The Federal Highway Admin- istration with res•ec• •o the trans- 
por=ation or shimmen• of hazardous 
materials by highway vehicles; [and] 

The [Materials Transportation 
oureau (MTB)] in all other respects. 
• 
•he MTB exercises this enforcement 
responsibility through the [Office of• 
Hazardous Materials Operations ]." 
49 CFR §107.30! (c) and (e). These 
"other respects" include inspections 
of con•.ainer manufacturers and inter- 
modal shipments. 

"Hazardous materials except such as 

may no• be accepted and transported 
under [federal H• •eo•!•.•ons]• may be 
accepted and transported by private, 



tom, non and contrac.'_ carriers by motor 
vehicle engaged in inters•a•e or foreign co•erce, provided they are in 
proper condition for •ransporza•ion and 
are certified as being in compliance 
wi•h [49 CFR 9171 •o §189, which 

con- 
rain •edera! • regulations] and 
provided the method of manufacture, 
.nacka•in -•_ and szorage, so ,:at as -_hey 
affec• safe•v in •ransoorta.-_ion,are 
open Zo inspection b• h duiv au•horize/ 
represensa•mve o_ nne •-n•_•a• carrier 
or of .--'•e Bureau of Ex-Dlosives." 
(Emphasis adde'd'.) 49 C•R §i07.8Ol. 

In addition, the Federal Highway 
Adminiszra•ion conducts in. inspections 
and enforces regulations concerning 
manufacturers, carriers, and shippers 
of HM. 
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Carzo Re•lations 

Prohibited Carzoes 

Passenge- Vehicles 

(Va) ,,=•-, ires mus• not be trans- • _O S ported in or on any motor vehicle 
licensed as a passenger vehicle 
a ve.q, cle which is customar• ly and. 
ordinarily used in the transpor- 
tation of passengers excep• upon 
written permission of the S•ate 
Police and under •heir direct 
supervision and only in •he amount 
and be•_ween •oints authorized. If 
the movement is in•racitv, •he per- 
mission of properly designated 
authority of said city mus• De 
secured. Dangerous articles, in- 
cluding small arms ammunition, but 
no• including o•_her types of ex- 
plosives, may be transported in 
passenger type vehicles provided 
the maximuar• quantity transported 
does not exceed one hundred pounds 
in weighL. Such transportation shall 
no• be subject zo these rules°" 
(Emphasis added°) E&DA Rule 12(a). 

(Fed) "No hazardous materials excep 
small-arms ammunition, emergency ship 
menns of drugs, chemicals and hospina 
supp!iis, and :he accompanying muni -• 

of war of •he Department of the Army, 
Navy, and Air Force of the United S.na 
Gove•en:, are authorized by 
•170 to ;189, which contain •he 

•O regulations ] •o be •ransported on 
vehicles carrying passengers for hire 
where other practicable means of tran: 
portazion is available. 

No •xplosive, excep• small-arms 
a•uni•ion, may be carried in the pas- 
senger-carrying space of any motor 
vehicle zransporta•ing passengers for 
hire. 

•ere no o•her practicable means 
•ransportation is available •he fo!lo• 
ing articles in •he quanti•ies as 

may be •ransporEed in motor vehicles 
carrying passengers for Aire in a 

space o•her than that provided for pas 
sengers: Not •o exceed i00 po'•ds 
gross weight of any or all of the k 
of explosives permitted to be transpo: 
sated by rail e•ress or rail ba=•=ge 
services, may be transported on a monc 
vehicle .transporting passengers: Pro- 
vided, however, Tha• samp!es of e•, 
plosives for laboratory examination, 
sol exceeding a ne• weigh• of one-half 
pound each, and not exceeding 20 setups 
or not •o exceed a tonal of i00 blast. 
caps at one •ime in a single moEor 
vehicle, may be •ranspor•ad in a motor 
vehicle transporting passengers." 
(Emphasis added.) 49 CFR •177.870(b). 

No ragu!a•ion requires no• _•xC ion. 
of a gove•ment agency before trans- 
porting • on passenger vehic •es 

Combinations of •M 

(Vao) A motor vehicle shall not 
have as des cargo more than one 
type of dangerous article aE one 
•ime, 6ne of which is set forth in [ E&DA Rule a(a), e,g., any quantity 
of explosives (other than small 
ar•.s ammunition, small a_•-ms Dri- 
me•:s•and empty primer car;ridge 
cases), any poisonous gas, or radio- 
active ma•.eria!s weighin• more ;hat 
500 •ounds including the con•ainer• 

(Fed.) "In any single driven motor 
vehicle or in any single unit of a 
combination of motor vehicles, hazardc 
materials shall not be loaded together 
if prohibited by-loading and storage 
chart [a• 49 CFR s 177.848, which give 

all combinations of 22 categories of 
•_.•M.• ] This section shall not be so 
construed as to forbid the carrying of 
maneria!s essen•ia! to safe operanion 
•; motor vehicles 49 CFR 

E&DA Rule 6 (:). §!77.834(j). 



"A motor vehicle shall not have 
as its cargo at r_he same time •wo 
=ypes 6f explosives, one of which 
-s blasting ca•s or initiating 
explosives." (Emphasis ae•e•.) 
E&DA Rule 6 (j). 

Ex• los ires 

"In no event shall the fol- 
lowing explosives be transported 
,•,•,•n'•n •_•is Sza•_e unless auzhor- 
izafion is obtained in writing 
from the Commission: 

(a) Explosive compositions that 
ignir.e spon5aneously or undergo 
marked decomDosi•,ion when subjected 
for 48 .zonsecu,•ive hours to a tem- 
De_atu_• of 75 degrees Co (167 
degrees Fo) 

(b) Explosives containing an 
ammonium sai• and a chlorate• 

(c) Liquid nitroglycerin, 
diethyiene glycol dini•rate or 
other liquid exp!osiveso 

(d) Explosives condemned by the 
Bureau of Explosives. 

(e) Lea••.ing or damaged packages 
of explosives. 

(f) Condemned or leaking 
dynamite tha• has been repacked. 

(g) Firecrackers, flash crackers 
or sa!u•es, r_he explosive con•ent 
of which exceeds 12 grains each in 
weigh,',, or pes• control bombs, the 
ex•losive con•ent of which exceeds 
I$ trains 

(h) Fireworks that combine an 
explosive and a detonator or 
blasinz cap° 

No prohibition against the Doisonous 
gas radioactive materials combina•i 
exists in <he regula[ionso 

"No blasting ca•, re•ard•ess of 
may be transporte• on the same motor 
vehicle with any Class A or Class 
e•Dlosive uniess 

It is packed in as.•ecifi•a-i• 
MC i0i •container, which is basic=- 
constructed of nonmetallic, non-spark- 
ing materials as described a: 49 CFR 
§178.3!8 ], 

or 
It is packed and loaded in 

accordance with a method approved by [ DOT, an example of which is given 
at 49 CFR §!77o•35(g) (2)(i). ]" 
49 CFR §177. 835(g). (Emphasis added.) 

Blasting caps and ini • -:•= ex- 
plosives are pe•m. itted t• 'be •_rans- ported'in combination •h some ex- 
plosives, and prohibited wi•h otMers, 
as indicatgd on =he above men•ioned 
chart at 49 CFR •177. 

"Unless otherwise provided in ,• CFK 
§173.51, which contains regulations 
identical •o those at left, except as 
noted below the offering o• the 
exp!osiv.e,s listed at left] for trans- 
portation is forbidden°" (Emphasis 
added°) 49 CFR •173.51(a). 

No similar authorization from. a 
governmental agency is required in •he 
regulations. 

Explosives forbidden by Virginia 
E&DA Rule 5 (a-q) are i" •en•ca •_ 
those forbidden in 49 CFR •173o!5(a) 
(1-17). 

Regulations give a• 49 CFR §!73.53 
definitions and specifi•a[ions for 
explosives acceptable for transport., 
among which are authorized liquid 
explosives, listed as follows (49 CFR 
§i73o51(a) (3)) 

"o Desensitized liquid explosives 
are explosives which may be detonate/ 
seDaratei•or when absorbed in sc=-ile 
absorbent co,ton, •y a No. 8 
blasEing CaD hue which canno,-_ be 
exploded in the Bureau of E=•mloslves 
Impact Apparatus= by a drop o• less 
than l0 inches. •h$ desensitizer mus• 
not be significantly more v6!aziie •han 
nitroglycerine and the desensitized 
explosives must noc freeze at •_emDer- 
anures above minus i0oFo Example 
explosives, desensi,•ized nizro_•lvcerine•. 
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(i) Fireworks containing an 
ammonium salt and a chlorate. 

(j) Fireworks connainin-_• 
yellow or white phosphorus. 

(k) Fireworks or fireworks com- 
9osi•ions that ignite spontaneously 
or u•nder•o marked decomposition when 
subjected for a8 consecutive hours 
to a temgera=ure of 75 degrees Co 
(167 degrees Fo) 

(I) Fireworks properly condemned 
by the Bureau of Explosives. 

(m) Toy torpedoes, the maximum 
outside dimension of which exceeds 
7/8 inch, or toy torpedoes contain- 
ing amix=ure of potassium chlorate, 
black antimony and sulfur with an 
average weight of ex9losive com- 
position in each torpedo exceeding 
four grains. 

(n) Toy torpedoes containing a 

cap composed of a mixture of red 
phosphorus and potassi•m chlorate 
exceeding an average of one-half 
(0.5) grain per cap. 

(o) Fireworks containing copper 
sulfate and a chlorate. 

(p) New explosives,. 
(q) Loaded firearms." (Emphasis 

added.) E&DA Rule 5. 

.•Aiso authorized are: iicuid e•-p!osives that can be ex•l•ded in 
•he Bureau of Explosives' ImDacn 
Apparatus. under a d:'op of less 
than i0 inches. ExamD!e: Nitre- 
glycerin. ." CFR §!73.53(e) & (f). 

in addition no those ==reworks for- 
bidden by E&DA Rule 5(g) a.• !eft, •he 
regu!a•_ions include" any such 
devices, without respec• •o explosive 
conten•., which on functioning are 
liable 
lass or brittle-.plas•ic •ragmen•s g 

49 CFR •i73.5!(a)-• (7). 
Further, "[ c]ondemmed 

or leaking 
dynamite must no• be reDacked and 
offered for shipment unless the re- packing is done by a competent person 
in the presence o•, 

or with the wrin-_• 
consent of, an inspector, or with 
•he written authority of the Chief 
inspector of hhe Bureau of Explosives. 
49 CFR §!73.51(a) (6). 

L..o.adin• .T. ransDor-_ and Unloadin.E 

General Rules 

(Va.) "Motor vehicles containing 
dangerous articles [and motor tank 
trucks transportating petroleum products] must not be loaded in 
excess of the existing weight laws 
of the Com•nonweal•h of Virginia 
as applicable .to the type of vehi- 
cle and route or routes travelled." 
E&DA Rule !! (b); PTTC Rule !4 (a). 

(Fed.) No similar general requiremenn 
exists; instead, the regulations defer 
•o local laws: "Every motor vehicle 
must be operated in accordance with th. 
laws, ordinances, and regulations of t• 
jurisdiction in which it is being oper. 
ated " 49 CFR •392.2, 
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"Under no circ•.s•ances shall a 

ven•_c•e f •an• motor be let unattend- 
ed durin=• uhe loading and •.loading 
•rocess. For the pnrpose o = this 
oar • •he delivery hose when at- 
tached uc •he motor vehicle, shall 
be deemed a •art uhereof. 

"No dangerous ar•-icle shall be 
loaded into or on, or tm!caded 
from, any motor vehic ._e u•l•ess the 
hand brake be securely see and all 
other reasonable precautions be 
taken to prevent motion of the 

motor vehicle during such loading 
or unloading process." E&DA Rule 

"A cargo •-•_-n.<• mus-,_ be aunend•d bv• a 
qualified person at all uimes when it 
is being loaded• The person who is 
responsible for loading •_he cargo tank 
is also resoonsib!e for ensuring •hat 
it is so attended. 

A motor carrier who •..ansDor 
hazardous materials by a cargo 
must ensure •ha,'_ •he cargo •ank is 
a•ended by a qualified person a • all 
times during un!oading• However, 
carrier's ob :•-•-• 
ance during •ioading ceases when 

The carrier's obligation for 
transporting the ma•aria!s is fu!fi!•ed 

The cargo tank has been •laced 
upon 

•h$ consiznee's Dramisas; and 
The motive power has been 

removed = ,_tom uhe cargo •ank and 
removed from the premises. 

• person "a•tends" the load- 
ing or unloading of a cargo rankif, 
•hroughout the process, he is awake, 
has an unobstructed view of the cargo 
tank, and is within 7.62 meters (25 
feet) o; •he cargo •an:-<. 

A person, is "qualified" :•- = 
he •a• been made aware of the nature 
of the hazardous material which is 
be loaded or unloaded, he has been 
instructed on the procedures to be fol- 
lowed in emergencies, he Ls authorized 
to move .the cargo tank, and he has the 

means to do so. 
A delivery hose, when attached 

to 
•he 

cargo tank, is considered a par• 
of the vehicle°" 49 CFR §!77.834(i)• 

Regulations are identical. 49 CFR 
§177.834(e). 



"No dangerous articles s,.a.• l! be 
loaded into or on or be unloaded 
from any motor vehicle • w•_ n Ehe 
engine running, unless an engine 
is necessary for loading or un- loading." E&DA Rule 7(a) 

"The engine of a motor tank 
Eruck muse not be running at any 
Eime while being loaded or un- 
loaded with metroie• products 
except when p•pmng @quzpmenn is 
used which requires the engine 
operaEion of Ehe vehicle•" 
(Emphasis added.) PTTC Rule !3. 

"All of i hat pore.ion of the lad- 
-..g of any motor vehicle which con- 
sists of dangerous articles shall 
be contained entirely within the 
body of the motor vehicle, and if 
such motcr vehicle has a tail- 
boarder tailgate, it shall be 
closed and secured in place during 
such transportation." E&DA Rule 
7(f). 

A-IO 

"No explosives shall be loaded int 
or on or me unloaded = •rom any motor 
vehiSle with the engine running." 
(Emphasis added°) 49 CFR •177 835 (a) 

"Unless the engine of the motor 
vehicle is to be used for zhe operati 
of a pump, no fla•able liquid shall 
loaded into, or on, or unloaded from 
any motor vehicle while the engine is 
running." (Emphasis added.) 49 CFR 
§!77.37 (a) . 

No flammable compressed #as shall 
be 16aded into or on or mi!oade6 from 
any tank motor vehicle with the engin 
running unless the engine is used for 
•_he operation of the transfer pumD of 
the vehicle. Unless the delivery hos 
is equipped with a shut-off valve at i 
discharge end, the engine of the mom 
vehicle shall be s•opped at the finis 
of such loading or unloading operamio. 
while the filling or discharge con- 
nections are disconnected°" (Emphasi 
added.) 49 CFR •177.840(d). 

"Except as provided in [49CFR 
9177. 835 (k) (g), and (m), which con- 
tain loading requirements, rules for 
transport wi•h blasting caps, and 
rules for segregation from tools and 
b!as•ing caps, pertaining to] 
liquid nitroglycerin, desensitized 
liquid nitroglycerin or diethylene 
glycol dinitrate, o•her than as 
defined in [49 CFR §i73o53(e), which 
gives •_he requirements for acceptable 
liquid explosives (see Cargo Regula- 
tions, Prohibited Cargoes, Explosives 
above) ] all of •hat portion of the 
lading of any motor vehicle which 
consists of explosives shall be con- 
tained entirely within •he body of the 
motor vehicle or within the horizontal 
outline •hereof, without overhang or projection of iny par• of •_he load 
and if such motor vehicle has a 

•aii-I 
board or tailgate, i• saa•_ be closed 
and secured in place during such 
transportation. Every mo.•or vehicle 
nransportin• explosives must either 
have a closed body or have the body 
•hereof covered with a •_arpaulin, and 
in ei•.her event care mus• be taken 
•-_o protect •he load from moisture and 
sparks, excep• that subject to other 
provisions of these regulations, ex- 
•losives other than black powder may 



•:Reasonable c=•e•, should be taken 
co orevent undue rise in temperature 
of the containers and ,-_heir contents 
during transit. There must be no 
tampering with such container or the 
contents thereof nor any discharge 
of the contents of any container 
between point of origin and point 
of billed destina•_ion. Discharge 
of contents of any container, other 
-_ban a cargo tank, m.•sz not be made 
•rior to removal from the motor •ehicleo Nothing contained in this 
paragraph shall be so construed as 

zo prohibiz the fueling of machinery 
or vehicles used in road construction 
or maintenance." E&DA Rule 6(g). 

"No motor vehicle transporting 
any dangerous articles may •rans- 
oort as a part of its load an• 
metal or other articles or mate- 
rials !ikel7 to damage such danger" 
0•s articles or any package in which 
it is contained, unless the differ- 
ent parts of such load be so segre- 
gated or secured in place in or on 
ehe motor vehicle and separated by 
bulkheads or other suitable means 

as •o preven• such damage." E&DA 
Rule 7 (g) 

"In no instance shall a nank 
[ of a motor tank truck •ransport- 
ing p_e•roleum •roducts] be loaded 
to more than ?'•a percent of i•s 
shell capaci=y." PTTC Rule 14(b). 

be transported on flatbed vehicles 
if ,•he explosive porticn of the load 
on each vehicle is •acked in fire and 
water resistant containers or covered 
with a fire and wa•er resis•an• 
tarpaulin°" (Emphasis added.) •'9 CFR 
§!77.835 (h) 

Regu!anions are idennica!.a9 
•!77 8 •' •(h) 

Regulations are identical. 49 CFR 
§177.835(i) 

"No cargo tank or compartment there- 
of used for the transportation of any_ 
flammable liquid shall be licuid full. 
The vacan• space (outage) in a cargo 
tank or compartment thereof used in the 
transoorr_ation of fla•-•rmb!e liquids 
shall be not less than i percent; suffi 
cienu space (outage) shall be !eft 
vacant in every case •o prevent !ea•age 
from or distortion of such tank or 

compartment expansion of the con- 
tents due •o •ise in ".•,•,•eratur= in 
transit " (=•, basis d.) 49 o add e CFR §i73.!!6(h). 

Ou=a•e re=uiremen=s are further spec•.,--•e• a•. a9 CFR §]7n l16(a)-(•'• 
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"Radio •ransmiz•ing equipmen: 
mus• not be used on vehicles •rans- 
porting de•.onators, blastinz cads, 
or other exD•_os•ves tna•can be 
se• off by radio waves." (Emphasis 
added.) E&DA Rule 7(h). 

Carlo Handlin• 

(\'a.) "Containers of explosives, 
fiann•abie lisuids, flammable solids, 
oxidizin_• memorials, corrosive 
•cuids, acids, compressed =ases, 
an• oo•_sonous •i•uids or •ases, 
mus• be so braced as to prevent 
-e!ative mo•ion thereof while in 
•ransiz. Containers having valves 
or other fittings must be so loaded 
•ha• there will be the minim• 
likelihood of damage •hereno dur•ng_• 
transportations" (Emphasis added.) 
E&DA Rule 6(f)• 

"No tools which are 
likely to 

damage the effectiveness of zhe 
closure of any package or other 
container, or likely adversely to 
a=zect such package or container, 
shall be used for the loading or 
;',•nloading or any explosive or 
otlner dangerous article," E&DA Rule 
6(e) 

•'No bale hooks or o•_her metal 
tools shall be used for the loading, 
unloading•, or other handling of 
expl0sives, nor shall any package 
or other con•_ainer of explosives, 
except barrels or kegs, be rolled. 
l•o packages of explosives shall be 
thrower, or dropped during process 
of loading or u•nloading or handling 
of explosives. Special care shall 
be exercised =o the end that pack- 
ages or other containers containing 
explosives shall not catch fire from 
sparks or hot gases from the ey•haust 
tailpipe." (Emphasis added.) E&DA 
Ru!e 7 (b). 

Fire Hazards 

(Va.) "Smoking on or about any motor 
vehicle while loading or unloading 
any explosive, flammabie !i•uid, 
f•am•aoie •oii•' oxidizin• '•.ateria! 
cr fia.wnable com•resseo _•as is for- 
bidden." (Emphas•s "•d•ed•) E&DA 
Rule 

No similar requirement exists in 
the regulations. 

(Fed.) Regulations are idennica!. 
49 CFR ;177 834 (g) 

Regul,ations are identical. 49 CFR 
§177.834(f) 

Regulations are identical. 49 CFR 
•177.835 (b). 

(Fed.) Regulations are iden•ica!. 
•9 CFR •177.$3•(c). 



"Extreme care shall be taken in 
the loading or •nioading of any 

mable so!id,.ox•if• Z ___ia 
Y!am/nable compressed $,a s into or 
zrom any motor vehicle zo keeo fire 
away and ,to prevent persons i• the 
vicinity from smoking, ligh,•ing 
matches, or carrying any • 

=lame or light/d cigar, oipe or cigare•.e." 
(Emphasis added.) E&DA Rule 6(C)o 

"Except when actually contained 
in .'_he bed or body of the truck or trailer, dangerous articles must 
no• be placed within •'• fteen fee• 
o = the exhaus• of the motor vehi- 
cle." E&DA Rule ll(c) 

"Care must be taken •o prevent 
•he load '[of dangerous articles] 
from moisture and sparks." E&DA 
Rule 7 (f) 

"Explosives must be loaded and 
•ranspor•ed in r_he body of the 
•ruck or in the semi-trailer. No 
explosives may at any time be 
•ransported in •he cab of •he 
truck or on a tractor°" (Emphasis 
added.) E&DA Rule li(a). 

Carzo Information 

Lab e I ling 

(Va.) "Dangerous articles mus.z be 
packed or carried in containers 
sufficien• in size, strength and 
composition for transportation 
of the com•nodity and each package 
or container must be marked to in- 
dicate i•s contents unless all 

Regulations are iden•ica!.49 CFR §177. 834(d) 

No similar requirement exists in 
regulations. 

"Special care shall be taken in •he 
loading of any motor vehicle with #!am- 
mable solids or oxid•zin• materials •hic'h are lik•i'y to become hazardous 
to transport when wet, no keep them 
from being wetted during Ehe loading 
process and •o keep them dry during 
transit. Special care shall also be 
taken in the loading of any motor 
vehicle with flammable solids or oxidizing materials, which are likely 
to become more hazardous to trmnsport by wetting, to keep Ehem from being 
wetted during the loading process and 
to keep them dry during transit. 
Examples of such dangerous ma•.eria!s 
are charcoal screenings, ground, 
crushed, or pulverized charcoal, 
and lump charcoal° (Emphasis added.) 
49 CFR §177.838(b). 

No similar requirements exist in the 
regulations. 

(Fed:) "Except as othe•;ise provided 
in [49 CFR §171-§179, the •2-I regu- lations], each person who offers a •adk- 
age, overoack, or freight container con 

= 
a hazarious ma•=•ai for 

transportation shall label it, when 
recuired, wi•h labels prescribed for 
•he materia • as speclz•e'•" d in [49 CFK 
•172.10!, which gives an extensive 
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dan=•erous articles_, compris •_n=• the 
cargo of a single vehicle are of the 
same cvne and the vehicle is onera'•ed 
no= for •i ...•e In such even•, the 
vehicle must be marked and •lacarded 
in accordance with [E&DA Ru•e 

-(•), which zive placarding 
•equirements for any quantity of 
ex•!osives (other than small a•s 
••.i=ion, small a• primers and 
empty •rimer car•_id=_ cases), and 
poisonous gas, radioactive material 
we•=• mere than 500 •ounds in- 
c!uding container, and shipments of 
2,500 •= igh 
cf =ia•ab!e liquids 
solids, oxidizing •terials, 
corrosive •i•uids, compresssed gas, 
or •eison 

•. 
E&DA Rule a(c). 

list of PiM and -_he corresponding labels] and in accordance with 
49 CFR §172.400-B172.450, the 

labelling re•uiations 
A label is non required on 

a 
Package for which labelling 

is no• required under the condi.tions 
se• forth in this subchapter and in 
•_h • •S SeC•iorl, 

Cylinder connaining a com- 
pressed gas classed as f!an•-nable or 
nonf!am•able that is (i) Carried 
by a private or contract motor 
carrier 

(ii) No• overpacked; and 
(iii) Durabiv and legibly marked 

in accordance "• •._•. CGA PamDh!e• C-7, 
Appendix A. 

Military an•muni•ion shipped 
by, for, or •o zhe U. S. Demartmen• 
of Defense (DOD) when in carload or 
truckload shipments, if loaded and 
unloaded by the shipper, or DOD. 

Package containing a hazardou• 
material other than amrnu•i•ion •hat 
is (i) Loaded and "•n!oaded under 
sumervision of DOD •ersonne!, and 

(ii) Escorted by DOD personnel in a 

separate vehicle. Co.m•ressed gas cj'!inder •errna- nentl•v moun•$d in or on a •ransporz 
vehicle 

Portable tank which is piacar• 
ed in accordance with [49 CFR ;172.514, 
which gives •!acarding rules for such 
•anks ]; 

Freight container having a 
volume of 640 cubic fee• or more 
which is subject no 

[a9 CFR §172.5!2, 
which gives •e_.. p!acardin•e •ui=s. for 
such containers ] 

Package containing a ma•eria! c!assSd 
as ORM-A,B.C, or D i = than 

packa=•e does not contain any other 
material classed as =_ hazardous 
material tha• requires labeling. 

Package containing a corn- 
bustib!e liquid; or 

Package o = low s•ecific 
ac• •v•tv radioactive material when 
being transported in a cranseort 
vehicle assigned for •_he sol• use cf 
the consignor under [49 CFR •173. 392 (b) 
which exempts c•cain maceria!s 
speci=icacion• cackaging,• marking, and 
!a•e!ling requirements ]; 
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•'.a.) Car•o idensificasion •s 
accomsiished by. marking according 
•o E&DA Rule l•(b). See Cargo Re•u- 
iasions, Idensific•_•.ion, Labelling 
ab ova. 

Carzo tank or tank car o•.her 
than a 

•ul•.i-•iz tank car tank." 
49 CFK •!7 • a00 

No regulation exempts cargoes 
comDrised en•ire!y of •he same H2.f 
from labellin• requirements. 

(Fed.) Each nerson •ho offers fo• 
nransnor,za•_on a haz•ardous material 
in a 

•reigh•_ container having a 
capacity of 640 cubic feet or more 
shall affix •o the freight container 
the placards specified for •he ma•eria! 
in accordance wi•h [&9 CFR §172.504,. 
the general D!acardin• requirements]. 
Howeve r, 

(i) The •!acarding exception pro- 
vided in [4• CFR §!72.504(c) (i) ap- 
plies, exempting from placarding 
requirements freight containers 
zransnor•ed by highway and containing 
less than !,000 pounds aggregate gross 
weight of H}i] and, 

(2) The Diacarding excep.-_ion pro- 
vided by [4• CFR •172.504, described direc•l•y above] apn lies •o each 
freight container •eing transported 
for delivery •_o a consignee immediately_. 
following an air or wa•er shipment° 

•'nen haza±dou• matebiai• are offered 
for nransDorta•ion, not involving air 
•ranspornation, in a freight container 
havin• a capacity of less than 640 
cubic fee•., the freight container need 
no• be placarded. However, [it 

49 
mus• be 

labeled in accordance with CFR 
§172.400 to §172.450, •he labelling 
requirements] 49 CFR •!72.511• 
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Vehicle Re•u!ations 

EcuiDmenz 

General 

<Va./ "Houor vehicles when used =or 
transporuing dan=•erous articles 
ever the highways of this STare must 
be surong enough to carry the load 
and in first-class condition 
E&DA Rule 6(a). 

"•ve•v motor tank •ruck shall 
be maintained in a safe operating 
condition an all times." PTTC Rule 
18. 

(Fed.) "No motor carrier shall permit 
or require a driver to drive any 
motor vehicle revealed by inspection 
or operation to be in such condition 
tha• its ¢?eranion would be hazardous 
or likely to result in a breakdown of 
the vehicle, nor shall any driver driv 
any motor vehicle which by reason of 
i•s mechanica condition •s 
imminently hazardous to oDerate as 
be likely to cause an accident or a 
breakdo'•n of the vehicle• If while a 

motor vehicle is being operated on a 
highway, it is discovered to be in 
unsafe condition, it shall be continu• 
in operation only to the neares• plac• 
where repairs can safely be effected, 
and even such operations shall be con- 
ducted only if in be less hazardous 
the public than permitting the vehicle 
to remain on the •ighway•" 49 CFK 
•396.4o 

Installation end Operation Require- 
men t s 

(Vao) "ALL electric wiring [on mo-.or 
vehiciesused fcr transporting dan- 
gerous ar•icies over the highways of 
this S•a•e] must be completely pro- 
tected and securely fastened •o pre- 
vent short-circuitin=•, and any wire 
must be so located •ha• it will not 
in any even• come it. contact with any pack=_ge of ex.•lo.sives.. Worn insula- 
tion must be ra.oaired before any 
explosives are 

•_oaded on a motor 
vehicle." (Emphasis added.) E&DA 
Rule 6 (a). 

(Fed.) "Wiring shall, when possible, 
be grouped together and ?rotectd by 
nonmetallic tape, braid, or other cov- 
ering capable of withstanding severe 
abrasion or shall be protected by 
being enclosed in a metallic sheath 
or tube. Wiring shall be properly 
supported :•,•'•- shaql not be so 
located as Eo be likely to be charred, 
overheated, •r. enmeshei ;•. moving 
parts. Insofar as is practicable, wir- 
ing shall noc be adjacent •o any part 
of the fuel system. The edges of all 
holes •n metal •h•,•h • •_5•. wn_cn the wir- 
ing passes, •ntess •he 
motetcovered, shall be relied or 
bushed with a gro•e• of rubber or 
other suitable material." 49 CFK 
•393.28. 

"Electrical •iring shall be sysnem- a•icai!y arranged and ins•ai!ed in a 
•orkmanlike manner. All denachabie 
wiring, except •emporary 

• 
con- 

nections for driveawav-zowaway oper- 
ations, shall be an•achei zo posts 
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it is a carbon dioxide extinguisher. 
if another approved type is used, 
-he extinguisher must have a capet •ty 
e•__v_•_ent co the minimum reouire 
manes set :orch in -_he preceding 
sentence for carbon '•" 

zin•uishers." E&DA •uie 8. 
math me-or •ank •-• •" •uc• when used 

in the •ransporzazion of penrole• 
products mus• be equipped wi•h no• 
less •han one fire extinguisher of 
a •ype approved by [Underwriters' 
Laboratories] for usa on pe•roie• 
laden motor vehicles. •m.y such 
extinguisher must have a capacity 
of not less •han five pounds each 
•= ;• •s a COp extinguisher 
another approved •ypa is used each 
extinguisher must have a capacity 
equivalent •o an least five pounds 
C02. Extinguishers must be filled 
and ready for immediate use and 
placed a• convenien5 poinns for 

inspection Requirements 

•,L•en a motor vehicle is to 
be used for transporting dangerous 
articles, i•_ shall be the duty of 
•_he o•-ner or the person acting for 
•he o•-ner and the lessee or the 
person acting for the lessee joint!v 
and severaiiv zo see that •he mo•or 
vehicle is inspected be=ore each 
trip no detect-mine that: 

readily accessible for use. The 
.extinguisher mus• be securely mounted 
on the vehic!e. The =ire extinguisher 
must be designed, constructed, and 
maintained •o permi• visual determi- 
n-.'_ion= of wheche •_ i• •s" fully cna..bec•" 
•.e fmre extinguisher must have an 
extinguishing agen• chac does noc need 

o•_u•_on from freezing. The fire 
extinguisher mus• no• use a vaporizini 
•_qumd than g•ves o=f• vapors more 
•oxic than •hose produced by •he 
stances sho• as having a toxicity 
racing of 5 or 6 in the 
maDoracories "C!assifica•ion of Com- 
parative = •x•e Hazard of Gases and 
Vapors. " 

• and •fcer July 1971 
power •ni• •hac is used co Cranspor• 
hazardous materials must be equipped 
with a fire extinguisher havin• an Un•e•iter•' Laboratories razing 
of i0 B:C or more. 

Each fire extinguisher re- 
quired above must be labeled or 
marked •<th i•s Underwriters' Lab- 
oratories ra•ing and mus• meet the 
requirements [listed above ] 

For purposes of this paragraph, 
a power • is used no •ranspor• 
hazardous materials only if the 
power •it or a motor vehicle towed 
by the power •it must be marked or 
placarded in accordance with 
• 49 CFR •177 823 which recuires 
•eneral•v that a vehicle transDorZ- 
idg • must noC be moved unless 
•lacarded 4n conformance 
49 CFK •172• •he detailed specifi- 
cations for placarding. 5" 49 
•393.95(a). 

(r=•) "Every. motor carri=- sna, 
systematically inspect and maintain, 
or cause to be systemazical!y main- 
tained, all motor vehicles subject te 
its control • -' ,an• une accessorLes 
required by [49 CFR §393 which pre- 
scribes the parts and accessories nec- 
essary #or safe operation ], zo be 
mounted thereon, to insure that such 
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Fire extinguishers are 
fii•ed ate in workin=• order. 

Eieccric wiring is com- 
D!eze •- insulated and firmly 
secured. 

Chassis, engine, pan and 
bottom of body are clean and free 
from sur•!us oil and grease• 

Fuel tank and feed line 
have no !oaks. 

Brakes and steering ap- 
paratus are in •ood condition. 

The motor vehicle is in 
proper condition for handling dan- 
•erous articles." E&DA Rule 9. 

motor vehicles are in safe and 
operating condition." 49 CFR 

Drivers and vehicles wholly eng• 
in intracity operations, and motor 
carriers and drivers of !zgnwe•_gn• 
mail trucks are exemz• from these 
requirements. 49 CFR §396.1(b) and [Except 

as exempted above 1, 
every motor carrier, i•s officers, 
drivers, agenns, representatives, 
and employees directly concerned wit 
•he inspection or maintenance o• 

motor vehicles shall comD!y and be 
conversant wi•h [the ruiSs governing_ 

• 49 inspection & maintenance 
•. §39•.I(a). 

i•ems iis•_ed a= left which are 
required par•s and accessories under 
49 CFR §393 are: 

Fire extinguisher. 49 CFR §393.95 
(a).(See also Vehicle Regulations, 
Equipment, Fire Extinguishers above. 

Electric wiring. 49CFR •393.28 
and §393.33. (See also Vehicle Regu- 
lations, Equipment, Ins=a!ianion and 
Operation Requirements above o) 

Fuel tank and feed lines, a9 CFR 
§393.65. 

.Brakes. 49 CFR •393.40. 
In addition" 

•o motor vehicle shall be driven 
unless ,the driver thereof sha!i nave 
sacis =" •'ed himself that •he 
parts and accessories are in good 
working order, nor shall any driver 
fail to use o• make use of such parts 
and accessories when and as needed: 

Service brakes, including trailer 
brake connections. 

Parking (hand) brake° 
Steering mechanism 49 CFR 

§392.7. 
Pertaining to fire extinguishers: 

"No motor vehicle shall be driven 
unless the driver thereof shall have 
satisfied himse• that the emer=encv 
equipment required by[ •9 CFR •393.•5 
and, §393.96, which give detailed 
emergency equipmen• •=•u•-ements],_. 
is in place and ready for use; nor 
shall any driver fail •o use or make 
use of such equipment •hen and as 
needed." 49 CFR §392.8o 
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•o motor tank •ruck [trans•or- 
=in• .•etrole]• pr. oducts] shall leave 
=he terminus on any •rip requiring 
travel after sunset, or before cne- 

nou• b•fore sunrise, unless 
its •n• system is in pro•er 

•'• Rule 15(d). 

•:gh•s o.-_her than the 
of the motor vehicle [transporting 
dangerous articles] 

are necessary, 
only an electric flashlight or an 

•ic e=ec lan•:ern may be used " 

E&DA Rule i2(k). 

or •erm. ina!s by means of suitable 
cable terminals which conform to .-_he 
S•_E Standard for "Cable Terminals" [ cited at 49 CFR 9393.24(c) ft. i] 
or by cable terminals which are 
mechanically and e!ecnrically at leas: 
equal zo such •erminals. The number 
of wires attached zo any pos• shall be 
!imized to the number which the •os: 
was designed to accommodate. The 
presence of bare, loose, dangling, 
chafing, or poorly connected wire is 
prohibi=ed." 49CFR •393.33. 

"No motor vehicle shall be driven 
.upon the highway •un!ess the lamps 
•equired by-[49•CFR •393.11 to 9393.33, 
• 
•iving detailed requirements for •vpe 
•lacement, and insnailation of lighzing 
devices, reflectors, and electrical equipment,] 

are lighted: 
During the period of one-half 

hour before sunset to one-half hour 
before sunrise; 

During any other time when 
-.here is no• sufficient ligh• to 
render clearly disce.•-nabie persons and 
vehicles on the highway at a distance 
of 500 feet." 49 CFR %342.30. 

Flame-producing emergency signals 
are prohibized for protecting cargo 
•ank motor vehicles •rans•orting 
flammable licuids or flan•nab!e com- pressed gasses, motor vehic"ies trans- 
porting Cfass A or Class B ex•losives, 
motor vehicles using compressed 
as a motor •uei, and mob_or vehicles 
•eaking gasoline or any o[her f• 
mabie ii•uiS, comb6sti•!e !icuid 
•as• 49 £FR •172.85•' (f) (2) 

See also DgivingRezu!a•ions,Rui-s 
Road, Emergency Stopprng and Signaling 
below. 

Otherwise, the re_=ulations state- 
"Nothing con•afned 
§397, giving federal motor carrier 
safe:v regulations, qua!ifica•ions of 
drivers, driving rules, parts and 
accessories necessary for safe oper- 
a,ion, notification, reDorning and 
recording of accidenns rules, •ours 
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• 4v• S o• service of drivers -u]• •__=s, Dect: 
and maintenance rules, and •T•= •[ parking rules for •he transportation N•,• sha•l_ be construed •o •rohibi• 
use o• addi•iona! e •;•=• •_• 

and acce 
sories, not,inconsistent wi•h or pro- 
hibi•ed by L•he rules iis-ed• •_.ect_• •• 
above ], provided such equipmen• and 
accessories do not • the .e_rease safe• 
of operation of the mouor vehicles om 
which Ehey are used." 49 CFR •393.2= 

Cargo Area 

(Va•) "No motor vehicle •ransportin Z 
any kind of dangerous articles shall 
have on the interior of •he body in 
which •he dangerous articles are con- 
•ained, any inwardly projecting 
.•oits screws, nails or o•her in- 
warily projecting parts likely "o 
produce damage to any package or 
container of dangerous articles dur- 
ing the loading or unloading process 
or in transit." E&DA Rule 7(d) 

"Motor vehicles transporting ex- 
•i.os.ives shall have nigh•, floors]- 
snail have that portion of the 
ineerior in contact with the load 
lined wi•h "' e•ne_ nonmetallic 
maceria or nonferrous me"•a!s, and 
shall have the in=erior cf •.he cargo 
space in good condiEion so that 
•-here will not be any likelihood of 
containers being damaged by •_ha ex- 
posed bol•s, nuts, broken side 
panels or floor boards, or any 
similar projections." (Emphasis 
added.) E&DA Rule 7(f). 

ire Extinguishers 

(Vao) "Each trac=or or truck when 
used .in the transpor:ation of dan- 
gerous articles must be equipped 
•i[h noc less •han one fire ex- 
tinzuisher of a type approved by 
5he Underwriters Laboratories for 
use on mo:or vehicles laden with 
dangerous articles. The extinguish- 
er must have a caDaci•.v of at least 
-en pounds __•: us=•,__ on =- ,-_rector • n 
=our mounds if used on a •-_ruck if 

:..-18 

(Fed.) "No motor vehicle transDor•in Z 
any kind of explosive shall have on t 
interior of •he body in which zhe ex 
D!osives are contained, any in•..;ard 
projecting bo!:s, screws, nails, or 
other inwardly projecting parts !ikel 
•o •roduce damage no any package or 
container of e:cplosives •ur,n• •he 
loading or -•ioading process or in 
zransit." (Emphasis added.) 49 CFR 
§177. 835 (_e) 

"Mouor vehicles transporting Class 
A or Class B exg!osives shall have 
floors: shall h•ve than portion of 
the interior in contact with the load 
lined with el=her nonmetallic materi] 
or nonfe-•ous metals except •hat 
lining is not required for truck load 
shipments loaded by :he Departments 
of the Army, Navy, or Air Force of 
United States Governmenz provided the 
explosives are of such na•_ure =hat 
are no• liable to leakage of dust, 
powder, or vapor which.migh: become 
•he cause of an explosion. The 
interior of the cargo seace_ must be 
good condition so •na• •here wi:! not 
be any likelihood of containers beln• 
damaged by exposed bolts, nuts, broker 
side pan :s or •loor boards, or any 
similar project •ons (Emphas{s adde • 
49 CFR §177. 835(f). 

(Fed ) "E•c=o " =or a •_•.,.•= g.,.-_ vehicle, every., bus, truck, cruck- 
crac=or, and every, driven vehicl=• -•.•a driveaw•y-towaway omeraEion must be 
equippec as follows. 

-• as orovidad •n [a9 CFR 
•393 •5•a) (• w" : s :he drivj 
t•.i• in a driveaway-zowawav operation 
=very Dower -•ni= mus- be equLDDe& 
a fire extinguisher •haz is proper •- 
filled and !oca•ed so zhan i• is 



"•Cnen a motor tank truck is •o 
be used for .-_ranspor•ing D_etro- 
!eum 9roduc.-_s, it shall be the 
du•_v of •ha opera,or to see that 
-_he monor hank truck is inspected 
de'." Iv to de•e•--mine tha•. 

Fire ex.'_inguisher is 
felled ana ready for use° 

Electric wiring is com- 
p 
le•eiy insuia•ed and firmly 

secured. 
Chassis, en=•ine, pan, 

body, and hank a-e clean and free 
from sur.n].us oil and grease. 

Fuel tank and feed line 
have no leaks° 

Brakes and steering ap- 
paratus =•e in good condiniono 

The tank, discharge and 
s= =ty valves have no .•=aks. 

The motor tank truck is 
adequa.-_eiy grounded •_o eliminate 
static electricity. 

The motor tank truck is in 
proper condition for handling 
De•_ro!eu_•o" PTTC Rule 9. 

Concerning the remaining .•'ems ,__•=-=• 
at 

"Every moEor carrie- shall insti.•u 
such procedures as may be necessary 
insure that motor vehicles are proper 
lubricated; than proper acEion is 
•aken Eo correcE oil and grease leaks 
•haE •ndue acc•ulations of •r.ease 
oil are inves•a.ed, removed and 
the cause thereof correcned." A9 CFK 
•396•3. 

" !t is the du•y of each 
[. priva-•e, 

corar•on, or contract carrie• 
•ransDorting I• by motor vehicle en- 
gaged in inEerstate or •o•e•on com- merce] to. make the prescribed regu- 
laEions [below] effective and to 
thorough]v.__• inst•uot_ em•Dioyees, in 
relation •hereto." 49 CFR •I;7.800o 

" A person shall hoe drive a ta•k 
motor vehicle and a motor carrier 
shall not require or permit a person 
to drive a Eank monor vehicle contain- 
•.n o= a fianznab]_e liquid_ (regardless of 
quantity) unless All manhole 
closures on the cargo 

•a•k 
are closed 

and secured; and All valves and 
ocher closures in liquid discharge 
systems are closed and free of leaks= 
(Emphasis added.) 49 CFK •177.837(e). 

"•rnen a cargo tank is loaded 
through an open filling hole, one end 
of a bond wire shall be connected to 
the stationary system piping or 
integrally connecEed s•eel framing, 
and .•he other end to Ehe shell of .-_he 
cargo tank to provide a continuous 
electrical connection. (if bonding 
is •o the framing, i- is essenEia] 
Ehat piping and framing be electric- 
ally interconnected.) This connection 
mus• be maee before any filling .•o•e 
is opened, and must remain in place 
until af•.er Ehe last =i!iing hole 
has been closed. Additional bond wir• 
are not needed around •_• _•,-Me•.=!- 
flexible or swivel joints, bu are 
required for nonmetallic flexible 
connections in the s.-_a•_ionary system. 
DiDingo W-hen a cargo .-_ank is un!oadee 
•v a suction-Dimin• system throu_•h an 

open filling ho•. of the c=.go •ank 
elecErical continuity shall be main- 
rained from carg• •ank •o-=ceivin •._ = tank. 
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W•nen a car -•0o Zan• is loaded or 
loaded through a va•or-_-=.,_ 
open hole) to• or bottom connection, 
so .:hat •' • lease of va•o• 
a= a poinn where a spark could occur 
bonding or gro•nding is no= require• 
Connac= of =he closed, connection mus• 
be made before flow s•ar=s and must 

•# :he flow no• be broken un•m• 
is comple•ad. 

Bonding o: grounding is not re- 
quired when a cargo tank is unloaded 
through a nonvapor-•ight connection 
into a stationary •k provided 
mena• •c fili• 

...... g connection is main- 
maimed in contact wi•h •he ;'• •m•ling 
hole." a9 CFR •i77.837(c). 

F•nher cart • •ars cannot aRlow a 
vehicle •o be operated in a condition 
that would be hazardous or !ike!v 
produce a breakdo•, 49 CFR •396.A 
(See also Vehicle Regulations, 
Equipmenn, General above•) Carriars 
are required to keep systematic in- 
spection and mainneannce records 
covering, in addition :o many others, 
•hose items !isled an left. 49 CFR 
•396.2(b). Ca:tiers mus• also re- 
quire drivers to submi• at the .end 
of •he workday a r•mort denai!ing 
unsafe vehicl$ defects or deficiencie 
49 CFR •396.7. 

iden•_ificaEion 

Placardin• 

(Vao) "Every motor vehicle while trams- (Fedo) "Except as o•he•ise provided 
porting any quan•i•y of ex•!osives in [a9 CFR •7! to. §!79, •he •,i ,• ocher nnan small arms 

a•uJni•ion, regulations each motor veh•-cle, rail 
small arms primers and empcy pri- 
mer cartridge cases, or any poisonous 
gas, or transporcing radioa.ccive 
ma,:eriai weighing more chat zmve 
h•ndr4'd pounds, including the con- 
tainer, shall be marked or placard- 
ed on the front, rear and each s ida 
wlnh a •_•rd or !e,-_•erin• in ie•_ 
•ers nc: less than •hree incE-es 
high on a con.nrasnin• a ackground as 
follows 

Ex• los ires EXPLOSIVES 
Poisonous Gas POISONOUS GAS 
Radioac=ive maneria 
DANGEROUS ?•_DIOAC 

• m M,•TERI•_L 

car, and freight container con•_aining 
any Guantizv, o ¢• a hazardous ma•erma:- 

mus: be placarded on each end and eacl- 
side with she type of placards spe- 
cified in the following nab!es and 
other •lacarding•re•uirements. o =• .'h •_. _s 
subparz, including the sDeci=ications! 
for •he .•lacards named in the cables 
[ below ]-and described in de•_ail in 

./'9 CFR §!72.519 Eo §172.558, giving 
sDecifica.:ions and illuscrazions 
placards •. 
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Every motor vehicle transpor- 
ting 2500 pounds gross weight or 

more of =fan, table ii•uids, flam- 
mable solids or oxidizin• maneriais, 
corrosive !i•uids, compressed gas 
or noison sh•ii' be marked 
o iacarded on each side and the 
rear wi=h a placard or letter- 
in= in !eiders not less than 
.three inches high on a con- 
=ras=ing background as follows: 

Fian=nab!e liquids 
Flammable solids DT•NGEROUS 
Oxidizing Materials DA•NGEROUS 
Corrosive L.qu, ds DA•NGEROUS 
Compressed Gas COMi•-RESSED GAS 
Poison D.•NGEROUS-POiSON. 

(Emphasis added.) E&DA Rule 4(a) and 
(b). 

A freight container, motor 
vehicle, or rail car containing two 
or more classes of materials requiring 
differen• placards specified in Table 
2 may be placarded DANGEROUS in place 
o• the separate placarding specified 
for each bf those classes of material 
specified in Table 2o However, when 
5,000 pou•nds or more of one class of 
material is loaded therein at one 
loading •:aci•.__•*-•,, the placard s•ecifie• 
for than class in Table 2 must be 
applied. This paragraph does not 
apply to a portable tank, cargo tank, 
or nae• car. 

No placard is required on a 
Motor vehicle, or a freight 

container if =rans•orted. by highway. 
= only, containing less than 1,000 

pounds (aggregate gross weight) of 
one of more materials covered in 
Table 2, or 

Rail car loaded with •eignt=- 
containers or motor vehicles when 
each freight container or motor 
vehicle contains less than 1,000 
pounds (aggregate gross weight) of 
one of more materials, covered by 
Table (2). 

This paragraph does not apply •o 
portable tanks • •or] cargo 
tanks, [•he reg•iations 

•o. which 
appear below] 

TABLE 1 
Class A exp!osives...EXPLOSiVES A. 
Class B Explosives...EXPLOSIVES 
Poison A POISON GAS. 
Flammable solids (D•.NGEROUS W•.EN 

W•T label only) 
F!•l!B LE SOLID 

Radioactive mmteria!... •.D!OACTIVE 
Radioactive material. 

Uraniuxn hexafluroide, fissile (c1•taining more than 0.7 pot U2 RADIOACTIVE AND CO-•OSIVE. 
Uranium hexmf!uoride, low s•e •: c__ic 

activity (containing ,0.7 pot or 
less U 2•5 ) 

RA_DIOACTiVE A•D CORROSi•,•. 
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T.•B LE 2 

Class C explosives FL•S!•_BLE 
Nonf!ammab !e gas 

N ON F!,•MAB Li GAS 
Nonfla•abie gas (chlorine) 

Nonflazxnab• e gas (f• •0• .•e ) 
POISOi'; 

Nonfla•abla gas (oxygen, preasu•. 
ized liquid) OXYGEN 

Fia•able gas FL•I•• GAS 
Combus=ib!e licuid CO•UST!BLE 
Fla•ab le liquid F•.i• 
Fla•ab!e solid...F•_kBLE SOLID 
Oxidiz er OXIDIZER 
Organic peroxide 

ORG•N!C FERCXiDE 
po •cn B POISON 
Corrosive ma=eria! CORROS!VE 
!rrina•ing material D•_NGEROUS 
49 CFR • 172.50A. 
"Each person who o•e.s for urans- 

poruauion a cargo tank or a por•aoie 
tank containing a hazardous material 
shall affix the oiacards, specified 
for •he material inac•rdance with [ the regulations in•e first para- 
graoh above ]. 

However, if placarded instead of 
labeled as provided in [49 CFR •!72-• 
e06(e) (4), requiring igoels to be 
disolsyed on au least two sides or 
two ends ], 

a portable tank having 
a rated capacity of less than 1,000 
gallons need be placarded on only 
two opposite sides. 

Each cargo tank •d por•ao•e 
tank •h•u is recurred to be olacarded 
when iu contains a hazardous material 
musu remain placarded when it is 
emotied "•less i= is 

Reloaded wi -• a ma•eria• subjec• •o1 49 CFR •!71 •o 
•!79, the • regulations]; 

Sufficient!v cleaned and 
--=-- 

of vapors to remove any tential hazard." 49 CFR •172.5•4. 
Limited •uahu •-4 •- •_,es o_ _adioaczive 

materials [iefined 
a• A9 CFR 

•173•391(a) ]• which are measured by 
radioac:ivi•y instead o: weigh:, are 
exe•.Dt from o•acar ,4• = .-,'• 
49 CFK •!72. 500 (b) (3). 
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Vehic •= 

(Vao) o.•e name and address of the 
nenroieum =ank truck carrier shall 
be tainted in connras•ing colors 
or both sides of every fret:or owned 
by such carrier in !e•.ters at 
ieas• three inches high and on the 
rear of every :ank o•aed by such 
carrier in letters at least four 
inches high, and •he word "GAS- 
OLINE", ,,v• ,•,,•-,, 

:•L•_Z•_E" mus•_ be painned in •on- cresting colors on bo•h sides and 
:he rear of each =ank in. !e,:ners 
no: less than four inches hi_•h." 
(Emphasis added.) PTTC Rule-6. 

(Fed 
..... 

) " (a) Amo=or vehic 
operated by a private carrier of 
proper:y muse be marked as spec_•,-ee 
in paragraphs (b) and (c) of 
section if •han vehicle 

(I) is transporting hazardous 
ma:eriais of a kind or quantity nha• 
reGuire the vehicle no be marked or 
placarded :n accordance wi:h [49 CFR 
•177.823, •:nich requires •ha• a car- 
rier may no• move a •ranspor: vehicle 
containing • unless marked and 
placarded in accordance wi•h 49 CFR 
•172, the •i ru•6s conceding ship- 
ping papers, ma[king, labelling, 
and placarding J; and 

(2) Is operating •der its 
power, eizher alone or in combination. 

(b) Themarkin• must display 
following info•a•ion 

(I) The name or grade n•me of the 
private carrier operating the vehicle• 

(2) The city or co•uni•y in which 
the carrier maintains its principal 
office or in which the vehicle is 
customarily based• 

(3) If •he n•e o• a person other 
•han the operating carrier appears on 
•he vehicle, the words "operated by" 
i•ediateiy preceding the information 
required by paragraphs (b) (!) and 
(2) of •his section. 

Other identifying info•a•ion may 
be di•p!ayed on the vehicle if i• is 
not inconsisten• •'ith the information 
required by this paragraph. 

(c) The marking mus• 
(!) Appear 

on both sides of the 
vehicle; 

(2) Be in letters •hat contrast 
sharply in color with the backgrc•d; 

(3) Be readily legible durinz day- 
ligh• hours from a distance o: 50 
feet while the vehicle is stationary; 
and 

(4) Be kept and maintained in a 
-=•a•ns •ne leg 

required by paragraph (c)(3) of •his 
section. 

The marking may consist of a 
removable device if than device meets 
•he identification and •_aZ•o•=•'• 
requirements o• this section•" 49 
•397 2 
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Rules o = .-_he Road 

•- • vin g.•_ Re s zr {_ c t ion = 

(Vao'/ "No unauthorized •ersons are 
9ermizned to ride on 

vehicles at 
any time while transporting dan- 
gerous a_t_c!es. ERDA Rule 12(g) 

"No passengers or unauthorized 
persons are permitted to ride on 
vehicles a= any time while trans- 
porting petroleum products." 
-(Emphasis added',) >T'TC •u!e !5(a) 

(Fed.) "Unless soecifica!iv au.•horiz 
in-,•riEing •o do so by. the motor 
carrier u•nder whose au•hori•.y the 
mo=or vehicle is being opera=ed, no 
driver shall transport any person or 
permit any person •o be transported 
on any too=or vehicle other than a 
bus. No written authorization howevSr• •hall be necessary for the 
transportation of: 

Employees or other persons 
assigned to a vehicle by a motor 
carrier 

Any merson transported when 
aid is being rendered in case of an 
accident or other emergency. ." 
49 CFR •392.60. 

S•oDs for meals by drivers 
of ex=iosive laden vehicles shall 
only -[b,e.] male at a wayside rest- 
auranto (Emphasis added.) ERDA 
Rule 12(i). 

"Unless there is no practicable 
alternative, a mo=or vehicle wlnich 
contains hazardous maneria!s must be 
operated over routes which do not go 
through or near heavily populaEed 
areas, [or] places where crowds are 
assembled 49 CFR •397o9• 

"Dangerous articles set forth 

[ nameiv, exslosives and ooisonous gas,] shou!d•' •hen possible, be 
cranspo_•ed during daylight 
ERDA Rule ].2(k) 

No similar requirement exists in 
the regulations. 

"Motor vehicles while transpor- 
tin_• dangerous articles must not 
coast a• any time°" ERDA Rule 12 
(d). 

"No motor vehicle shall be driven 
w•h the source of motive power 
disengaged from the driving wheels 
except when such disengagement is 
necessary to stop or =o shift gears° 
49 CFR §392.68. 

"Motor vehicles transporting 
dangerous articles on •he highways 
shall no• be driven at a speed in 
excess of ehe speed !imiz app!icable 
zo the =v•e of •ehicle." ERDA Rule 
!2(f) 

Regulations. defer no local laws: 
"Every motor vehicle mus• be o=era•e• 
in accordar•ce wi•.h the laws, ordinanc• 
and regulations df the jurisdiction 
in which it is being opera•_ed 
49 CFR §392.2. 

"No motor vehicle required •o be 
o!acarded as •ranspor•ing dangerous 
ar•mc,.es may ordinarily, operate 
within :hree hundred feet of another 
vehicle tr=_veiing in the same 
direction on the highways." 
ERDA Rule !2(g). A-26 

No similar requirement exists in 
the regulations. 



"No motor tank •rdck transpor- 
ting gasoline or moving emp:y after 
transporting gasoline shall be 
driven :hrou_•h any tunnel." 
(Emphasis added°) PTTC Rule 17. 

•he •r•ver of a motor vehicle 
while transporting ex•losives and 
flammable liquids must cause •his 
vehicle •o come Go a full stop 
before crossing any railroad 
:rack not con,-_roiled by a police 
officer or a ,traffic control signal 
and must not cross i= until it is 
kno•m than the way is clear and 
safe." E&DA Rule i2(b) 

"The •rmver o• a motor tank 

•roducns must cause his vehicle •o 
slow to :ive miles per hour before 
crossing an•,•, railroad =rack and 
•ust no• cross it"•ntil i• is 
kno•.• =ha< the way is clear and 

=-• •TC safe. (_,,•hasis added ) • 

Rule !l(b). 

Re=u,ations defer in par." to 
local laws "Nothing contained in [ 49 CFR §171 =o §189, which contain 
:edera• • regu_=,_o•=,] shall 
be so conszrued as •o nullify or 
suspersede rezuianions established 
and p•m!ished under au•horizy of 
State s ca•uCe or •LC•Dai or•.na.•ce 
re•arding the kind, character, 
quantity of any hazardous material 
pe•i•ned by such __=u_a•_ons to be 
transported •hrough any urban vehi-. 
cuiar nunne! used for mass •rans- 
portation." 49 CFR •177=810• 
Further, the general requirement exis 
than " [u]nless •here is no prac•icab 
alternative, a motor vehicle which 
contains hazardous ma=eria!s mus• be 
ooerated over routes which do not 
go through or near. t•ne!s, 
narrow streets, or al!eys• 
(Emphasis added•) 

"Except [in those cases noted in 49 
CFR §392.!0(b); in short, streetcar 
crossings, industrial tracks used 
exclusively for switching, grade 
crossings directed by a police officer 
or railroad flagman, grade crossings 
controlled by a highway signal trans- 
mitting a green ib.dica=ion, abandoned 
crossings •_hat have been so marked by 
a sign, and industrial or spur lines 
marked 'Exem• Crossing' by State or !ocalsutliories,. ]. the driver of 
a motor vehicle spec•if•_ed [ 5eiow] 
shall not cross a railroad track or 
•racks at grade u.nless he =i-sz: 
Stops the vehicle within 50 feet of, 
and non closer than •.• =.een •o, •he 
tracks; thereafter listens s.nd looks 
in each direction along =he •r•cks 
for an approaching train; and 
ascertains that no traitis approach- 
ing. •q•en i• is safe to do 
driver mav• drive the vehi_!e 
=he tracks in a gear .'_ha.'_ permits 
•_he vehicle to complete the crossing 
without a change of gears. The 
driver must not shift gears while 
crossing the tracks. 

[This applies ,•o drivers of 
Every motor vehicle •_rans- 

porning any quantity of chlorine, 
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"The driver of a mob_or vehicle 
while •_ranspor=ing dangerous 
ar=i•_!es when en.•ering a highway, 
which is improved and hard sur- 
faced and _•s a 
Highway System from the side ther•- 
of, shal i•ediate!v before ent•r- 
i.ng such a highway, shot, •nless a 
'Yield Righ• of Way' si• is Dos•ed: 
where any such sign is posced• 
driver of a vehicle entering such 
highway sna• yield •he right 
way •o the driver of a vehicle 
approaching on such highway from 
either direc•ion•" E&DA Rule 

,,TA •.e driver of a motor tank 
truck while zransportin= 
products must cause his 
come co a full s•op before entering 
any main highway and •hen may pro- 
ceed only when the way is clear and 
safe." (Emphasis added•) PTTC Rule 
!l(c). 
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Every motor vehicle which, 
in accordance with the regu!a.-_ions 
of the Departme•nt of Trans•ortatio•l, 
is reauired to •e marked o} .olacarae 
with one of •he following markings- 

Explosives A 
Ex•iosives B 
Poison 
F!am•nab!e 
Oxidizers 
Compressed Gas 
Corrosives 
Flammabie 'Gas 
Radi6"•c=ive 
Dangerous 
Combustible (cargo tanks on 
Every cargo •ank motor veh[cie, whether loaded or erupt_y, us 

for the •_ranspor=ation of any 
hazardous material.as defined in the 
•zardous Materials Regulaeiors [•9 
CFR ;17i to •!89] 

Every cargo 
•n• 

motor vehicle =ranspor=ing a commodity 
which at •he time of loading has a 

temmera•.ure abo•e its flash point as 
•'e'•rmined by [49 CFR •173".!15, 'Whic 
specifies nhe tes=ing procedure for 
measuring the flash point ] " 

(Emphasis addedo) 49 CFR •3•2oi0(a) 
No similar requirements exist in 

•he •e=ulations 



(Vao) All_ unnecessary sto•s. 
•'in the P,'•C rule] be 

avoided•" E&DA Rule _•2(i), =•C._• 
Rule !5(b). 

(Fed.) "All shipments of hazardous 
mater •als shall be transported wi:hou: 
unnecessary delay, from and inciudin• 
•_he time of commencement of the load- 
ing of the cargo "•ntil its final 
dis charge at destinationo" 49 CFR 
§!77.853(a) 

".Motor vehicles required •o be 
slacarded as containing dangerous 
articles shall no•- be !eft unat- 
tended until the motor is stopped 
and the .r==.es securely set 
E&DA Ru!e 12(i)o 

'Motor tank trucks con•a.n•n= 
•e.tro!eum croducts must never be 
,_ef• •ntil •he motor is stopped and 
the brakes secure!v set o" 
(Emphasis added°) 9TTC [uie 15(b)o 

"No motor vehicle shall be left 
unattended until the parking brake 
has been securely set and all reason- 
able •recautions have been •aken to 
•revent the movement of such 
vehicle." 49 CFR •392o20o 

". in •_he event that a stop 
is necessary, [a motor tank truck 
cpntai•ninz Detro!eum produc•s]._ 
snail •e 

le•s:we!l aw'ay 'from 
•raffic, fire risk, and parked 
vehicles." PTT£ Rule 15 (b). 

"No motor vehicle shall be stopped, 
parked, or left standing, whether 
attended or "•nattended, on the 
trave!edportion of any highway outsid• 
of a business-or residen.•ia! district, 
when it is practicable to stop, park, 
or leave such vehicle off Ehe 
traveled portion of the highway° In 
the even• that conditions make it 
impracticable to move such motor 
vehicle from the •raveled portion of 
the high•ay, the driver shall make 
every effort no leave all possible 
width of the highway opposite the 
standing vehicle for •he free passage 
of other vehicles and he shall take care 

•o provide a clear view of the stand- 
ing vehicle as far as possible •o •he 
front and rear." 49 CFR •392.2io 

"A motor vehicle which contains 
hazardous materials other than Class A 
or Class B ex•iosives mus• not be 
parkgd on 

or-L-inhin five feet of the 
zrave!ed portion of Dub!ic s.-_reet or 
highway except for brief periods 
when :he necessities of operation 
require the vehicle to be parked and 
make i• impracticable •o park the 
vehicle in any o•her •!aceo" (Emphasi 
added.) 49 C•R §397.7(b)o 

"A motor vehicle which contains 
Class A or Class B exDiesives mus• 

not be parked 
On or within 5 fee• of the 

trave!e portion of a public s:reen 

or highway 
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On private property (in- cluding premises of a fueling or 
eating facility) withdut the knowl- 
edge and consenn of the pe_•son who i. 
in charge of the property and who 
aware of the nature of the hazardou: 
materials the vehicle contains, or 

Within 300 feet of a bridge 
tu•nne•, Gwe,_l•ng, building, or s!ace 
where Deo.nle work, congregate, or assenmble, exce.•t for brief periods 
when the necessities of operation 
require •he vehicle to be parked and 
male i• impracticable to .hark the 
vehicle in any other place " 

(Emphasis added.) A9 CFR •9•.•(•). 
Emergency S.•opping and Signaling 

(•,: ) "in =he even• o•. a breakdown. 
of a 

• mo=or vehicle containing 
dangerous articles or a mo•r tank 
truck c•rrying pe•ro!eum products] 
on .•he highway!, the vehicle shall- 
be parked as •ar no •he right of 
the highway as possible •nd •he 
following emergency signals shall 
be in•nediate!y displayed: At 
nigh• red" electric !ante•-ns 
or red refiec•orso During day- 
ligh• hours red flag•, red 
•e•!ectors or red eiec=ric •'an- 
terns. Three emergency signals 
shall be used° C•.e •o •e placed 
no• less than forty paces nor more 
nhan one hundred and •en=y paces 
from =he •e-r. of the vehicle, one 
less than forty •aces. nor more 
than one hundred and •en•y paces 
•=-om the =font, •d one within •en 
== of hi •_e• the ve c_e on •ne traffic 
side° in no even•_ sh•ll flame- 
producing s •g E•A __,n&•.s be used°" 
.•ule 12(i), PTTC Rule 

(Fed) '• R.gu•a•ions .equire vehicles 
shoD, when practicable, off the 
traveled por=ion of the highway s• 
StoPPing. and Parking above. 

•'•.enever any motor vehicle trans- 
porting flammable liquids, f!ar•ab!e 
solids, oxidizin• mazeriais, corrosi'•. 
materials•, compressed gasses, or 
poisons is s=opped for any cause oth• 
nhan necessary uraffic stops upon •h• 

-" any highway or traveled portion o• 
shoulder nex= thereto, the following 
requirements shall be complied with du•ing the period of such" s•op. 

For motor vehicles other 
,_anK vehicles used 'for than car$o 

•he transportation of flammable 
liquids o• fia•nabie comnressed. 
=asses and not •rans,nor• • exDIosiv• 
Class A, or Class B, warnin_• devices 
must '•e. set ou• in the [fol•'owing] 
manner. .". (Emphasis added. 
49 CFR §•7•,854(f) (I), 

". IT] he driver of the s•oppe 
vehicle shall irm•edia•ely flash the 
.•wo front and t-•o rear turn signals 
simula•aneously as a vehicular 
traffic hazard warning and conninAe 
the flashing until he places .•he 

rbezo•¢, wa_•m.ing devices requ•.re• 
in use on the highways° The f!ashin_• 
signals shall be used during the -ime 
the warning •ev•ces are picked 
storage before movemenn of the 
vehicle° The =lashing lights may be 
used at other times while a vehicle i 
stopped in addition to, bun not in 
lieu of 

4 
.the warning devices required [ below] 
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LT he driver shall as soon 

as 
eoss£b!e, but in any event winhin 

!0 minutes, place •he warning devic4s 
wi•h which his vehicle is equipped 
in conformi.-_v wi•_h [the s•ecificaticns. 
for warn•_n=• devices found a• • CFR 393•95] einher •hree emergency 
refiect. •e •riangies, •hree e!ec•r•_ _c 
emergency lanterns, •hree iiiuid- 
bu•.g emergency flares, or •hree 
red emergency reflectors in the 
fo flowing manner- 

•e a• •he •raffic side of th• 
stopped vehicle, within !0 fee• of 
fron= or •he •ear o• the vehicle- 

•e at a distance of approx- 
imately i00 fee• from the s•opped 
vehicle in the cen•er o = the traffic 
lane or shoulder occupied by •he 
vehicle and in •he direction in whJ•ch 
=he traffic in •hat lane is racy- 

." 49 CFR •392.22. ingTh• •egula=ions furnher specify 
p•acemen• criteria for fusees, dur•n= 
daylight hours (red flags may be 
used; electric lante•s are no• 
required), in business or residential 
districts, on'hills, curves, or near 
obstructions, and on divided or one- 

way roads. 49 CFR •392.22(b) (2) 

". For car.•o •ank motor 
vehicles used f0r-the •ransDortation 
Sf flY'able ii•ids or •!•ab!e compresse•_gas•s,• '-••ne•"•_n_• _loaded or 
empty, ant venLc!es •ransporzing 
@:•losives Class X or Class B, warning 
devices mus• be sez out fas specified below:] .". (EmphasEs'added.) 

". No driver shall use or 
pa•i• the usa of any flame-produain• 
emergency sisal for Drotectin• any 
motor ve•ic! "-• 

• [any 
P• !is-_d•= directly above] .,. or 

any •oEo • vehic]= •ng •o•Dresse• 
gas as a motor fuel. 7• lieu •here- 
of, emergency, reflenzive n-lanai_as, 
red elec•r • or •c _anzerns, red emer- 

gency ref!ec•ors shall be used, 
p!acemenz of which shall be in the 
same manner as prescrL•ee aoove 
-•9 CFR •392.05• (identical ••_e-. 

• a9 2.• •.•en_s at CFR •9 .•5 ) 
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gasoline or any othe•, f•ammab_ 
liquid, or combustible liquid or. gas 
seeps or i4aks from a 

fuel container 
on a motor vehicle stopped upon a high•;a7, no emergency warning signal 
producing a flame shall be lighted 
or placed except at such a distance 
from any such liquid or gas as will 
assure the prevention of a fire or explosiono" (Eiphasis addedo) 
&9 CFR •392o22(b) (2) (vi) 

"Should the lighting system [ of a motor tank truc.b contain- 
ing Denro!eum products] become de fec=•_-ve 

or 
out'of ord6r, as 

promptly as orac=icab!e after the 
discovery of such condition by 
•ne driver, the vehicle shall 
be s•opped on the righz side of 
the highway and as far to the 

as conditions may mermit, 
and shall no• proceed until •he 
defec[ is remedied° •2ne emer- 
gency si•-na!s described [above] 
for use a[ night shall he 
r•me&_a•eiv disp ,a, yed in the 
manner set fortho (Emphasis. 
added.) PTTC Rule 15 (d) 

No similar specific requirement 
exists in the regulations. 

"Motor vehicles containing 
•=•--•erous. articles must never 
be taken into a garage or repair 
shop for repairs or storage, 
unless in an emergency and only 
after [he garage is notified as 
the lading of the vehicle." E&DA 
Pc•le 12(j). 

"]•-•.enever iu is necessary to 
detain a rector vehicle transpor- 
ting dangerous ar•icies required 
•.o be placarded under these rules 
or under :he rules and regula[ions 
of •he [DOT ], because of vio!a<ion 
of any s=a•_u:e, or for violation 
of any rule or regulation of the [ DOT] properly app!icable, .:he 
vehicle shall be parked a• a place 
well away from any residence or building where •ersons may live 

"No repairs shall be made on any 
motor vehicle containing ex•!osives 
or othe• dangerous a.•.c.es exc t 
in case such repairs •ay be made 
•ithout •azard; nor small any such 
loaded motor vehicle be repaired in 
a closed garage°" 49 CFR •177.854(h) 

in addition, " [a• motor 
vehicle which connli•s Class A or 
Class B ex•!osives musz not be park- 
ed. [o']n p•{•a•e property 
without •he knowledge and consent 
of the person who is in charge of 
the •roperty and who is aware of the 
nature of the hazardous material the 
vehicle contains, (Emphasis 
added.) 49 CF• s3•7.7•a) (2). 

No similar specific requirement 
exists in •he regula•ionso 



or work and as far of = of any main 
or secondary •,•_hw=• as possible, 
at •he expense of ,the o•-ner or 
lessee of such vehicle and a guard 
ma be emp : 

Joyed for :he time of 
such deten=ion which expense 
be paid by •_he o•m.er or lessee." 
E&DA Rule 13o 

Fue in • 
• 

(Vao) "The fuel tank of a motor 
vehicle transporting dangerous 
ar•_icles shall be filled only when 
•he engine of :he motor ven_c•e is 
scoppedo" E&DA Rule !2(h). 

(Fed.) "l.Tnen a motor vehicle which 
contains hazardous ma•.eriais is being 
fueled 

its engine must noc be 
operating; and 

A person mua• be in control 
of •h$ fueling process at che point 

=• led where the fuel tank is 
•_ 

49 CFR §397.!5o 

Required Documents 

(Vi.) "The driver cf every motor 
vehicle being used to transport 
dangerous articles for hire shall 
have in his possession at all 
times the vehicle is so laden, a 
manifest, memorand•mT, receipt, bill 
of lading, shipping order, shipping 
paper or o•her memorandm•, sec¢ing 
forth the exac.t description of the 
dangerous article contain6gin his 
vehicle. Such description should 
include the common or generic name 
of ¢he dangerous article, the 
to•a! quan.zity by weight, volume or 
otherwise, as appropriate for each 
kind of •xplosive, or da.ng.erous 
article, and •he type or =angerous 
article as defined in [E&DA Rule i, 
which provides definitions for the 
different classes of dangerous ar- ar.=icle• This rule is also 

• 
•eh 

• les oDera•_ed not appl,caD•e •o _c 
for hire, unless the vehicle is so 
mar.•ed as co adequane!v describe 
its contents •_o zhe pu•lico" E&DA 
Rule !4(a). 

"Wi•h every• motor vehicle -•ans•- 
porting petroleum •roduct s there 
shall be carried'w%_nh 

such property 
on the same vehicle a full and com- 
ple:e manifes.-_, waybill, bill of 
i-•d{n= or rece•m• o = a• such proD- 
erty, which shall indicate the con- 
signor, consignee, origin, des•_ina- 
riot, gai!cnaze and nature of 
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(Fed.) "A driver of a motor vehicle 
containing hazardous material, and 
each carrier using such a vehicle, 
shall ensure that the shipping paper 
•=__qu•_ed' • 

[•e•o•e- 
a ca•e•--• •,.,a!• •-.•ans- 

port •l (49 CFR •!77 817 (a) )] 
readily available to, and recegnizib:e 
by, ahthori•ies in the event of acci- 
dent or inspection. Specifically, 
the driver and the carrier shall 

Clearly distinguish the 
shipping paper, if it is carried 
with o•her shipping papers or other 
papers of any kind, by eiEher distincn- 
!y tabbing i•, or by having iz appear 
first and 

Store the shipping paper as 
foizows 

W•en the driver is a¢ •he veh[cie; 
s controls the shipping paper 

shall be [w •ithin his i•ediate 
reach •{hm•_ he is restrained by •he 
lap belt; and either readily visible 
to a person enter {..n== the driver's 
compartment or in a holder which 
mo•.¢ed to the inside of :he door on 
the driver's side of the vehicle. 

<Tnen the driver is no¢ at the 
vehicle's controls, :he shipping 
paper shall be [{ In 

a holder 
which is mo•ze• 

o the inside of 
door on the driver's side of :he 
vehicle; or on the driver's sea• 
inside ¢he vehicle" • CFR 9177 8!7(=) 



com•nodity of each shipment on the 
motor vehicle° The original, or 

a copy of the manifest, waybill, 
bi•! of lading or receipt shall 
be preserved by such carrier in its 
•rinciDal office in this State for 
a period of at least three years. 
(Emphasis added.) PTTC Rule 26° 

"It shall be •he duty of the 
shipper uo furnish to the carrier 
a complete description of the dan- 
gerous article to be transported. 
Such description shall conform wi•h 
the r q • =•. 

forth in e u__ e!ll• _.•t s see [ E&DA Rule IA(a) above ]o 
E&DA Rule 14(b). 

Driver Requirements 

General 

(Va•) "The driver of a motor vehicle 
connainin• dangerous ar•_ic!es oper- 
ating •hrough or within a ci'•y or 
-•own shai comply wi -•.,• these rules 
and also all ordinances of the city 
or .-.o• pertaining to the trans- 
ported_ion of dangerous articles° 
E&DA Rule !2(n)o 

"The driver cf a motor tank 
truck [t-ansporting petro!em• 

•_a_ough or eroduc:s] operating 
within 

= • hall c •_-_y s om•y with 
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Regulations at a9 CFR §172.200 an. 
•172.201 detail the manner in which 
entries must be made on a •hipping 
paper. The rules further provide- 

"Each description o• a hazardous 
material on • shipping paper must 
include 

The proper shipping name pr 
scribed for the material as required 
by [49 CFR §172.101, which is a •abl• 
n•ing some !,?0•0 substances, their 
hazard classes. abeiiing and packagl 
requirements, and maximum quantities 
per package ]. 

•he class pres•_•bed for the matSr _ai 
as re=uired by [the tab!e 

mentioned above] W•en the words of 
the proper 

shipping 
name are 

identical with 
the words of the class, the in • • _US Oll 
of the 61ass is not required° 

Except for empty packaging, 
the tot•l quantity (by weight, volume 
or as otherwise appropriate) of the 
hazardous material covered by the 
demcription." 49 CFR •!72o 202 (a) 

No similar specific rule re•uirinE 
•he carrier topreserve •he or-iginaY; 
or a copy of the manifest, waybill, 
bill of lading, or receipt exists 
in •he regulations. 

"Except as o•herwise provided in [ 49 CFR §172.200 to §i7•o204, the 
shipping papers regu!a•ions ] each 
person who offers a hazardous materia 
for transportation shall describe 
hazardous material on •_he shippin• 
paper in .•he manner required [by •he 
shipping papers reguia• •ons ] ." 
CFR §!72.200 (a). 

(Fed.) "Every motor vehicle ccnzainin 
hazardous materials must be driven an. 
parked in complism.ce •_nh the laws, 
ordinances, and regulations of the 
jurisdiction in which it is being 
operated, unless they are at variance 
with specific regulations of .-.he 
Department of Transportation which 
are applicable •o the operation of 
that vehicle and which impose a more 

•ga•ion or reset ='• 
g9 CFR •397.3. 



-_hoSe rules-and also with all or- 
dinances and •he police regulations 
of :_he c{z =T•C Rule 16 

"The driver of a motor vehicle 
shall at all times have complete 
control while such vehicle is laden 
wi•h and ¢ransp•.•v_•_..• dangerous 
ar-_icieso" E&DA Rule !2(m). 

". No person shall have con•_ro• of or drive a motor vehi 
cle used in •he transportation of 
dangerous arzicies while under the 
influence of •n,_ox•-cants or nar- 
coticso" E&DA Rule !0(b)o 

No similar general requiremen-_ 
exists in =he r =•-nions 

"No person sha!• opera,e, or be 
physical con•roi of, a motor vehicle 
if he possesses, is under the inf!uenc 
of, or is using, any of the following 
substances 

A narcotic drug or any 
derivative thereof; 

An amphetamine or any form- 
ulation thereof (including, bu• noE 
limited to, 'pep pills' and 
'bennies' ) 

Any other subsEance, Eo a deg.•ee which rgnders him incapable of 
safely operating a motor vehicle• 

•,o motor carrier shall 
knowin•!y require or permiE a driver 
Eo violate [t•e above regula- tions] 49 CFR •392.4. 

• 

•a•i 
s •e further Keou• on• 

(49 CFR •392•4(c) & (d))that sub- 
sEances prescribed by a physician who 
has advised the driver that such will 
not impai• his driving ao.i_.y are 
exempt from nhe above rules; and 
"possession" does hOE refer •o sub- 
stances manifested and transporEed 
as part of a shipment. 

No person shall 
Cons•e an incoxica•in• 

liquor, regardless of des alcoholic 
content, or be under the influence 
of an intoxicating liquor, within 
4 hours before going on duty or oper- 
ating, or having physical control of, 
a motor vehicle; or 

Cons•.e an incoxieacing 
liquor, re•ardiess of i•s alcoholic 
concenc, or be •der •he influence of 
an intoxicating liouer, while on 
ducv, o onera• •= or in ohvsica 
connro! of, a motor vehicle; or 

Be on du•v or operate a 
vehicle while he cosesses an intoxi- 
cating licuor, regardless of i•s 
=•cohol • 
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"Eo De•_reieum tank truck carrier 
controlling, operating, or managing 
any motor tank truck shall cause 
or allow any driver or operator 
of such vehicle no work as a driver 
or operator for more than a max- 
imu.•, of eight actual driving 
hours unless such driver or operator 
has had at least ten consecutive 
hours off-duty rest in every twenty- 
four hour period, and in no case 
shall .•he driving •ime in any 
twenty-four hours aggregate more 
•ha• 

• een ho•,s (Emphasis 
added.) PTTC Rule 12, 

content. However, uhls requirement 
does non apply to possession of an 
intoxicating liquor which is mani- 
fested and •_ransoorted as Dart of a 

s hipmen to 
•o motor carrier shall 

require or permi• a driver to 
Vioiaue any provision of •h 

[ regulations above] or 
Be on du•v to ooeraze a 

motor v hic!e if, •y n•_s general 
appearance and by his conduct or by 
other substantiating evidence, he 
appears to have ccnisumed an intox- 
icating liquor within the preceding_ 
4 hourso" 49 CFR §392o5• 

"Excepu [vehicles classified as '•.gh • •_=.ghu • mail trucks' au 
49 CFR §395.1(b)j• every moto: 
carrier and i•s •f•icers, drivers, 
agents, emolovees, and representative. 
shall comply {•ith the rules [governi: 
hours of service ], and every 
motor carrier shall require •hat its 
officers, drivers, agents, employees, 
and representatives be conversant wi• [ such rules ]o" 49 CFR •395o! 

"o Except as provided in [ 49 CFR §395.3(c), which exempts 
drivers of certain 2-axie and de!ive• 
vehicles, 49 CFR §395.3(e), which 
gives •he hours of service for drive•_ 
in Alaska• and A9 CFR §395o10, which 
allows a 2-hour extension -.o the 
hours of service for adverse driving 
conditions •, no motor carrier sha!li 
permi• or require any driver used 
by it to drive nor shall any such 
driver drive more than 10 hours folio 
ing 8 consecutive hours off "duty or 
drive• for any period after having 
been on duty i5 hours following 8 
consecutive hours off duty •" 
49 CFR •395.3(a). 

Regulations" further specify rules 
for cumu!a•_ing hours, wee•y max- 
imum hours of service, and hours =or 
oil field workers. •9 CFR §395.3 
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Personal 0uaiifica.=ions 

.he ver o. a motor vehicle (•ao) dri 
used in :he transportation of dan- 
.zerous articles must comply with 
each of the following requirements: 

Have the quaiifica•_ions to 
obtain a chauffeur's license render 
exis • = Vi •_n_ rg•n•a s •a•u•es •"A motor tank •ruck transporting 
pe:roie• Droducns must be driven 
by •nd be in charge of a driver who 

must hold a valid chauf- 
feur's license." (Emphasis added.) 
PTTC Rule i0.) 

Be experienced careful 
capable, reliable and able to read 
=• •_ze e English language 

("A motor tank truck transpor- 
ting pe•ro!e• mroduczs must be 
driven •y and •e in iharge of a 
driver who is not less than 2! years 
of age, careful, capable, reliable, 
• and] able to read and •mite the 
English language. ." 
(Emphasis added.) •T•C Rule !0.) 

Not addicted to •he use 
of •mtoxi'an[s or narcotics 

("A motor tanh •ransperta•ing 
Detro!e• •roduc•s must be driven •y and' be'in'charge of a driver who 
is no= addic=ed to the use, or 
•der the influence of intoxicants 
or narcotics. ." (Emphasis 

Be familiar wir_h the road 
rules, •ane laws and regulations 
governing the •_ransporta•ion of 
ex•!osives and dangerous arzicies 
in this Sta-e, and local ordinances 
of any city or to•n through which 
:he vehicie morns <"The driver tof a motor •ank 
•r•nsDor•ing De•roie• •roducts] 
mus: •e {amm•ar wi•h • road 
rules, •he Sta•e laws and •he rules 
and re•uianions o[ the Sta•e Cor- 
poration Co•mission g0vernin Z :he 
:rans•or•anion of •ezrole• products 
in this state (Emphasis added.) 
PTTC Rule l!(a).) 

(Fed°) "Except as provided in [49 CFK 
§39!o61 no §391.71, which contain 
certain limited exemptions ], a perso: 
is qualified zo drive a motor vehicle 
if he 

Has been issued a currently- 
valid motor vehicle opera•_or's •{cens• 
or permit 

is at least 21 years old; 
Can read and speak the Enz!ish 

language sufficiently to converse 
with •_he general public, <o understan• 
traffic si=•ns and signals in •he 
English ian=ua=e= 

= 
to respond [o 

official inquiries, and •o make 
entries on reports and records; 
...Can,by reason of experience, train 

ing, or both, safel.y operaEe the 
vehicle he drives. •' 49 CFR • 391.11. 

"A person shall no• drive a motor 
vehicle unless he is Dhysicaily 
qualified to do so." 4'• CFR §391.41 
(a). 

i fief" if he [amon• other thing "DSes not use an amphetamine, 
n•rcotic, or any habi;-forming drug; 
and 

Has no current clinical 
dia sis o._ a!coho•.sm, 49 CFR 
§391.41 (b) (12) and (13). 

See Driver Requirements, General, 
above for regulations conce.•-ning 
driving under the influence of 
alcohol o•. drugs. 

Each motor carrier and each 
driver shall know, and be familiar 
with, the rules of [49 CFF• 
governing qualifications of drivers 
a9 CFR §391.5 

"Except_ as 
"•rovided in [49 CFR 

•392.1(c) and (d), which exemm= 
•rivers and vehicles who!• enga== = 

in intraci=y opera-.ions, and ii_•h=- 
weigh= mail •rucks ], every mc•_or 
carrie •, its officers, a=enzs r=•re- 
sen•a=ive= and em•iove=s res•onsib• 
for =he mangemen=, maintenance, 
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-ation of explosives or dangerous 
articles transported or to be 
•ransporzed on or in the vehicle in 
his care." E&DA Rule i0. 

"The driver of a motor tank 
truck •ansnort•n£ •enroleu.m pro•- 
ucts must be familiar witln the 
necessary safety rules for handling 
and transporting petroleum products. 
PTTC Rule !! (a).) 

Be familiar with the safety 

operation, or driving of motor vehi- 
cles, or the hiring, supervising, 
training, assigning, or dispatching 
of drivers, shall be instructed in 
and comply with the rules in [49 CFR 
_s392, governing the driving of motor 
vehicles ]." 49 CFR •392.!(a) 

"Except as provided in [47 CFR 
§397.1(c), which exempts drivers and 
vehicles •.•__•v engaged in intracity 
operations ], the rules in [49 CFR 
;397, concerning driving and parkin[l 
rules for transportation of 
apply to each motor carrier engaged 
in the transportation of hazardous 
materials by a motor vehicle which 
must be marked or placarded in accor, 
ance with [49 CFR §177 8 • •-3, which re. 
quires mark•.n=• as specified in a tab 
of some 1200 ?a-M at 49 CFR ==172.101] 
and to [e ]ach person who 
operates or who is in charge of a 

motor vehicle containing hazardous 
materials." 49 CFR §397.1(a) (2). 

"Every motor vehicle containing 
hazardous materials must be driven 
and parked in compliance with the 
laws, o•dinances, and regulations 
of the jurisdiction in which it is 
being operated, unless they are at 
variance with specific regulations 
of the Department of Transportation 
which are applicable to the operatior 
of •hat vehicle and which impose a 

more stringent obligation or re- 
straint." 49 CFR §397.3. 

"It is the duty of each [priva'.e 
common, or contract carrier by '1 

motor vehicle engaged in •ranspor•in.• 
h•-M in in=ersnane .comznerce] to make 
the prescribed regulations effective 
and to thoroughly instruct employees 
in relation thereto." •9 CFR 
(a). 
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App =ND IX B 

•=TTER AND QUESTIONNAIRE 

June 8, 1979 7.13 

Dear Sir: 

With the increased use of heavy trucks, national and 
state legislators, as well as traffic safety officials, have 
shown a growing concern over the safety record of these vehicles. 
As a result of the rising concern in our state, the Virginia 
Highway & Transportation Research Council has undertaken a study 
•o determine the magnitude of the truck accident experience 
in Virginia. 

An important goal of this study is to determine if 
.existing regulations and enforcement programs are sufficient. 
Vi¢ai to this research is a survey of how other states enforce 
their regulations on the size and weight of trucks, the safety 
inspection of trucks, and the transportation of hazardous 
materials. This information wiii be of much help in our evalu- 
ation of Virginia's current efforts in this area of law 
enforcement. 

We ask that you complete the attached questionnaire 
and return it in the enclosed envelope. If you do not feel 
qualified to complete it (or any part of it), please forward it 
to the person or agency best able to complete it. In particular, 
if necessary please detach and forward.to the appropriate agency 
the section concerning the transportation of hazardous materials. 

We would appreciate receiving your reply by June 29. 
If you have any questions, please contact Clint Simpson or Kevin 
McLean of our staff at (804) 977-0290. 

Thank you for your interest and assistance. 

CS/rem 
Attachment 

cc: Mr. John T. Hanna 

Very truly yours, 

Jack H. Dillard, Head 
Virginia Highway & Transportation 

Research Ceuncil 
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QUESTIONNAIRE: ENFORC•IENT OF TRUCK SAFETY REGULATION 

i. WEIGHING OPERATIONS AND SAFETY INSPECTIONS 

i. State: 

Agency Name 

2. What is the source of state rules governing truck weight and size limits? 

State law 
Legislative resolution 
Departmental or Commission policy 
Agency regulations 
Other (please specify) 

3. In enforcing weiBht limitations, are permanent (fixed) scales used? 

Yes 
No 

If yes, how many? 
If no, go to question 6. 

4. How many days per week and hours per day are the permanent scaies-operated? 
If scales are operated on various schedules, indicate the number of scales 
in each category, including irregular scheduling. (e.g., 5 scales operate 7 days/week, 24 hours/day) 

5. Are all trucks passing permanent (fixed) weigh stations weighed? 

Yes 
No Please specify the criteria used to determine 

which trucks are not weighed: 

6. Are portable scales used? 

Yes 
No If no, go to question ii. 

7. What types of portable scales a•e used, and how many of each type do you have? 

What is the average number of mobile weighing teams assigned each day? 

teams of •ersons each. 



9. How many days per week and hours per day are the portable scales operated? 
If scales are operated on various schedules, indicate the number of scales 
in each .category, including irregular scheduling. 

i0. •at criteria are used to determine which vehicles are weighed at 
portable scales? 

ii. Is the "weigh -in-motion" method used? 

Yes If yes, at how many scales? 
No If no, go to question 13. 

12. For what purpose is "weighing-in-motion" used? 

Data gathering 
Determining if a vehicle violates weight limits 
Screening vehicles before weighing at a full stop 
Other (please specify) 

13. For the most recent year for which data are available, how many vehicles were: 

Weighed? 
Found to be in violation of weight limits? 
Measured? 
Found to be in violation of size limits? 

Year 

14. Are on-road safety inspections conducted? 

Yes 
No If no, go to question 18. 

15. Are there any criteria for determining which vehicles are subjected to 
safety inspections? 

Yes (please specify) 



16. Which items are areas of primary focus in inspections: 

Brakes 
Suspension sys •em 
Steering mechanism 
Tires 
Lights 
Turn signals 
Exhaust system 
License 
Registration 
Driver's logs 
Other (please specify) 

17. For the most recent year for which data are available, how many vehicles 
were: 

Inspected? 
Found to be in violation? 

Year 

18. •hich state agencies are responsible, fully or in part, for the operation 
of the listed programs: 

Permanent Portable Safety 
Scales Scales Inspections 

State Police 
Highway Department 
State Regulatory Comm. 

Other (please specify) 

19. If you have any additional information concerning weighing or safety inspec- 
tion programs, please feel free to send it along with your response to the 
rest of the questionnaire. 

Your name: 

Title: 

Mailing Address and Telephone: 



II. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

20. State 

Agency 

21. What is the source of state rules concerning the transportation of 
hazardous materials? 

State law 
Legislative resolution 
Department or Commission policy 
Agency regulation 
No such rules exist 
Other (please specify) 

22. Has your state conducted a study of the transportatior• of hazardous materials? 

Yes 
No 

23. Is it presently conducting such a study? 

Yes 
No 

24. Does your state conduct an active program for enforcing regulations on 

hazardous materials? 
Yes 
No If no, go to question 28. 

25. Please furnish the following information concerning inspections of FOR-HIRE 
CARRIERS of hazardous materials. (check the appropriate activity) 

a) Inspect Office 
Records: 

b) Inspect Records 
On-Board Vehic. 
(incl. driver 
logs): 

Inspect Vehico 
Itself: 

Vehicle 

Inspection Method 

Random Systematic 

Location 
At On 

Terminal Road 

Violations 
# of # of 

Inspections Violations 

Cargo 



d) Other 

e) Year in which data were collected: 

26. Please furnish the following information concerning inspections of PRIVATE 
CARRIERS of hazardous materials° (check the appropriate category) 

a) Inspect Office 
Records: 

Inspection Method 

Random S_ystema•ic 

Location Violations 
At O• # of 

7# 
of 

Terminal Road Inspections Violati•- 

Inspect Records 
On-Board Vehic. 
(incl., driver 
logs): 

c) Inspect Vehic. 
Itself: 

Vehicle 

Car•o 

d) Other 

e) Year in which data were collected: 

27. Which state agencies are responsible, fully or in part, for the oDeration 
of •he hazardous materials program? 

State police 
Highway Department 
State Regulatory Comm. 
Other (please specify) 

28. if you have any additional information concerning hazardous materials programs, 
please feel free to send it along with your response to the rest of the 
questionnaire. 

Your name 

Title 

Mailing Address and Telephone: 


